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CHAPTER I
ASPECTS OF PLANNING IN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
1.1 Planning and Control in Construction Companies
The process of management is a continuous process of planning,
organising, co-ordinating, IWtivating and controlling according
to Pilcher (Ref. 5). In any conpetitive construction organi-
sation the objective of the managerd.al, staff is mainly to ensure
that the firm's resources are utilised both effectively and effi-
ciently. In this thesis certain aspects relating to the planning
and control of a contractor's resources on a Civil Engineering
contract are considered.
1.1.1 The Contractor's Resources
The resources of a contractor which require to be planned
and controlled at the various management levels of a con-
struction organisation can be grouped into:-
(a) Time
(b) Labour
(c) 11aterials
(d) Plant and equipment
(e) Capital
(f) Managerial and Technical staff
(g) Subcontractor's services
The importance of these resources within a construction or-
ganisation are discussed briefly.
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A) ~ - On most construction contracts the time with-
in ~ch a contractor is required to complete a project
is stipulated by the client in the tender documents.
A common procedure on Civil Engineering contracts is
also for.the client to impose a penalty clause which
legally forces the contractor to pay a certain sum of
money to the client for every day of late completion
(i.e. beyond the stipulated date). In practice clients
frequentlY find it difficult to actuallY enforce this
penalty clause. since it obviously requires a corres-
ponding faultless behaviour from the client (or his re-
presentative). with regard to the timelY delivery of
plans. design changes. accuracy of plans. etc. Another
effect of time. which affects a contractor's financial
resources, is cost escalation (i.e. infiation). The
estimator must make adequate allowance for ilicreasing
costs when preparing a tender for a contract which has
no cost escalation clause.
B) Labour - This includes all weeklY paid artisans (e.g.
carpenters), semi-skilled art.Lsans (e.g. handy-men),
labourers, operators and drivers who are normally found
in a construction company. A particular problem in
South Africa is the high rate of turnover of artisans
on construction sites. Only in rare cases does a par-
ticular artisan stay on a contract during its full
duration. Because of the present contract system by
which african labour is usually onlY employed by a par-
ticular company for one year at a time. mst contractors
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do not consider it wrth the effort to train unskilled
labourers for skilled tasks. Persons receiving IIlOnthly
salary payments (e. g. foremen, engineers, typists) are
included under the heading H for managerial and technical
staff.
c) Materials - 'lliis refers mll.n1y to the permanent mate-
rials such as concrete, steel, bricks and earthlOOrlcs
which actually form par-t, of the pe:rli'.anent werle of a
structure. Semi-permanent materials (such as timber
formworle) which are usually consumed completely on a
particular site are often also classed as materials al-
though strictly speaking fornrwork is usually an expen-
dable item of equipment. '!he requirements and sources
of supply of certain rna.terials often require careful pre-
planning since general shortages in the industry are
!mown to occur (e.g. steel, cement, bricks). On country
contracts the :inadequate capacity of the batching plant
can sometimes be a serious restriction on the site pro-
gress, but in urban areas premixed concrete can be pur-
chased to cope \<lith extra peak demands for concrete.
D) Plant and Equipment - '!he term plant is generally
used to describe all items of m.jor construction machinery
such as bulldozers, graders, drilling rigs, cranes, site
mixers and dredgers, "While equipment often refers to
scaffolding, fonnwork supportwrk, purpose-made formwork,
etc. However j, American textbooks often use the te:nn
"equipment" to refer to "plant". Both plant and
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equipment are major investments by a contractor who re-
covers the purcr.ase cost through the depreciation
charges which the estimator includes within various
tender Bill items. The hourly "depreciation" charge of
a bulldozer for example, might be obtained by dividing
the total expected cost of operating and owning this
machine during its lifet:illle by its total expected working
hours. When estimating the expected cost of a parti-
cular Bill item on which this machine will be used, the
estimator includes a bulldozer plant charge by multi-
plying the expected number of bulldozer working hours
for this Bill item with the hourly charge rate of the
machine. Plant overheads such as the costs of trans-
portation to site, insurance, maintenance and spare
parts are also regarded as resources spent on plant and
equipment. The operators of plant and equipment are
regarded as a labour resource.
E) Managerial and Technical Staff - These include con-
tract managers, site engineers, site foremen and general
tecr.nicians which the contractor allocates to the various
contracts on which his organisation is engaged. The
managerial resource-does not generally vary rapidly, and
the skills and interests of managers largely determines
the type of contract for which a particular contractor
will tender (e.g. certain firms specialise in road con-
tracts).
F) Subcontractors - These include all outside firms which
the main contractor engages on a particular contract
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(e.g. steelfixers, ready mixed concrete suppliers,
electricians, painters, ebc; ); Subcontractors are
considered to be a resource to a contractor in that
their availability enables him firstly to tender for con-
tracts which he might not otherwise have considered,
and secondly permits him to accommodate peak demands
on his own resources (e.g. concrete, steelfixing).
In the experience of the writer it is occasionally
cheaper for the main contractor to use subcontractors
on certain portions of worit which he normally perfonns
himself. This particularly applies when the main
contractor is writing in a geographical area which is
far from his normal woIking environment.
G) Capital - This refers to the financial assets of the
contractor which are temporarily tied-up (on site and
in the head office) for the purpose of completing the
contract. This investment (most of which is tempo-
rary) consists firstly of the amount of the contrac-
tor's capital tied-up in plant and equipment on site
and the head office (fixed capital), and secondly,
the capital tied-up as a result of the lag between
the time the contractor pays his interim costs for
plant, labour and materials and the time when payment
is received from the client. The capital tied-up
as a result of the difference in timing of payments
and receipts is generally referred to as writing ca-
pital, and includes the amount of retention money
retained by the client during construction and the
maintenance period (see Section 4.3).
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1.1.2 Top ~hnagement in a Construction Firm
Senior management in a construction firm performs the task
of control which is necessary to ensure that the company >
operates successfully as a commercial undertaking. Hence,
management must carefully allocate the financial, mecha-
nical and managerial resources of the firm to the various
construction contracts. Obviously, only men with the neces-
sary experience and knowledge can be entrusted with such
decisions.
1.1.3 Site ~agement of a Construction Firm
The site managers of a particular construction contract are
required to ensure the smooth running of a contract and are
directly concerned with the efficient utilisation of the
site resources (i,e. time, plant, labour and materials).
1.1.4 The use of Planning Ibde1s to Aid Construction ~agement
Managerial planning in a construction company generally
requires members of staff to make decisions having long
t.enn effects. For example, a contract manager might be
required to decide on the best end from which to start the
construction of a bridge, the amount of plant and labour
required to complete a contract within a given time, or
to determine the effect of delaying a certain section of
a contract until after the rainy season.
This type of decision might be resolved completely sub-
jectively by sound judgement which takes into account past
experience. In addition the manager might use a model to
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estimate the possible outcome of a particular decision.
A model can be described as "an attempt to imitate a real
situation". A typical example of a model might be a
scale-model concrete beam which is loaded in an attempt
to predict the cracking pattern of a similar full-size
beam. Similarly, an equation (wich might be found as
a result of the above physical experiment), for calcula-
ting the particular load causing cracking in the beam is
a model which imitates a real-life situation (Le. the
>
cracking of the full-size beam).
In this thesis a number of models are discussed for plan-
ning certain aspects relating to Civil Engineering con-
struction; e.g. these are models for the utilisation of
resources on site, models for cash fiow during construc-
tion, etc.
An important point concerning the use of models by manage-
ment is firstly that a model is there only to aid a ma-
nager in assessing and manipulating the data at his dis-
posal, and secondly the nndel, should never remove from a
manager the option to use his sound jUdgement in decision
making. If a model, is used, the management must firstly
recognise the limitations of the rmdeL, Secondly'; ma-
nagement interprets the output from the IOOdel, and then
the management must make its decisions. Lastly manage-.
ment must also assess the long t.erm consequences of these
decisions.
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1.2 Problems Particular to Planning in the Construction Industry
A nuni>er of general planning problems, SOIOO of which are unique
to the construction industry, are briefly examined. These pro-
blems illustrate the type of environment within which plans are
made for construction contracts.
A) Non-repetitive Nature of Construction Contracts A typical
characterdatd.c of construction projects is the fact that the
conditions on site, the design approach, and the available re-
sources of the contractor, usually require that a unique wrk
programme be compiled for each contract. Although there are
often many activities on site which are highly repetitive du-
ring construction, the learning processes (whereby artisans,
labourers or operators improve their work outputs without
greater mental or physical exertions) must usually start anew
once a contract has been completed.
B) 'IYpe of Contract Construction contracts in South Africa
are usually awarded to contractors either through competitive
tendering or direct negotiation between the contractor and the
client (or his representative). In certain instances where
there is urgency (on the part of the client) for early com-
pletion of construction, the contractor is often required to
submit a construction price long before the final design is
completed. On this type of contract the planner is thus
required to compile a construction programme vdth incomplete
knowledge concerning certain parts of the structure. "Desdgn-
and-construct II contracts are usually considered to be very
satisfactory from the contractor's point of view of construc-
tion planning. on such contracts the contractor can match
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the design approach with his available resources (i.e. plant,
labour, managerial skill.s, etc.).
c) The Nature of the Project - The method which is used to
prepare a construction programme generally depends on the type
of contract under consideration. The work activities of a
bridge contract for example, are usually highly interdependent
and hence this interdependency is a dominating factor in de-
termining a construction schedule. Techniques which take
into account only the time and geographical interdependencies
between activities are therefore often suitable for planning
bridge contracts (see Section 2.3). A roadworks contract
on the other hand usually has fewer constraints since work
can be started at various geographical positions along the
length of a road. A technique for controlling many simul-
taneous activities which are not critically constrained by
geographical concentrations along the length of a road, wuld
then be more suitable (Ref. 27, Chapter 2).
D) Unforeseen Circumstances on Construction Contracts This
includes weather, subsoil conditions and other natural fac-
tors about which there is a reasonable amount of uncertainty
before the start of construction. On contracts involving
large quantities of earthworks unforeseen subsoil conditions
and adverse weather conditions often force the contractor to
frequently review his construction schedule. On such con-
tracts a large provisional item of money is usually provided
by the client in the Bill of Quantities against which the
contractor can claim when certain unforeseen circumstances
occur.
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E) Variations and late Infonnation - According to a project
manager (Oppenheim Ref. 4) a survey of a number of large
construction projects showed that approximately 30% of all
construction time delays were due to design changes by the
clients, while 60% of all delays were due to late delivery
of plans from the designer, and only 10% of all delays were
due to bad performance by the contractor. Design changes
which are made by the client during construction often cause
an upheaval to the contractor's original construction plans.
Similarly the late delivery of drawings from the designer
to the contractor usually means that the contractor might be
forced to make unschedul.ed re-allocations of resources (e .g.
plant, labour and materials) to new parts of the construction
project.
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CHAPTER 2
l~ODELS FOR PLANNING CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS - A REVIEl'l
2.1 Introduction
A) Relation between this chapter and Chapter 5
A revie~l is provided in this chapter of a number of techniques
which can be used to rrodaL certain of the characteristics of a
construction project, such as the utilisction of a contractor's
r-esour-ces> on site. The aim in this chapter is to provide an
introduction and background to the planning aspect of the model
proposed in Chapter- 5; I'.ost contractors find it necessary to
use a simplified version of the larger model proposed in Chapter
5 in order- to suit their own input and output system. But it
has been t.hought, advisable in t.hi.s thesis to first develop or
describe a general idea.lised model which has as much useful out-
put data as possible. Further investigation might tloen show the
need to simplify the model, to suit practicd limitations due to
slo~1 or in2.dequate feedback of input information from the site
or planning staff.
It is assurre d that the reader is fall1iliar with basic net~..ork
theory.
B)" Bar che.rts
Hence the SUbject is only introduced briefly.
The bar or Gantt chart is presently one of the most commonky
used met.hods for ccrrrnunicating construction programmes to
site staff. Eenry Gantt apparently first used these charts
in the early 1900's for scheduling and cont.rol.Idng the opera-
tions of machane stops, clothing manuf'acburer-s and other
------------------------------------------------
*Refer Section 1.1.1.
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production processes (Wallace Clark, Ref. B).
Examples of Gantt charts are shown in Figure 2.6(d) and Fi-
gure 3.1.
The procedure for constructing a bar chart manually is rela-
tively straightforward: The planner starts by identifying
the project operations and estimating their durations.
Knowing the construction approach he schedules the operations
to a calender time scale taking note of their natural sequen-
ces (e.g. bases must be constructed before columns), resource
constraints such as shortages in labour or plant, other se-
quences (e.g. abutment A before abutment B) and the estimated
duration of all operations. The final schedule is therefore
considerably influenced by the judgement, past experience and
expertise of the planner who is involved in the planning pro-
cess from start to finish.
The main shortcomings of this approach to planning are:-
(i) The planner is required to manipulate mentally a large
amount of relatively fixed infomation (e.g. the inter-
dependancies between operations); . various effects
caused by the limited availability of plant and labour
are therefore easily overlooked and errors are fre-
quent.
(ii) The planner is prevented, by the unscientific nature
of the t.echntque, from fully taking into consideration
all the information at his disposal and is thus forced
to rely mainly on his judgement; for example, it is
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particularly difficult to take into mental account
all the complex interactions of operations on an invol-
ved bridge contract.
(iii) The process must be carried out by a responsible and
experienced person throughout and cannot at any stage
be delegated to a junior member of staff. This can
quite easily lead to a hastily prepared programme mth-
in which some of the pitfalls might have been overlooked.
c) Network-based techniques
The use of networks to represent the interdependancies between
the operations of a project was one of the first steps towards
the development of a scientific planning model.
During 195$ both the United States Navy and E.!. du Pont de
Nemours, a large chemical engineering firm, pUblished details
of a planning technique involving the use of networks (Lockyer,
Ref. 26). These were known as PERT (Project Evaluation and
Review Technique) and CPM (Critical Path Method) respectively.
Both methods which are extensively described in literature
(Ref. 3, 26, 2$) are briefly discussed in various parts of
this chapter.
D) Present developments
A number of models have since been proposed which are genera~
more tailor~de for the construction industry*. Unlike the
early CPM and PERT models which establish a work programme
simply from the durations of the operations and the interde-
pendancies between them, these also take into account the
--------
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availability of plant and labour on site. Although often
referred to as "network techniques" the infiuence of the net-
work is considerably reduced and simply serves to describe one
of a number of restraints on the construction programme, name-
ly the natural sequence of the operations. Resource allo-
cations on a time basis have become a major factor in these
new methods.
2.2 Constructing a Network - basic theory
A) Networks
The planning network is generally defined as being a logical
fiowchart of the project activities which can express some or
all of the following:
(1) The natural interdependancies between the project opera-
tions (e.g. a footing constructed before a COlumn),
(2) Elcternal infiuences (e.g. the delivery of plans, safety
restrictions which prevent two operations from occur-
ring simultaneously, et.c , ) ,
(3) A particular construction approach (e.g. a road construc-
tion starting from a specific point).
Because the network is an important statement of construc-
tion policy, particular care should be taken in its prepara-
tion.
B) Network methods
The tliO most conmon techniques presently in use are:
(i) The Arrow or activity-on-arrow method,
(ii) The Precedence or activity-on-node method.
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Table 2.1 compares their basic elements.
The arrow diagram originated from the early em model of
Kelley and Walker (1958, Ref. 21); the Precedence method
being an adaptation of a later developmnt by Roy (1961,
Ref. 31). This is extensiveJ¥ described in literature (e.g.
Refs. 2$, 29). An example is shown in Figure 2.1 to illu-
strate the application of both techniques to a smul bridge
contract.
There is often controversy among planners as to the choice
of method. Although the Arrow method is used extensively in
literature a number of authors have in the last ho years
shown strong support for the Precedence method.
advantages of the Precedence method appear to be:
The main
(a) Overlapping operations can be portrayed more easily.
Figure 2.2 illustrates a case were considerably less itema
are required to show the overlap of t~ activities. The
"p" link indicates that operation:2 can only start after 50%
of 1 has been completed. Similarly the IIfll link shows that
the second half of operation 2 can start only when 1 has been
completed (i.e. one can do 50% of :2 before 1 is finished).
W ~\.lIL:I> .f .so 10
w ....U- •
f> s-o% ~ Pv.sTE~I
wA,l..L-
~~ __ .e , ~~+ A,.r-nw:mel Precedence networks.
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Table 2.1 compares their basic elements.
The arrow diagram originated from the early CPM model of
Kelley and Walker (1958, Ref. 21); the Precedence method
being an adaptation of a later development by Roy (1961,
Ref. 31). This is extensively described in literature (e.g.
:
Refs. 28, 29). An example is shown in Figure 2.1 to illu-
strate the application of both techniques to a small bridge
contract.
There is often controversy among planners as to the choice
of method. Although the Arrow method is used extensively in
literature a n1lJlt>er of authors have in the last two years
shown strong support for the Precedence method.
advantages of the Precedence method appear to be:
The main
(a) Overlapping operations can be portrayed more easily.
Figure 2.2 illustrates a case where considerably less items
are required to show the overlap of two activities. The
"p" link indicates that operation 2 can only start after 50%
of 1 has been completed. Similarly the "f" link shows that
the second half of operation 2 can start only when 1 has been
completed (i.e. one can do 50% of 2 before 1 is finished).
W ~U\L~ .:f .so fo
W ....LL i
~ Pv..sT"E~I P so%
WA.,L..l-
Figure 2.2: Ifluiv-d.1ent Arrow and Precedence net.works ,
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FIGURE 2.I(c): A Precedence Diagram for Construction of Small Bridge Structure
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(b) Since each operation on the precedence netWJrk is only
given one number it is claimed to be much easier to add
or remove an activity. This is particularly useful when
a computer is used to analyse the network as fewer input
cards might be affected by the removal of an activity.
(c) It has been found by some engineers that the Precedence
method is easier to teach. This is probably because it
is basically a descriptive now chart which is easier to
read than the line diagram of a netoork,
(d) The final diagram is mor-e presentable and it is easier
for a second party to extract information. In the ex-
perience of the writer this is particularly true when the
project is complex with many interdependancies and over-
lapping operations which require activities to be split
into a number of parts.
It is also often stated that because the Precedence method
uses fewer items to depict the sane project there will be a
reduction in computer calculation time (and hence cost).
The writer has, however, found no experiments in the litera-
ture substantiating this claim. It will be seen from Fi-
gure 2.1 that the Precedence method does not necessarily al-
ways use fewer elements than the Arrow network.
The writer considers the choice of technique largely per-
sonal but various authors have expressed the opinion that
because of the advantages discussed above, the Precedence
method will gradually supersede the Arro,. net"WOrk in the
construc~ion industry.
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An example solved by both methods is described later and
shown in Figure 2.6.
2.3 r-lodels which consider Time as the Prime Resource
The schedules derived in this section are based solely on the du-
rations of the project activities and the interdependancies between
them. No consideration is given to the availability of plant,
labour and temporary materials.
2.3.1 The Critical Path Method time analysis
A) The crn model
The network tims analysis forms the basis of both the
early CPM and PERT· models and is presently still found
in most network-based planning methods.
Referring to Figure 2.3, it is seen tha~ although the
basic input for the CP14 model is the same as that for
drawing an ordinary bar chart more details relating to
activity times are derived, and the critical paths
within the netw:>rks are easily identified.
B) Time estimates
There are a nurmer- of sources from which the planner
prepared in conjunction with the members of staff lffio
will be responsible for carrying out the work and the
original estimator and planner.
C) Calculations
The basic network calculations are described briefly
to point out the main problems. For a no re complete
-------,------------
*The PERT model is described in Section 2.3.2.
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FIGURE 2.3: Inputs and Outputs of the Network Time Analysis
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exposition of the procedure the reader is referred to
the various introductory texts by Lockyer (Ref. 26),
Battersby (Ref. 3) and others (Ref. 28, 30).
After the network and the activity durations have been
estimated the next step is the calculation of the ac-
tivity boundary times (see equation 2.1 to 2.4.):
(i) Earliest starting time (EST): This 'denotes the
earliest time by which an activity can start,
within the constraints imposed by interdepen-
dancies between the project activities and their
estimated durations.
(ii) Earliest finish time (EFT): This is the earliest
time by which an operation can be completed with-
in the constraints described for (i).
(iii) Latest start time (LST): This is the latest time
at which an activity can start without extending
the required completion date of the project.
(iv) Latest finish time (LFT): This indicates the
latest time by which an activity can be completed
before extending the project duration beyond its
allowable limit.
The important assmnption in definitions (L) to (iv) is
that the duration times of all the activities remain
constant at their estimated durations.
For the Arrow diagram the calculation of the activity
boundary times starts by finding the earliest time (T
e)
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exposition of the procedure the reader is referred to
the various introductory texts by Lockyer (Ref. 26),
Battersby (Ref. 3) and others (Ref. 28, 30).
After the netw:>rk and the activity durations have been
estimated the next step is the calculation of the ac-
tivity boundary times (see equation 2.1 to 2.4):
(i) Earliest starting time (EST): This denotes the
earliest time by which an activity can start,
within the constraints imposed by interdepen-
dancies between the project activities and their
estimated durations.
(ii) Earliest finish time (EFT): This is the earliest
time by which an operation can be completed with-
in the constraints described for (i).
(iii) Latest start time (IST): This is the latest time
at which an activity can start without extending
the required completion date of the project.
(iv) Latest finish tire (LFT): This indicates the
latest time by which an activity can be completed
before extending the project duration beyond its
allowable limit.
The important assumption in definitions (L) to (iv) is
that- the duration times of all the activities remain
constant at their estimated durations.
For the~ diagram the calculation of the activity
boundary times starts by finding the earliest tiIre (T
e)
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and the latest time (Tl) for each node or event.
The T
e
and Tl values for a node indicate the earliest
and latest boundary times between loIhich the event may
occur. Although the node times correspond to certain
of the activity boundary times (see equations 2.1 to
2.4) the calculation of these times is an intermediate
step which has in the past been solved by three methods:
(i) The manual matrix method (Ref. 29),
(ii) Intuitive manual calculation,
(iii) Computer teclmiques (which might include the
manipulation of matrix arrays).
The manual matrix solution which is particularly lengthy
and performed after the network is defined, is described
in literature till about 1961, after loIhich it appears
to have been superseded by the manual procedure sho'dIl
in now chart form in Figure 2.4.
The computer solution has been used since network tech-
niques were first proposed. . Early programmes were
hampered by the fact that nodes had to be pre-numbered
in such a way that the number of the completion node
for an activity could never be less than the number of
the initial node for the same activity (evg , in Figure
2.5, I must be less than J). Programmes which accept
random numbering have since been developed (e.g. ICL
1900 PERT, Ref. 17).
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"T\t'\e.
Figure 2.5: 'IYpical notation (in arrow netv.orks)
(Notations for precedence netv.orks are
shown in Figure 2.6)
In Appendix C a computer programme is proposed which
uses an iterative routine and operates independantly
of the node numbers. As far as the writer is aware
this approach has not been used before. The usual
procedure by other workers is to use a renumbering
routine to achieve the I greater than J requirement
described above. TP~s is not necessary in the new
method (see Appendix C).
From the event times T
e
and Tl' which represent the
earliest and latest times for a node, the activity
boundary times are calculated as;
EST (1,J) = T (1) .......................................... (2.1)e
EFT (1,J) = T (I) + D(1,J) ............. (2.2)e
LST (1,J) = T1(J) - D(1,J) .......................... (2.3)
LFT (1,J) = T1 (J) ............................................ (2.4)
(See definitions in this section).
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Where I and J are the start and finish node nunbers
of the activity I,J as shown in Figure 2.5.
The Precedence diagram is generally analysed either
manually or by computer. Although the programme pre-
sented in Appendix C is suited to the Arrow network a
s:im:ilar approach might also be used for the Precedence
network.
In. Figure 2.6 an example of the manual calculation for
both techniques is shown. These are performed on the
netw:>rk by partitioning the nodes and operations to allow
the various times to be written directly on the diagram.
For the ArrO., network the early start and late finish
times for the various nodes are calculated first as de-
scribed in Figure 2.4. From this the activity boun-
-dary times are determined using equations 2.1 to 2.4.
One advantage of the Precedence netwrk foruat is that
within each activity block the activity boundary times
1ST and EFT can be seen at a glance for each activity.
In the Arrow network these times are not usually shown
on the networlr, but might be shown in a separate table.
Obviously in the Arrow network 1ST and EFT can be cal-
culated for an activity I,J by using equations 2.3 and
2.2 respectively.
For the Precedence net...'Ork the tilre analysis procedure
described by Figure 2.4 can be used if one bears in
mind that the T
e
and Tl event times now correspond to
theEST (early start time) and 1FT (late finish time) of
each activity. ",'hen operations overlap the writer has
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found from experience that it is best to consider these
as tw separate operations until one is familiar with the
calculation procedure.
to illustrate this.
Figure 2.6 (C) shows an example
The lip" overl.ap indicates the amount of time for the
preceding activity must have been in progress before the
succeeding activity can start. The IIfll overlap shows
how much may be done on the following activity before the
preceding one has been completed. When an activity has
been suitably split (see Figure 2.6 (C» these f and p
time values are treated simply as delay values which pro-
vide built-in time constraints within the network links
(see Section 2.2 B (a».
The shortest duration for the whole project, taking only
time and the interdependancies into consideration, is
found from the EFT (early finish time) of the last acti-
vity.
Float is the amount of time by which an activity can be
delayed without extending the. project duration beyond
its required completion. This might be the shortest
duration (described above) or other suitable time.
(Referring to Figure 2.4 it is seen that the value of
TI for the last node is equated to the required project
duration. ) Two types of float are generally defined
for each operation:-
Total float, which is the amount of time the actual
completion date of an activity can be extended without
affecting the required duration of the whole project,
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and is defined as LST minus EST or 1FT minus EFT (see
Figure 2.6 (d)).
Free float is the delay possible within the boundary
times of an activity calculated so that there is no
effect on the boundary tiIres for any other activity.
This is determined as the difference between the EFT
(early finish time) and the EST (early start time) of
a succeeding operation or where there is more than one
succeeding operation, the minimum of these.
The critical path is the unbroken sequence of opera-
tions from the beginning to the end of a project which
has no float. A delay in any of these activities will
therefore mean an extension of the project duration.
A netwrk may have more than one critical path exhibi-
ting the same total duration time.
More complex concepts of floats. If a client speci-
fies a completion date which is earlier than the esti-
mated Tl for the final event, it is possible to assume
that negative float values exist along the critical
path. In this case the critical path wculd be defined
as the path along which the float values have the lowest
algebraic value. Obviously in such a network efforts
must be made to speed up the activities on the critical
path.
The float values along a critical path can become more
negative if the construction work lags behind schedule.
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D) Conclusions
The writer draws the following conclusions concerni:ng
the application of the Critical Path tiJOO analysis
technique to a construction project:
1. The ability of the network time analysis to predict
the construction work programme is based on the
assumption that:
(a) the estimates of the durations for the indivi-
dual activities can be assessed with sufficient
accuracy without taking detailed account of the
availability of plant and labour on site,
(b) the interdependancies between the activities,
as shown on the network, are representative of
those which will occur on site taicing into ac-
count both the natural sequences of worl!: and
any restraints imposed by the limited availa-
bilityof plant, labour and materials. This
point is illustrated by Figure 2.6 where sub-
jective sequence constraints were used to show
the piers and abutments in series. The piers
and abutments could have been constructed in
parallel, in "Which case a different network
would have been analysed.
2. The operations forming the critical path have a
special significance in that ttey represent a se-
quence to which the contractor should direct par-
ticular attention; for example, an unreliable
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subcontractor should never be engaged on these cri-
tical activities. !my delays might mean that the
main contractor will be forced to bear increased
indirect costs due to an extended project duration
or increased direct costs in trying to recover lost
time. A typical example here is the steelfixing
subcontractor on a reinforced concrete bridge con-
tract who is nearly always on the critical path.
3. The advantage of the CPM network technique is its
relative simplicity and the rigorous manner in which
the project can be analysed. Furthermore, there
are the additional benefits in that the drawing of
the network firstly, leads to a better understanding
of the work and secondly, it is a convenient method
for communicating and recording the construction
procedure and assumptions on which a loIOrk programme
is based. iv11en the network has been drawn and the
durations estimated the time analysis can be dela-
gated to a junior member of staff.
4. The main disadvantage is the fact that it does not
directly take into account the actual availability
of plant, labour and materials on site (e.g. bull-
dozers, carpenters, output capacity of the concrete
batching plant, et.c • ); This error is probably small
on a bridge contract where the time and geographical
interdependancies between the operations is a domi-
nating factor.
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A roadworks contract at the other extreme usually
has less constraints and the worl< might be started
at several different geographical positions. In
the latter case the main restriction would be the
plant and labour on site. The Line-of-Balance
method is a suitable planning technique for con-
trolling different simultaneous activities for road
pavement construction at different geographical.
positions along the length of the road. (This
method is described in reference 27).
2.3.2 The PERT probabilistic model
The PERT (Project Evaluation and Review Technique) approach,
introduced by the United States Navy about the same time
as the CPM (Critical Path Method). was firs.t used to pro-
gramme and co-ordinate the development of the Polaris
missile (Ref. 28).
The technique, which is in many ways similar to the netOlOrl<
time analysis (see Section 2.3.1). attempts to take into
account the uncertainty which exists in the estimated dura-
tion of each operation and hence that of the work programme
as a whole.
The basic procedure of the PERT model, which is shown in
now chart form in Figure 2.7, is based on two assumptions:-
(a) If it were possible to repeat any activity of a project
a large number of times under similar conditions, the
frequency of occurrence of the recorded durations if
plotted to a time scale (as shown in Figure 2.8) would
follow a Beta statistical distribution.
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(b) The probability distribution of the completion time of
a network event follows the normal distribution curve
if the ootworl: event has been reached after a series
of activities (for each of which the Beta distribution
applies). This assumption pernrits t.he use of tables
for normal distribution curves when estimating the pro-
bability of completing the whole network by a certain
date.
The justification for (b) is the central limit theorem
which states that, "the statistical distribution of the
sum of a large number of random variables will approach
the normal distribution" (Ref. 4, page 251). Therefore,
whatever the statistical distribution of the individual
network activities, the distribution of the project com-
pletion date (which is the sum of the' distributions of
the critical path operations) will tend to the normal
distribution.
As far as the present writer is aware there is no ex-
perimental justification for assuming that the Beta
statistical distribution applies to the duration of an
operation (see point (a) above). Various authors
(Ref. 3, 24) have expressed the opinion that the choice
of the Beta distribution was based mainly' on the flexi-
ble nature of distribution, which according to Benjamin
and Cornell (Ref. 4) can be used to model the observed
frequency of occurrence of virtually any type of ex-
perimental data.
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A) The Beta statistical distribution
e
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N
Figure 2.8: The general Beta distribution.
In the range L,N of· possible values of x (e.g. activity
durations) the equation of the Beta distribution is:-
f(x)
vJhere
= ~ (x - L)P(N - x)q •••••••.•.•••••••••
--EL~ p+q+lK = (p + q + 1) (N - L) ••••••
P and q are factors which determine the shape of
the Beta distribution curve (see Figure 2.9),
L and II are the extreme limits of the distri-
bution, x is a varj,able which is free to take
on any value in the interval L,N.
Assuming that the value of f(x) is such that the area
under the curve in Figure 2.8 is unity, then the proba-
bility that x lies in an interval g, h (see Figure 2.8)
is the area under the curve between these limits, and
is given by the equation:-
F [g ~ x ~ ~ = /~(:X-L)P (N-x)~ ••••••• (2.6)
s
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Where L, N, K, P and q are defined as for equation
2.5aj g and h are two values Which lie within the
extremes L, N of the Beta distribution.
~: When the value of g equals L and h equals N,the
probability of x being within these limits will
be unity (L, e , 100%) according to equation 2.6.
In addition, the mode of x (L,e , the vallie of x cor-
responding to the peak of the Beta distribution curve)
is given by the equation:-
M = Lg+Np
o p + q ................................................ (2.7a)
Where p and q are the shape factors of the Beta
distribution curve, L and N are the extremes of
the Beta distribution curve, M is the mode.
o .
Also, the mean of the Beta distribution (or the expected
value of x whose vertical ordinate divides the area under
the Beta distribution into two equal parts) is:
M = 9L + pN + L + N ( )
-;c q + p + 2 •••••••••••••••••• 2.7b
By substituting equation 2.7a into equation 2.7b the value
of the mean becomes:
= L + (p+q)~lo + N
(p + q + 2)
••••••••••••••••• (2.B)
The standard deviation of the Beta distribution, which is
a measure of the spread of the distribution is given by:-
~ = (N - L) (p + 1) (9 + 1)
(p + q + 2)2 (p + q + 3)
•• (2.9)
For example, a very flat distribution curve (i.e. a large
spread) will have a high value of~While a more peaked
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curve will have a correspondingly reduced standard
deviation.
In Figure 2.9 various shapes of Beta distribution curves
corresponding to different values of the shape factors
p and q are shown. For simplicity the extremes of x
were assumed to be zero and unity (L,e, L = 0 and N = 1
in Figure 2.9).
An important observation which is of relevance to the
next section is
Figure 2.9: Beta - distribution shapes for different
values of p and 9 (Ref. 4).
that for given values of the extremes L, N and given
shape factors p and q the position of the mode M (i.e.
o
the value of x corresponding to the peak of the curve
can be fixed; see equation 2.7a).
B) The PERT assumptions concerning the probability distri-
bution of an activity duration
As described in the introduction to Section 2.3.2 one
of the main assumptions of the PERT probabilistic model
is that the probability distribution of a project
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activity can be approximated by a Beta distribution.
In order to use this assumption practically as part
of a network analysis two additional assumptions are
made:-
(1) It is assumed that three parameters a, b and m can
be subjectively estimated, where:-
!! is an estimate of L, the lower 1i1nit of the Beta
distribution, and is defined to be an estimate of
the most optimistic duration of an activity cor-
responding to a one in one hundred chance of oc-
curring,
b is an estimate of N, the upper 1i1nit of the Beta
distribution curve, and is an estimate of the mst
pessimistic duration of an activity wi'th a possi-
bility of occurring once in a hundred times,
and m is an estimate of the mode!-l of the Beta
- 0
distribution and is defined to be the estimated
most likely duration of an. operation (L,e , if it
were possible to repeat the same operation a large
number of times under the same conditions this du-
ration would occur most often).
It must be noted that although a and b are'normally
defined as having a probability of occurrence of 1
in 100 in the PERT model (L,e, a 1% probability)
they are in fact estimates of the extreme points
L and N of the Beta distribution (see Figure 2.8)
which theoretically have zero probability of occur-
ring.
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(2) In addition, the PERT node'l, assumes that the shape
factors p and q of equations 2.5 a to 2.9 take on
the values:-
(a) p = 2 +J2i q = 2-.[2
or (b) P = 2 -.f2; q = 2 +./2:
By substituting either of the above sets of values
for p and q into equations 2.8 and 2.9 and by assu-
ming that a, band m are suitable estimates of L,
Nand M
o
respectively the following two equations,
which are used in the PERT model to estiJDate the
mean M and standard deviation ~ of an activity
x
duration, are found:-
t
e
= a + r + b
(a - b)
= 6
.....................•.
......................•
(2.10)
(2.11)
Where t is the estiJDated mean value of the dura-
e
tion of an activity,
<{is the estimated standard deviation or
measure of spread of the distribution for
which t e is the estimated mean,
a and bare estiJDates of the extreme values
of the Beta distributions L and N and are
defined in point (1) above,
and m is an estimate of the mode }l of the Beta
distribution as defined in point (1) above.
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It is seen in Figure 2.7 that the value of t is
e
calculated for each activity and then used in the
network time analysis to determine the expected
project completion date (TE) and the project work
programme. The val.ue of 6e is used to determine
the probability that TE (the cal.culat.ed expected
project completion date) w.ill not exceed a target
required completion date T •
s
c) A discussion of the PERT statistical assumptions con-
cerning the activity durations
To review briefly, the PERT model assumes that the pro-
bability distribution of an activity duration can be
modelled with a Beta statistical function with fixed
shape factors p and q (i.e. p = 3,414 and q = 0,5S6
or p = 0,586 and q = 3,41-4). Also it is aasuned to
be possible to subjectively estimate three points on
the Beta distribution curve from which an estimate of
the mean (t ) and standard deviation de-of an activity
e
duration can be calculated.
Since it is particularly difficult to determine experi-
mentally the actual probability distribution of an ac-
tivity the writer considers that the choice of the
Beta distribution is probabJy as reasonable as using
a Triangular or other suitable distribution.
Assuming therefore that a Beta distribution is an accep-
table choice, the accuracy in estimating the mean and
: >.
standard deviation from equations 2.10 and 2.11 is briefly
investigated.
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Referring to the previous section, it will be seen that
the values of L, N and M were approximated by the sub-
o
jectively estimated values a, b and m, thus giving three
known points on the Beta curve. In order to uniquely
fix the shape of this curve all that is then still re-
quired is the value of one of the shape factors (i.e. p
or q), since there is a relationship between p, q, L,
M
o
and N (see equation 2.7 a). In the PERT model, how-
ever, fixed values are assumed for both p and q (i.e.
p = 3,414 and q = 0,586 or p = 0,586 and q = 3,414) for
all calculations. Obviously, this assumption will not
always be compatible with equation 2.7 a and could lead
to errors when using equations 2.10 and 2.11 to estimate
the mean (M
x) and standard deviation ~. In addition,
as far as the present writer is aware the originators of
the PERT model made no attempt to justify the choice of
the above particular values for p and q. A possible
explanation might be that the assumed difference between
a and b (according to equation a.u) is always equal to
six standard deviations. In many statistical distribu-
tions almost the whole area of the distribution curve
lies between six standard deviations (e.g. in the normal
distribution this is 99.7%.)
To determine the possible error in the estimated mean
(t ) and estimated standard deviation (d~) for an acti-
e
vity MacCrimmon and Ryavec (see Kransdorf, Ref. 24)
determined the value of M (the true value of the mean
x
of the Beta distribution; see equation 2.2), and dx.
(the true value of the standard deviation; see equation
2.9) for various values of p and q, The authors assumed
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that a, b and m were suitable estimates of L, N and
M (i.e. a =L, b = N, m = N in equations 2.$ and 2.9)
and varied p and q according to the relationship be-
tween these parameters given by equation 2.7 a. The
values calculated :for M
x
and d...were compared with the
PERT estimates t
e
andt{ from equations 2.10 and 2.11.
The authors found differences of up to 33 percent between
Mx and t e and 17 percent between ~ and de" A range of
0,1 was used -'i.e. a = L = 0, b = N = 1).
Similar calculations were performed by the present
writer for the following values:-
a = 2 weeks
b = 6 weeks
m = 2, 4 and 5 weeks
and various positive values of p and q were used.
For example, by substituting a equals 2, b equals 6 and
m equals 4 into equation 2.7 a (i.e. a = L, b = N,
m = M ) the relationship between p and q is:-
o
4 = 29 + 6p
p+q
i.e. p = q for the chosen values of L, N and M •o
In Table 2.2 the values M
x
and ~(from equations 2.$ and
2.9) for different values of p, q and M , and t and 6.
o e ~
from equations 2.10 and 2.11 for different values of m
are compared (1" was assumed equal to m),
o
It will be seen in Table 2.2 that 1'lhen the mode is at
the extreme of the distribution (i.e. m = Mo = 2) the
error in t (expressed as a percentage of M ) is at its
e x
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°
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4
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.-
_.
5 3 j 4,bO 4,&5 0 0;'1-/ o,Co+ S%
. . -._.~
'5 b 2 4-,'ilO 4,Co5 3% 0,,,",, O,b'l 2%
-
5 30 10 4-,Ci'S 4,65 b% 0,'2'1 o,Co"'1- 150'-
Table 2.2: Errors possible in the PERT estimted acti-
vity mean and standard deviation;assuming
a = L and b = N.
maximum, When the mode is located more centrally (i.e.
m = !'I
o
= 4 or 5) the error is very smal.L,
The eI'TOr in6"~ was found to be much higher than that cal-
culated by 1"JC'.cCrinrrnon and Ryavec (Ref. 24) who reported
variations of 17 percent between J" and 6e.. In Table 2.2
the standard deviations (d", and 6~) correspond only when
the values for p and q are close to those assumed in the
PERT model (i.e. p = 3,414 and q = 0,586 or p = 0,586
and q = 3,414).
Although the errors found by r:.a.cCrimmon and Ryavec
(Ref. 24) and in Table 2.2 above are significantly large
it must be noted that the values of a and b were assumed
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to be the extreme points L and N of the Beta distribution
(see curve A in Figure 2.10). The values a and b are
actually defined as points on the x-axis for which the
vertical ordinates enclose 9$ percent of the total area
under the Beta distribution (see curve B in Figure 2.10),
although for calculation purposes they are equated to L
and N respectively.
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Figure 2.10: Beta distributions for the PERT modeL,
However, it is expected that if one assumes that the end
areas of the Beta distribution between points a and L
and points b and N are each always equal to 1 percent of
the total area under the whole curve, the nunber of
possible values for p and q (and hence possible shapes
of curves) will be reduced (see conclusions in Section
2.3.2 D). Obviously, a and b are now no longer equal
to L and N whose values are variable and depend on the
shape of the Beta curve used.
To determine whether the above assumption significantly
affects the errors in Table 2.2 the writer calculated
the values of L and N from standard statistical tables
for the Beta distribution and substituted these into
equations 2.7 a, 2.8 and 2.9.
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For example:-
a = 2 weeks
b = 6 weeks
p = 0, 2
q = 1, 4
From statistical tables for the Beta distribution (Ref.
4) it is found that for a 99% probability x occurring
in the interval L to b and the above values p and q:-
b-L 6-L ( )N""":'"L = N _ L = 0,90•••••••••••• 2.12 a
Similarly for a 1% probability of x occurring in the
interval L to a and the above values of p and q:-
a-L 6-L ( )N""":'"L = N _ L = 0,019 ••••••••••• 2.12 b
From equations 2.12 a and 2.12 b it was found. that L =
0,94 and N =6,66.
equation 2.7 a:
Substituting these values into
M
o
= 0,94 x 1.4 + 6.66 x 0,6 = 2,66 weeks
1,5 + 0,5
The values of M and 6'" were deterriiined from equations
x
2.8 and 2.9 using calculated values of L, Nand M
o'
and
the values of t and ~ were calculated from equations
e
2.10 and 2.11 using the given values for a am b and the
calculated value of Mo.
M
x
= 3,24 weeks
d" = 1,25 weeks
t
e
= 3,21 weeks
E( = 0,67 weeks
If one assumes that a equals L and b equals N as in
Table 2.2, it is found that M
x
= 3,34 and 6',,= 0,875.
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There is thus a reduction in the difference between
t e and Mx and an increase in the difference between 6l!.
and~when a and b are considered as points on the x-
axis (see Figure 2.10) which correspond to a 1 percent
probability of occurring (rather than by equating these
to the extreme limits 1 and N as in Table 2.2).
Furthennore, the writer found that when the mode M is
. 0
close to a or b (i.e. M
o
~ a or b) there is no diffe-
rence in the calculated value of M
x
and ~whether one
assumes a equal to 1 and b equal to N, or if one assu-
IDeS a and b to correspond to the one percent end areas
of the Beta curve (see curve B in Figure 2.10). The
errors in both case were then as shown in Table 2.2 for
m equals a.
It was also found that since the value of M
o
in the
above approach is a function of N and L (which were
calculated from a, b, p and q) it was possible to de-
tennine only one Beta distribution curve (i.e. one set
of p and q) for a particular combination of a, b and m.
(M was assumed to be equal to m.) Since only a limited
o
range of p and q values were investigated m::>re extensive
experimentation wuld be required to verify this con-
elusion.
D) Conclusions by the present writer
The main controversies concerning the application of the
PERT mode'L approach to the planning of a project seem to
concern accuracy of assuming the Beta distribution to de-
scribe the probability distribution of an activity, the
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accuracy of the silllplified equations used by the PERT
model to estimate the mean M
x
and standard deviation G"
of an activity and the accuracy possible in estimating
the three SUbjective values a, b and m,
As stated previously no experilllental data seems to exist
to detennine the actual probability distribution of an
activity duration. The choice of the Beta distribution
thus appears to be based amongst others on the fact that
even if the mode and the extreme limits of this curve on
the x-axis are. estimated independantly of each other the
shape of the whole curve can be determined.
From experilllentation with various shapes of Beta curves
(as described in Section 2.3.2 C) MacCriJmnon and Ryavec
(Kransdorf, Ref. 24) concluded that the know;ledge of the
three points N, M
o
and L on the Beta distribution curve
(i.e. a = I., b = N and m = M
o) is not sufficient to
uniquely establish the shape of this curve. Also the
authors found that large errors were possible if one
compared the PERT estiIlBted activity mean and standard
deviations (equations 2.10 and 2.11) with the same values
obtained from the exact Beta distribution equations (2.8
and 2.9) for various different shapes of curves. (Note:
the PERT model assumes that only one shape of curve and
hence only one set of shape factors p and q applies for
all activities.)
Investigations by the present writer, however, tend to
indicate that if one treated the subjectively estimated
values a and b according to their definition (i.e.
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optimistic and pessimistic activity durations with a
1 percent probability of occurring) an additional con-
straint is imposed for which only~ Beta distribution
exists (see Section C above).
Furthennore, the writer also found that even if the above
assumption is nade for a and b large errors can still
result when using the PERT equations 2.10 and 2.11 to
estiJmte the true mean l\ and standard deviation ~of
an activity.
The writer therefore suggests that a possible extension
to the PERT model might be the development of a simpli-
fied procedure to detennine the parameters p and q (and
hence the values M
x
and dx.) for a particular set of a,
b and m; where a and b are defined to be the values on
the x-axis of the Beta function as shown for curve B in
Figure 2.10. The method described in Section 2.3.2 C
could be used by varying the parameters p and q (for
given values of a and b) to find different sets of va-
lues for Nand L (see equations 2.12 a and 2.12 b).
These could then be substituted into equation 2.7 a to
find the values of p and q for which M
o
equals the given
value of m, However, unless a computer is used this
calculation would be completely impractical;as can be
seen from the example calculation.
It is expected that many of the errors in estiJmting the
activity times a, b and m will cancel out over the whole
project unless the estimator is consistently over- or
under-estimating.
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The writer is of the opinion that if more accurate but
still practical methods can be devised to estimate the
mean !-Ix and standard deviation .s:.of an activity (or
if it can be verified experimentally that the errors
caused by the approximate PERT eouatzi.ons 2.10 and 2.ll
cancel out over the who'l,e project) the PL::IlT model can
be used to derive useful additional information from the
network time analysis.
For examnl.e , if a large standard deviation value ~I!-
for the final completion date of the ,-,hole project is
cdculated (see ~gure 2.7), this Lndf.cat.ea that D.
large uncertainty extstc ";lith respect to the probable
completion date of the project. (Elctra plant and
labour ~dll be required to shorten the activity dura-
tions if the scheduled target completion date T is
s
not considerably greater than the estimated value of
TE for the completion event , ) " small value for .d""TIL
indicates greater certainty ,-lith regard to completion
date esti\1ntes. Under these circumstances ovcr-
confidence can result and prob'Lems can arise if the
scheduled target date T
s
is too close to the calculated
expected date TE even ,-Ihen the val.ue of ~.... is smal.L,
rne need to consider rescurces other then time is diseus-
sed in the next section; and the Lnadequacd.es of plain
network time analysis tire described in c:ection 2.4 C.
2.4 Lodels for ?lanninP:; the ;;}location of ~ ant, 11lbour and Yaterials
A) Introduction
1\10 factors vrbich usually impose an important restriction on
the construction progrsmme of a civil engineering project are:
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(a) The availability of plant (including equipment) and labour
on site,
and (b) The supply of materials required for the permanent work of
the structure (e.g. concrete).
The relative importance of these depends on the type of contract,
i.e. roadworks, pipeline, bridge construction, etc. and external
influences such as t emporary shortages in cement, the distance
from a city and the availability of labour in the industry.
Heavy plant (e.g. drill rigs, bulldozers, excavators) are a
major investment for the contractor ,whose purchase nmst be
carefully planned to ensure that enough vlOrk vall be available
to warrant the expenditure. It is not uncommon for contrac-
tors in large cities to hire plant during short-term peak periods
or when special items are required (e.g. a 60 tonne crane).
Country contracts are usually planned in much greater detail to
avoid being delayed by a critical item of machinery mich must
come from elsewhere.
Bridges, retaining walls and other concrete constructions are
highly dependant on the amount of equipment in staging and form-
work available. In the vITiter's experience the construction
time for a prestressed concrete bridge of 6 independant cast
in-situ spans has been reduced by up to 30% using two (instead
of one) spans of shuttering and support. Very little increase
in the actual number of carpenters was necessar-y as these could
now start on a nevr span v1hile steelfixing and cab'Le draping
was taking place on the previous one.
The shortage of skilled artisans is a particular problem of
the South African industry. The rate of absenteeism and
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turnover of labour on a construction project is high. Trained
or skilled supervisory staff is also in great demand and the
anourrb of walk which can be tackled on a job often depends on
the capability of the foremen on site.
'lhe capacity of the concrete mixer or the batching plant is a
conmon restriction on construction sites. As the size of
"concrete pours" on most Civil Engineering contracts are large
but infrequent it is usualJy more economical to use ready mixed
concrete. On country sites mixing facilities are often small
and structures (e.g. bridge decks) are therefore divided into
a nunber of sections of say 100 cubic metre batches which can
be handled in one day.
B) The basic resource~urationequation
For a single operation where only one type of labour or plant
is required the relationship between resource and duration can
generally be expressed as:
T = .sL •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (2.13)W}I
../here T is the expected duration of the operation (e.g. days),
Q is the quantity of WJrk involved (e.g. 2 fOrnM:>rk,m
m3 excavation) ,
N is the amount (or teams) of plant or labour applied
(e.g. 2 carpenters),
and ~I is the average rate of WJrking of one unit of the
2
resource team (e. g, m per carpent-er-day}; ne-
glecting possible effects of overcrowding, under-
staffing, etc. It is generally assumed that Wis
constant between certain 1:i1!1its x and y as shown by
Figure 2.ll a.
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This equation is somet:iJnes used by construction managers to
assess roughly the duration of a ;ihole project (e.g. earth-
\'jQrlcs) or set of operations by assuming an expected .lOrking
rate (H) under the conditions prevailing and the type of plant
or labour available.
For example, a common assumption made in tendering is that a
carpenter should be able to erect 1 square metre of formwork
per hour at ground level. Assuming that no loss of efficiency
is caused by over-crowdi.ng the duration for shuttering a 5,000 m2
reservoir ,roll should therefore take 8 carpenters approximately;
5.00~
lx = 625 hours
or about 73 eight-hour days.
Figure 2.11 b shO\'1S various factors .,hich r..ight influence the
duration of an operation. :fuen plant is involved the output
;'[ will be decided by the type of machine , access, slope of the
ground, type of material, etc. For operations involving main-
ly labour one must consider the type of material (e.g. column
fornrwork, beam fOrJ1lV,Qrk), the height -from the ground, com-
plexity of the operation, etc. before estir.ating the value of ~l.
c) InadeC'Uacy of the network time analysis
Figure 2.12 sh01~ a typical labour demand* predicted by a nor-
mal, critical path time analysis ,lith all operations starting
at their earliest duration. Should this be unacceptable to
----------------------------------------
*This is often referred to as resource aggregation in literature and is
found by cumulatively summing the resource requirements (e.g. labour)
of all the operations at each point in time over the contract duration.
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tre contractor, certain of the operations .dll have to be delayed
to reduce this early peak. Similar conflicts can also occur
for plant and must similarly be corrected by shifting operations.
',lith regard to materials, it is often found on bridge projects
that the size of certain "concrete pours" (evg , for the deck)
exceeds the capacity of the site rrdxer- for a normal ,,'Orking
day. As tl:ese pours are infrequent they can simply be comple-
ted during overtime hours. :.hen concrete is, houever , placed
continuously such as for dams , reservoirs and similar contracts
this ,;rould be <ill uneconomical proposition. The capacity of
the batching plant .dll then have a significant influence on
the 1"10r~~ programme , ?igure 2.13 shows a typical cumulative
concrete requirement curve which is found in the same way as
that for labour and plant; the maxtmum slope of the curve de-
termines the maximum quantity rate required (e.g-,1OO m3/ day)
and must be checke1 azainst the capacity of the site mixer.
?or small projects it is usually possible to adjust the criti-
caL path tirne analysis manual.Iy to take into account the effects
of any limitations on the amount of plant, labour or materials
available on site.
.
Various models have, however, been developed
"hich allo., the construction manager to perform these .calcula-
tions for almost any size o~ project using data processing fa-
cilities. The operation of these models and their limitations
are discussed in the remainder 0: this section.
2.4.1 l:l.esource schedulin" models
A) The t~'O OQsic tynes of r.Qdels for resource scheduling
The models .:hich have been applied ,;'lith the most success
to the project resource allocation problem are those which
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were originally developed as an extension to the network
tim analysis* • This is probably because the networll:
was the first adequate method for describing graphically.
the interrelationships between the various operations.
The structure of the early models was dete:nnined largely
by two schools of thought who formulated the problem in
different ~ro.ys:
(1) Galbreath (Ref. 14), de ~itte (Ref. 11) and other
authors considered the problem to be one of levelling
the resource demand of the schedule determined by the
network time analysis *; lQthout extending the pro-
ject duration. This vras achieved by shifting the
network activities within their total float to re-
duce fiuctuations in the plant, labour and materials
demand over the project duration. ether terms used
to describe this technique are resource smoothing
and time-limited scheduling.
(2) Kelley (Ref. 22), '.iiest (Ref. 35) and others (e.g.
Ref. 5) assumed that the project manager- would be
more interested in determining the effect of a par-
ticular resource application to a project (e.g. 2
carpenters, 6 bulldozers, et.c , ) This is generally
referred to as resource allocation or resource-
limited scheduling in literature. In this latter
approach the total project duration would not neces-
sarily be constrained to a fixed value. The basic
*Described in Section 2.3.1 uhich deals with the C.P.I~. method.
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inputs and outputs of the two approaches are sum-
marised in Figures 2.14 and 2.15.
B) EY..a.mples
To illustrn.te the techniques of resource aggregation,
levelling and allocation a number of simple examples are
shown in Figure 2.16. In the resource allocation model
the project duration is invn.riably extended vrhen the re-
source availability is 10\0'. An important point here
also is that the critical path as defined in Section 2.3.1
(L,e , the path along ,hich no delays are pemitted) now
loses its meaning as the operations no longer form an
unbroken chain because the start of a "critical" activity
might, have to be delayed until the necessary resources
become available. The term "critical seouence" "hich
refers to the se'luence (or sequences) of operations with
zero float is sometimes used.
On its own the resource sllocation model is generally fa-
voured by contractors. This Ls probahly mor-e easily
understood if one considers tbat the contractor's resource
constraints are not only a limited sU9Ply of plant, labour
and materials but ::lso that of having to meet c. certain
nroject completion date. ,ceferring to Figure 2.14 it
-.Jill be seen tha.t in the case of the levelling model
one can only do this by manue.lIy adjustin,,; the netvork
until the project duration is acceptable. The same
effect (i.e. r.ccept.aol,e project duration) is achieved in
the allocation MOdel by sim;-Jly varying the resource levels.
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A nore recent development is a combined allocation and
levelling model (e.g. }eer. 17) ,·fiich allo'·/5 the planner
to set limits to both the project duration and project
resource levels (see Section 2.4.3). In this case the
resource allocation process operates until the project
duration has been extended to its permitted limit. After
this the levelling model continues and attempts to flatten
the high resource demand peaks in. the project -,iithout
necessarily lo~erinz the peaks below the specified re-
source level.
For the remainder of this section the vmter viill concen-
trate m~nly on the resource allocation rr.odel as this
appears to be more suited to tte problems of the contrac-
tor. It will then be shown how the resource levelling
approach CDn be included as a usefu.l extension to this
technique.
2.4.2 SoluGion tec~ioues of resource Dllocation models
A) Introduction
As stated previously a IJanual solution of the resource
scheduling problem is possible ~men the project is s~~ll
or tehen only one or tlJO resources are available. cor
more complex projects it has, ho,rever, become eenerally
accented that some form of electronic data-processing
•
fc.cility is required to perform the large number of c£'.l-
cul?-tions involved. Eorne consirieration is given in this
section to the type of solution teccnioues which ~~ve been
developed for this purpose.
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B) Linec.r :'rograr.a:rl.ng and other ,,]F,thematicw. solutions
. It has been shoxn by various authors (e.g. ·.:iest and Levy;
l~ef. 34, C-o:lQlct; l~er. 15) t.hc.t the Lnt.err-cLatdonsht.ps
between ehe project operatc.ons , their resource reouire-
ment.s , the resource u.vaile.bility end the obje ct.Lve of
cQI:iyletin.r:; the :)roject ; s soon as :,o;::;sible can ne ex-
'rhis c..n be calved
by comput.er- to ;yield '--.n oT)tircl ansuer- to the r.bove re-
source r.l.Locat.Lon J.....robLein,
~)ro:rc.rx~d.n.:; t.cchrri.oue s such z.s or-snch and oound ncthods
-nd c.ync'.lJic programrring have also been used in at.t.empts
to fi:ld c:·:act eoLut.Lons ,
The (~eve:!..opment end pro.~res3 of these t.ecr.rrioucs , up to
about the ~icldle of 1972, has been ext.ensdval.y investi-
~ateQ by ~erroelen (aef. 16).
f'orccd to ccncLude th£.t b ocause of cer-t.c Ln co:n;>ut.:'.tional
probl.oms no mr.themati.cal.Ly 8::<lCt. co.Lut.Lon e-Bchni,411es
suLt.e.i to pr-s scrrt corrmer-c.it.L re~llirer;1ents Here available.
Inv0stig.:.tions by the precent, Eriter Lend to confirm t hat
-----------------------------------------------~-------------------------
lC~ne:~..r ~';rof.:raJ:2d.ne met.hods arc used to solve sets of Ltno..r eouat.Lons
\:ith conat.radnt.c in the f'orm of e~ualitie8 and Lneoua'Li.td es (e.G_ a
jobmay not Gtart be ~0::-e its loC1ccl. rredecess:Jr is cornpl.ct.ed ) :_.nd an
objective f'unct.Lon ·..-l.Lcl. IJU~t be opti:-~C8d (a_c;_ rrirrimi.cc l;roj~ct
duration).
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this is still the case. I'ersonal discussions with
Dr. 3arnes* have shown that he is presently using linear
programning techniques to solve certain practical pro-
b'Lems , but becauce of the expertise required to set up
the input data an" the computational costs the programme
is limited in its application.
:excessive computation tire (and hence cost) appears to
be mainly due to the large nwnber of variables re~uired
to express the problem and the large nwnber of possible
cornb.Inat.Lons of activity positions, uh.i.ch the programme
ffiUst investieate.
l~st research is presently concentrated in using opera-
tions research techniques to estimate a speedy solution.
c) aeuristic TJrograIT.les
.'lS far ao the 1.Titer is awar-e all present commercially
avdlable computer- pr-ogr-cnmes wl1ich CDIl be used to plan
the allocation of plant, labour and material resources
to construction projects are of this type.
Accordd.ng to the -,:orld Soak -diction2.l'"'J the term heuristic
has been derived from "heuriskein", the Greek .lOrd
mecning lito di.scover-", It is used extensively in li-
terature to describe so Iutd.on Lechmoues uhi.ch can lead
to aPloroxirrnte or suboptdrnal, ansuer-s , These range
from completely mat.hematd cz.L calculations to methods
~Jhich are simply based on a nu.'Ilber of skill7:ul guesses.
?eldman (Ref. 13) for example, uses the tenn "heur-i.etdc"
*(;r Fartin ,3srnes and Partners, London.
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to describe a solution found by the simplex algorithm,
which because of certain assumptions made for the input
data, will not always provide an exact answer-, Wiest
(Ref. 35) on the other hand points out that the rule:
"vihen the sky is clouded, take an umbrella" is a per-
fectly good example of a heuristic solution. In
other ..ordS this is a rule of thumb method which dis-
places the impossible direct method of contacting the
creator of the weather.
In its present sense a heuristic programme incorporates
a set of decision rules Which operate in a manner very
similar to the procedure followed by a site foreman when
he decides each day to ~Jhich operations he should allo-
cate his limited supply of plant, labour and naterials.
Although these rules are known to provide reasonable
answers no guarantee can be given that these rules will
provide the optimum answer.
From an examination of six* different heuristic resource
allocation programmes, of Which details have been pu-
blished, the writer found the following points of simila-
rity between the solution techniques.
Three main types of decision rules could be identified
as fo110'l.'5:-
(i) The scheduling heuristic rules; These rules de-
termine that a computer programme uses either a
parallel or serial activity scheduling procedure.
The concepts of parallel and serial scheduling are
----------------------------------
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described below and in Figures 2.17 and 2.18.
(ii) The priority heuristic rule; This rule decides
which operations should receive priority in being
allocated resources.
(iii) A subroutine of "schedule - or-delay" heuristic
rules; These become operative only when an ope-
ration is eligible to start on a particular day
but insufficient resources are available to
achieve this.
The basic procedures of serial and parallel prograrrnnes
are sunnnarised iri Figures 2.17 and 2.18 for a project
with only one resource. The l~ter found that once the
workings of ttese simplified diagrams were understood it
was relatively easy to predict the workings of conrner-
cial co~puter prograrnrres, simply from the description of
the input and output data in the users I manual.
Bot.h the serial and parallel approaches were proposed
by Kelley (Ref. 22, 1961) in what appears to be the
first paper on netl;ork-bssed resource allocation.
D) The serial and parallel methods
The serial method (Figure 2.17) focuses on the activity.
These are arranged in a certain order of priority and
schedules one by one at tr..eir EST (early start time)
if sufficient resources are available over their co~plete
duration.
later date.
Otherwise these activities are delayed to a
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FIGURE 2.17: The Basic "Serial" Resource Allocation Procedure
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f'JGURE 2.18: The Basi,c "Farallel" R{'~ource Allocation Procedure
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In the parallel approach (Figure 2.lA) the allocation is
perfonned day by day over the project duration. For
each day those operations which are eligible to start,
or which are already in progress, are listed in a given
order of priority. The programme then atterr.pts to
schedule as many of these operations with their resource
requirements for the day under consideration and delays
the rest of the activities for consideration for the next
day.
E) The serial-parallel model
It is generally regarded that the parallel procedure will
result in a more precise allocation of resources. For
example, at the time of planning the model examinee the
operations on a daily basis and it can, if necessary more
easily allocate resources to the operations such that
these resources va~J over the activity duration (e.g. 2
carpenters on first day building up to 4 as they are
freed from other operations ,rtich have been completed).
This type of solution is also possible with the serial
method, but it is ~nre difficult to program for this
facility.
Pascoe (Ref. 30) statistically compared the schedules and
durations of 32 different projects by each method and
found the parallel method to be better ninety nine out
of a hundred times. It must, however-, be noted here
that the author used the original Kelley serial model
shown in Figure 2.17. It is the opinion of the writer
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that had the modification of re-ordering the data after
each allocation been used in the serial model, the dif-
ference might not have been so great. It is interes-
ting to note that this modification (shown dotted in
Figure 2.17) in fact almost makes the serial method e-
quivalent to the parallel method and is sometime s re-
ferred to as the serial-parallel model.
F) Priority heuristic rules
The priority heuristic rules decide to which of the ope-
rations resources should be allocated first.
As the objective*' of the allocation model has generally
been to complete the project as soon** as possible with
the resources available, it was often argued that criti-
cal operations should receive priority. Verhines (Ref.
33) and Kochanski (Ref. 23) both proved matherr.atically
for a sma'Ll, project that this does not always lead to
the shortest project duration and suggest that priority
be determined by the minimum LFT (late finish time).
After extensive experimentation, in which 32 different
projects wer-e each evaluated by 10 different sorting
-----------_._---
*The trdjiking behind this objective and other possible approaches are
discussed in a later part of this section.
**liesource allocation generally starts with a tilffi analysis; one
exception is the model by Bennet (Ref. 4, Chapter 5).
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criteria*, Pascoe concluded that on average both LFT
(late finish time) and EST (late start time) would give
the best result; i.e. the shortest project duration.
From the results of these tests it was, hO\'l8ver, clear
that one could not state categorically which priority
woul.d give the best solution for every type of project,
,m interesting finding by Campbell (Ref. 7) .iho compared
the schedules of 5 commercial resource allocation models
for the sane project, was that the resulting project
durations differed by about 15 - 20~. This could pro-
bably be attributed partly to different priorities used
and the basic differences in the structures of their
solution routines,
Table 2.3 shows some of the priority rules \·ihich have
been suggested by various authors. A further conclu-
sion drawn by Pascoe (Ref. 30) was that if activities
have been sorted according to EST values, then there is
no advantage in further ordering those activities .lith
identical EST values.
G) Schedule-or-delay subroutines
The subprogramme of schedule-or-delay heuristics differs
from programme to programme and only comes into VJOrking
when an activity cannot be scheduled at its early start
time (or revised start tilm if it has been delayed)
----_._---
*This included minimum EST, LST, EFT, LfT, TF, FF, Iiandcm sorting and three
based on the amount of resource remaining in an operation,
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Tl\BLE 2.3: A Comparison of Six Heuristic liesource Allocation Programmes
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(Ref. Figures 2.17 and 2.1S). The programme then at-
tempts to find an alternative start time for the activity
rather than extend the project duration, which is the
last resort.
Typical alternatives are:-
(i) Delaying an operation within its free or total
float,
(ii) splitting an operation and scheduling a pcrtion at
a later date (it is usually specified in the input
data l'Ihether this is allowed),
(iii) some programmes accept various resource levels for
each operation (as shown in Table 2.3). This
takes into account cases 'There an activity can
also be equally started with a lower resource
allocation: the duration being adjusted propcr-
tionately,
(iv) in Table 2.3 it is also seen that SOIre models
allo" one to specify a pro ject "overtime" resource
level which can be used before the project dura-
tion tire is extended.
In Figure 2.19 an exampl.e of a parallel resource alloca-
tion model for projects >lith more than one resource type
is shown, This has been adapted from the model described
by Dike (Ref. 12) to illustrate the operation of a number
of schedu'Le-or-de.Lay heuristic rules.
An interesting approach is used in this regard by the ICL
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1900 PERT system* (Ref. 17), a cOJIIlI:ercially available
planning and control programme containing a resource
allocation model. From the description provided in the
user's manual it is clear that this has a parallel rou-
tine of the type shown in Figure 2.18. No indication
is given of the initial sorting routine but the schedule-
or-delay heuristics are described in detail. These have
been arranged in the form of a decision matrix, which
rates each operation according to whether resources are
available, its criticality** (i.e. how much total float
remaining), ,·,hether it may be split and what its criti-
calit:l i'lOuld be if it were delayed. From this rating
the model decides i·,hether to scheduLe , delity or split an
operation. Although the approach is basically similar
to the questioning routine shown in i'igure 2.19 it is
expected that it will lead to a somewhat, quicker answer
due to the apparent simplification of the calculation
procedure. Tests i-lOuld, however, have to be performed
to substantiate this conclusion.
H) Objective functions of resource allocation models
The structures of the resource-limited scheduling models
described up to now in this section are all centred
around the objective of minimising project duration;
(i.e. each decision rule is designed to schedule an
--------------------------
*The matn features of this system are sumrar-l.sed in Appendix A.
**As determined by the time analysis (Section 2.3.1) and any delays im-
posed during resource allocation.
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operation w.i..thin a given resource availability with
if possible, no extension of the project duration).
There appear to be various reasons for this. By mini-
mising the project duration one is probably also maxi-
mising the resource utilisation (L;e , minimusing "idle"
time or dips in the resource demand curve). This would
then in turn minimise the direct cost of the scheduled
project which could be evaluated from the total area
under the required and idle resource curves. The
third argument here might be that since a large portion
of project indirect costs are related to the project
duration (Figure 2.21) these .'lill also be minimised.
Another advantage is the relative ease with which the
minimisation of contract duration can be built into a
model since it does not require an additional calcula-
tion routine as woul.d for example, the objective of
minimising fluctuations in resource utilisation.
Under certain conditions the above time based objective
might not lead to the cheapest schedule *. For example,
~men a project overtime resource level is specified the
model might use this to avoid extendfng the project du-
ration. A project scheduled for a longer period at
the lower nonnal resource levels'might provide a cheaper
alternative.
Various extensions related to cost have been proposed.
In the ICL 1900 PERT system (Ref. 17) for exampl.e , the
------------------------------------------
*Neglecting the fact that there ~Jill almost always be some form of error
in a schedule because of the approxinnte nature of the solution pro-
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onus is placed on the planner who may specify whether
overtime resources should be used first or the project
duration extended. In Section 2.5.2 the technique by
~iest (Ref. 35) is described "nich does not use ove~time
resources in the scheduling procedure but attempts to
find a cheaper solution by successively lo,rering the re-
source availability line on the final sched~le.
,lith reference to Figure 2.25, it can be seen that if
the nonnal resource level (plant or labour) is reduced
from R:t to RZ (,mile the project completion time re-
mains constant) then the pecks above level R2 can be
considered as overtime pex<s, End the un~sed troughs
below level R2 are considered as p~id idle time. The
total productive and idle cost is now enutva'Lent, to the
total area belo~ R2 (u3i~ no~~l rates) plus the pe~~
areas above R2 (usin;; overtime re.t.e s }, This total cost
might be less than the total cost using the resource
level IS.' Tne latter cost is e~~ivalent to the total
area below level RI (u3in0 nOrIT~l rates).
In Section 2.5.2 the resource allocation models by
Ciiest (aef. 35) and Barnes (Ref. 2) .·[hich attempt to
simulate the relationship between total cost and pro-
ject duration are also discussed.
2.4.3 Combin"d allocation and levelling r.lOdels
Although the resource allocation model is generally regarded
as being more suited to the require:nents of the contractor
one disadvantage is the lack of control ,i,ich one h~s over
the p~oject duration chosen by the model. The planner is
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sometimes required to try a number of project resource
levels before the project duration is considered acceptable.
A possible solution here v.ould be to use a model which can
perform both a time-limited and resource-limited analysis.
For a purely mathematical solution procedure (e.g. linear
programme) the required project duration vlOuld simply be
another constraint in the form of an inequality. In a
heuristic programme this requires a complete redesign of
the solution procedure.
Figure 2.20 illustrates a similar feature of the ICL 1900
PERT model (Ref. 17). Here the planner can first specify
whether he prefers the model to exceed the available re-
source level (4) or the stipulated project duration (2). When
during the course of the normal resource-limited scheduling
(allocation) procedure the project duration as determined
by the time analysis (1) has been extended to the al.Lowabl,e
duration (2) the planner can programme the model to now
either exceed this time duration (2) to point (3) or to
start to use overtime resources to level (5) to avoid
having to extend the project duration any further than point
(2). In other 1'1OrdS the planner at this stage indicates
his priorities by specifying instructions in the following
priority form A-B-C or A-C-B .(see Figure 2.20). Jlhen
necessary, areas euch as D,E and F ,·rl.ll be SUbsequently
used in the order specified. If portions of the alloca-
tion diagram are permitted to move into zone E, there is no
resource limit to these peaks in zone E.
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I
__ • 1
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1 1
Figure 2.20:
E.
c.
A F
It is clear that the procedure above is not a true "level-
ling" technique in the sense that mont levelling techniques
reduce fluctuations in the resource demand and they do not
necessarily limit the height of the maximum peak. The
method in Figure 2.20 is simply another "schedule-or-delay"
decision rule of a resource allocation model and the cor-
responding heuristic rules can be specified by the planner
(see also Figures 2.18 and 2.19). It is therefore expected
that once the reouired project duration has been reached the
resource demand schedule ,,'ill start to increase from left
to right as shown in Figure 2.20. From this the planner
can then sir.lply deduce new resource levels for those resour-
ces where this excessive late demand occurs, and he can re-
analyse the project to tr-.r to obtain a smoother demand
\
pattern; For example if the required duration must remain
constant one divides the project duration into the approxi-
nate area of the excessive peaks and increases the resource
level by this value. Using a normal resource allocation
model one would have to tr-.f successive resource levels until
the project dur:ltion is acce!'table.
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It is the opinion of the writer that this will help to
considerably reduce computation time.
2.5 Models for Planning Reductions in Construction Costs
The total cost to the contractor of a construction project can be
divided into:
(a) Direct costs,
(b) Indirect costs or overheads.
Literature is often vague on how to distinguish between the two;
for example, the ICI"iA* (Ref. 19) define indirect costs to be
expenditures not easily related to a cost centre (such as an
activity, a person, a machine or item against which costs can be
collected).
For the purpose of this thesis the writer prefers the definition
by Barnes (Ref. 1), that indirect costs include all costs not
directly proportional to the amount, of permanent and semi-per-
manent work produced during construction (e.g. the costs of sala-
ries of site staff, transportation of plant, contract insurance,
site and head office buildings, plant maintenance, etc.). Direct
costs then comprise only of labour .mges,· plant charges and ma-
terial costs .Jhich can be directly related to the quantity of work
performed on site.
A more detailed classified description of construction costs is
given in Section 3.3 (A) (Table 3.2 A). The important point is
that site overheads are generally either proportional to time (e.g.
foreman's salary) or occur as Lump sums during construction (e.g.
site establishment costs).
--------------------------------
*Institute of Cost and ~;orks Accountants, London.
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The typical relationship conmonly assumed to exist between the
various types of construction costs and the project duration is
shown in Figure 2.21.
~
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Figure 2.21: Construction costs and project duration (Creasy, ,
Ref. 9).
The materials cost element is expected to be reasonably constant
at different durations although a contractor might for example,
use a higher strength (and thus more expensive) concrete to re-
duce curing time. Plant cost will be progressively higher as
the site becomes more mechanised to reduce construction tiJne
and additional transportation overheads will occur. Also shown
are the penalty costs which the contractor will theoretically
incur should the project duration stretch beyond that specified
in the tender documents (plus any extensions); clients invariably
make changes during construction for v/hich the contractor can claiJn
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additiona~ time. The project duration corresponding to the mi-
nimum tota~ cost is then the construction time for which the con-
tractor should aim; assuming that he has the resources avai.Iabl,e
to do so.
It is important also to note that tte costs in Figure 2.21 are
based on current costs at the tirr.e when the evaluation is made.
In Chapter 4 the effect of time on the costs of the contractor
will be examined, namely the effects of the earning power of
mone~ (Section 4.4) and the effects of inflation (Section 4.5).
In the remainder of this section tJ.~ rr.odels are described which
attempt to sL~ate the cost characteristics shown in Figure 2.20;
the objective in both cases being to find U.e minimum time-related
cost of a construction contract.
2.5.1 The time-cost optirrisation model
This t.echrtique wrich is also known by other names such as
''minimum cost expediting" and "ti.':le-cost tra.de-off proce-
dures" vr..:.s originally developed by Kelley (Ref. 21) in 1958
as an extension to the Critical Path Fethod' The author
assumed that for most of t.he project operations there exists
a re'Latd.onsrd.p betvleen t5.Jne and direct· cost as shown in
figure 2.22. It .IaS teen argued t.hat, by ste.rting with a
time analysis of all operations at their maximum duration
(minimum cost) one can find the project direct cost versus
-_._--------------------------.
*The other part of this model ,·k.ich "12.S developed by the same author
is tJ-:e netvJOrl: time analysis described in Section 2.3.1.
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project duration curve (Figure 2.19) by systematically
shortening those operations for which the reduction per
unit time is the cheapest , The complete procedure is
shown in flowchart form in Figure 2.23.
ACTlvrry
::t:>I REoc.r
COS.T
Figure 2.22: Kelley's assumed relationship between activity
time and cost
In the original model by Kelley (Ref. 21) the activity cost
curve was approxdmat.ed by a straight line (x - y, Figure
2.22). The overall problem of time analysis and cost op-
til:Jisation was then expressed in linez.r progranmlng foml
and solved by computer. Various extensions have since
been pr-oposed for taking into consideration other shapes of
curves. Feldman (Ref. 13), for example, has developed a
computer- programme which can handle any shape of activity
time-cost curve consisting of up to four continuous straight-
line segments.
The approach appears to have found very little successful
application in the construction industry. In a survey
by Campbell (Ref. 7) of eleven commercially-available com-
puter progr-ammes using the critical path t.echrrique only
one was able to perform tris calculation. The wri ter has
also noticed that the method is appearing less frequently
in later publications on this subject.
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The main shortcomings of this method are briefiy;
(1) Since the model will independently choose points on
each activity time-cost diagram corresponding to either
plant, labour, subcontractors or combinations of these,
the resulting utilisation might be too erratic for
effective site control (evg , the model might suggest
that trench A might be excavated by machdne , B by
hand, C by subcontractor, et.c , );
(2) The assumption that the total direct cost equaIs the
sum of the activity direct costs is not generally
correct. Kochanski (Ref. 23) has proved this in-
equality mathematically for a srrall project; i.e.
that the idle cost of plant or labour (i.e. valleys
in the resource demand curve ) should also be taken
into consideration (see Figure 2.24). This should
not impose too serious an error as this is the as-
sumption generally made for compiling a tender.
Figure 2.24: Idle time in a resource schedule.
(3) Con,tractors generally find it difficult to estimate
the t~1O ext.renes 0 f "crash" and "normal," and are there-
fore often reluctant to perform these calculations.
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A possible solution to point (1) would be to use only one
type of resource team for each type of operation (e.g.
labour gangs for hand excavation). The "normal" and "crash"
points ;,auld then correspond to different sizes of this team
and any peaks in the resource demand schedule could be re-
duced either by manual calculations or by using a resource
allocation model. It is expected, howsver-, that this
levelling vJill in many cases increase the project duration
and cancel out any reductions made by using the time-cost
model.
It is the opinion of,the writer that this technique vr.ill not
yield significant benefits for a construction contract.
Here savings are more readily made when the contract is con-
sidered as a vmole rather than by finding only local eco-
nomies for the individual operations.
The whole contract is considered in the next model.
2.5.2 Resource cost models
if-Lest (Ref. 35, 1966) ;mo appears to be one of the first
authors to make this proposal, suggested that the total di-
rect cost of a project should not be evaluated as the sum
of the individual activity costs but rather as the total
cost of all resources ~loyed used or left idle over the
project duration.
According to ;'iiest these should include:-
(1) nor:nal costs (e.g. norr.al "ages),
(2) overtime costs,
(3) idle time costs (e.g. plant st~~ding),
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and (4) set-up costs (e.g. transporting plant to site).
Figure 2.25 illustrates Wiest's (Ref. 35) approach to
evaluating this cost for plant and labour. From the re-
source demand curve predicted by the resource allocation
programn~ (see Section 2.4.1) the total cost of each type
of plant or labour .~s calculated as being either:
AssUMe.t> R.ESouf!LE"O"\L4\~Lnl.f ot.:;) ..s\TE (R,)
It II R1!.SOIJl!.L&.. :t:>E.t"V\t.JD
rOLE. TII'1.E.. Pt£[)r.c..,......1> '15.V ,",",ILMO~l-
T
III ~g5
o ~ 1--<~""""7""::::"'------'-"7"7"::"':"--r-------'I---r
~! f-- -+-- --~I -n- L_F t r --I-
tt a 1 : \ L.._....J
G~ I I REV",U \
III !.! '-EvEL. (R'j R•
., r -- O~ A.VAJL..A- H
o ut elL-IT"(
<JI,q
Q.
Figure 2.25: Bstimated nro,iect nlant or labour demand.
(i) ~.T.C. • •••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••.•••• (2.1.4)
or (ii) a neir level R2 is found and any peaks above this
evaluated as overtime,
i.e. R2. T. C +k (Rt -Hz) C.:..K• . . . .. . . . . . . (2.15)t=l
where K = 0 when Rt - H2 ", 0
K = 1 vrhen Rt - R~ :;::- )
"l is the azourrt of plant or labour allocated
to the project,
T is the project duration,
1'1 is the rt.tLo of overtime to nOnT2l unit cost
1
I
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C is the normal unit cost,
R2 is the improved resource level which minimises
equation 2.15 (R2 < lJ..),
Rt is the original resource derrand curve predicted
by the resource allocation model.
Equation 2.14 and 2.15 both assume that "idle" time is paid
for ,ihile 2.15 also atten:pts to find out whether a sma.ll
redu.ction in '1- (to ~) Yliil not be cheaper when any peaks
above R2 are evaluated at overtime cost. It is important,
ho~ever, that ,;hen contractors charge plant costs according
to operating hours, only the area under the resource demand
curve must be considered; i.e.
'I'
Plant direct cost = h.~ Rt ••••••••••••• (2.16)T.~l
1-,here h is the plant hourly cost,
Rt the daily plant requirements in hours,
and T is the project duration.
It might be interesting to no~e that the ICL 190C PERT pro-
gramme (Ref. 17) does not take into account idle time but
does include overtime costs; i.e.,"
Resource cost = C.'1-. T
+ (;./ - 1)
K = 1 ;;hen TIt - ~::::-- 0
and all other variables are as for equation 2.15.
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vliest's model (Ref. 35) also finds the plant and labour
direct cost curve (of Figure 2.21) by the procedure shown
in Figure 2.26. Starting with an unlimited availability
of plant and labour resources for the project these levels
are progressively reduced to find for each resource level
a new resource total direct cost and project duration.
The cost of each set of schedules is evaluated by using
equations 2.14 or 2.15 to find a new point on the direct
cost versus project duration curve.
gure 2.21.)
(Curve x - y in Fi-
The author also suggested that start-up costs (e s g, trans-
portation of plant) be added but the author does not show
how this is done. It is expected that this Vlill have to
be done manually by examining the predicted resource de-
mand curve to detemdne ~men plant is to be moved on and
off the site and the amount, to be moved, Other indirect
costs might be added by using cost-only activities as de-
scribed in 3ection 3.3.3, or determined eeparat.e.ly for each
schedule and plotted as a curve (see Fieure 2.21).
JUthough the resource-cost approach is more realistic than
the time-cost rrodel , in the form above it will only be able
to simulate a limited portion of the total direct cost
curve (e.g. curve a - b ; Figure 2.27). This is because
only one method of ~.orking is assumed for each operation
and no consideration is given to incree-sed mechanisation,
other construction r::ethods, etc. (e s g , curve c - d; Figure
2.27). These .,ill have to be .inveat.Lgated seprately to
find the com;::lete curve.
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FJGURL 2.27: Project Direct Costa (Total indirect cor.ts and
fixed costs must be added to above direct costs
as in figure 2.21)
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It is interesting to note the node'L by Barnes and Gillespie
(Ref. 2) also finds a total cost versus project duration
curve apparently without using either of the simulation
techniques described in this section (e.g. in Figures 2.25
and 2.26). lIo description is provided by the authors but
the writer suspects that the model in fact performs the same
resource allocation procedure using different sorting priori-
ties. Since this is known to often produce ,·rldely differing
schedules (see Section 2.4.2 F) and different project dura-
tions it is expected that a fair portion of a project total
cost versus time curve may be obtained in this manner.
This is then also a convenient method for improving the sche-
dule found from the resource allocation model providing the
resource level remains the smne for all schedules.
By evaluating the cost of a particular schedule over the pro-
ject duration a labour and pl?J1t expenditure (incurred cost)
curve can be obtain (see Figure 2.2 7) ~Jhich can be used for
control purposes as described in Section 3.3.3.
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CHAPTER 3
ASPECTS OF CONSTRUCTION PROJECT CONTROL
3.1 The l'.anagement Control function
Anthony (Ref. 1) defines management control to be "the process by"
which managers ensure that resources are obtained and used effi-
ciently in the accomplishment of an organisation's objectives".
Once construct:i,on has started, the emphasis changes from planning
to control and any changes to the original or recently revised
construction programme are made in the light of what has happened
to date.
In most construction firms management can be separated into tw
levels - by virtue of their geographical differences and the type
of resources on which they focus their attention:
(a) Site Management - Which is concerned loIith the efficient uti-
lisation of site resources (plant, labour, time and IIBteria1)
and hence the performance (e.g. profitability, progress, et.c , )
of the site as a whole.
(b) Top Management - Which must ensure that their allocations of
company, f'inancia1, mechanical and managerial resources on
several sites and contracts are yielding the required returns
(profit).
Although it is beyond the scope of this thesis to deal loIith point
(b) in any great detail, a number of financial factors which could
influence the choice of a particular course of action are dis-
cussed in Chapter 4.
3.1.1 The Human Aspect of Control
As the manager does not perfonn the lolOrk himself, control
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becomes largely the control of people - who are doing the
won and incurring the cost. For this reason the princi-
ples of management were derived from studies in human be-
haviour rather than science or economics.
Site management* in South Africa in particular must be
versatile to deal with the various ethnic groups found on
construction sites. The success of a project often de-
pends on the ability of site staff in ootivating workers to
produce the necessary service within suitable time limits.
Study programmes into these problems have been initiated by the
CSIR and other bodies. but, as far as the writer is aware,
very little has been published on the ootivation and pro-
duction of Coloured and Bantu labour on Civil Engineering
contracts.
3.1.2 The Need for Information
The information which signals the need for managerial in-
tervention reaches the construction manager in a number of
ways. He might make the observation personally; for
example, he might notice trucks using an access road when
they could be helping to compact ear-t.hsorks , At the other
extreme he might receive infonnation via a formal control
system operated within a company (e.g. cost information to
the effect that earthwork costs are exceeding the allowable
estimates).
3.1.3 The Accounting Department
The main control system of mst firms is centred here.
-------------
*This includes site engineers, site agents and foremen.
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The accounting function can be divided into two parts:
(a) Financial Accounting - This is required by law and is
responsible for providing shareholders, the Receiver
of Revenue, bankers and other outside parties with fi-
nancial information about a firm. This information
is summarised on the balance sheet and income state-
ment.
(b) M9.nagement Accounting - lI'hich provides information
useful to management for planning and control (e.g.
cost data, eetdnat.ed profits). As this is not a
compulsory record system it is quite possible for a
firm to survive with only a rudimentary management,
accounting system.
Although management accounting information is generally re-
ported in monetary terms, it is often first collected in
terms of manpower hours, operating hours and quantities.
This is then converted into costs (e.g. average cost per
cubic metre of excavation).
The remainder of this chapter will be concerned with various
techniques for collecting and manipulating control infor-
mation during construction, to aid management decision-
making and construction planning.
3.2 Control Techniques for Site ~!anagement
In this section a number of parameters are investigated through
which management can exercise control over the various operations
of a construction contract. The tecrniques described might be
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used both manually or as part of a more formal control system de-
scribed in Section 5.2.
3.2.1 Control of Time Progress
A) Bar charts
This is one of the most commonly used Imthods for con-
trolling progress on a construction site. For each
operation on the \;Q:rn: programme bar chart, an estimate
is made of the completed proportion of the operation
and this is coloured in to show actual progress. A
vertical line at the review date indicates the expected
progress.
Figure 3.1 shows a conventional bar chart which has
been updated in this fashion. One disadvantage here is
that unless the critical path has been identified it is
difficult to tell whether progress is actually ahead or
behind schedule. A better met.hod would be to draw
the net~rk to a time scale and then update it as shown
in Figure 3.2. Frequent updating in this fashion (e.g.
weekly) will ensure a permanent record of the project
progress and might be used to substantiate claims for
extensions of time when critical operations are held
up by design changes. Since the above technique can
only be used with the Arrow networl< an alternative
diagram known as the cascade chart has been developed
for use with the overlapping activities shown in Pre-
cedence networks (see Figure 5.3). To show the cri-
tical path one could simply emphasise the critical
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FIGUFE 3.2: Updating of a time-scaled Arrow bar chart
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operations on the conventional bar chart (see Figure
5.3).
B) Care in interpreting bar charts
In a resource allocated schedule the critical operations
will not necessarily form an unbroken sequence of ope-
rations. Care must therefore be taken that gaps in the
critical path are not mistaken for float.
When reviewing progress the critical operations should
be examined first. Since these can directly affect the
completion date of a contract every effort must be made
to catch up on lost time (e.g. by working overtime, by
moving additional plant or labour from non-critical
activities, etc.).
One must also consider operations whose total float has
been exceeded. As these are now in effect critical they
also warrant the sane treatment (i.e. additional re-
sources). other non-critical operations are simply
examined to ensure that no serious delays are occurring
Which might affect the project at a later stage, and if
progress is ahead then plant or labour resources might
be diverted to more critical operations.
When using this approach the contractor can tell which
part of the contract is behind schedule. This was not
always possible with the conventional bar chart (Figure
3.1) and unnecessary over-tame (e s g , Saturdays) was
frequently worl<:ed on actzivi.td es even where this was un-
necessary.
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C) A record progress for top management
A technique Vlhich is sometdrres used to review and re-
cord progress for top management (Ref. 8) is sho..n in
Figure 3.3. The duration of every operation is ex-
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. ligure 3.3: Project IIpercer.tape progress ll chart
pressed as a percentage of the sum of the durations of
all the operations (including those which do not lie on
the critical path). Assuming this percentage to be uni-
fonnly spread over the operation a project IIpercentage
progr-ess" chart can be dravm, by sunnning the above per-
centages or proportional part of these percentages for
all the operations completed or partially completed at
various points over t.he construction period. In Figure
3.3 t~.Q curves A3 are shown corresponding to all opera-
tions either at their early or late start times.
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During construction, progress is evaluated by multi-
plying the actual proportion of each operation completed
by the percentage the operation represents of the pro-
ject as a whole. The sum of these is then the project
percentage completed (point C in Figure 3.3) which is
compared with the expected progress.
It is generally assumed that as long as point C (Figure
3.3) fails within the vertical intercept between the two
curves, the average progress is satisfactory. This is,
however, not always so, particularly if there is a se-
rious delay of a critical path operation even though
other work is ahead of schedule.
The writer considers it better in this case to plot a
separate diagram for the critical operations (see curve
AD in Figure 3.3). This should be drawn as the per-
centage of the total of all the critical activities'
durations (i.e. point D in Figure 3.3 corresponds to
100% for the critical operations).
From the progress evaluated for the critical operations
(point E, Figure 3.3) it will be easy to determine both
the percentage and actual time by which the project is
ahead or behind schedule (from the horizontal and
vertical intercepts between curves AE and AD); irre-
spective of how many critical paths are present.
3.2.2 Control of Construction Costs
Throu~h cost control the construction ~anager attempts to
o
keep in touch with the actual expenditure of a contract,
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the objective being to identify areas where costs might be
reduced in order to improve the eventual profits. Top
management is similarly interested in the profitability of
the various contracts on which the finn is engaged.
Ideally, the functions of a complete cost control system
which satisfies both these levels of management would be:
(1) To draw attention during construction to any opera-
tion or section of work which could be perfonned more
economically; i.e. a detailed cost analysis for part
or all of a contract (evg , weekly),
(2) A regular evaluation of the interim total allowable
cost of a project and a comparison with the actual,
(3) Regular forecasts (e.g. monthly) of a contract's
expected final cost and a comparison with the final
allowable cost,
(4) An evaluation of the contract interim profit (expec-
ted revenue less incurred cost to date) and a forecast
of the expected profit (or loss) at completion,
(5) In addition, to supply the estimator with data con-
cerning the actual perfonnance during construction;
either in the fonn of costs (e.g. cost per square metre
of formwork) or output (e.g. square metres of fonn-
work per carpenter-hour).
It is unfortunately not always economically feasible to
derive such detailed information in practice. A particular
handicap in South Africa for examp'l,e, appears to be the
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shortage of trained clerical staff for collecting the
necessary data on the site.
In Section 3.3 the workings and merits of three cost con-
trol systems applicable to construction sites are discussed;
i.e. ,
(a) The Unit Cost Control System,
(b) The Standard Costing System,
(c) The Combined Time and Cost Control System.
With regard to point (5) Civil Engineering contractors, as
opposed to Building Contractors, generally regard historical
costs to be relatively valueless for estimating purposes be-
cause of the tremendous variations which can occur from one
site to the next. One exception here might be when tende-
ring for a project which is adjacent to one under construc-
tion. The supplying of the estimator with production fi-
gures (e.g. cubic metres of excavation per loader-hours)
is usually preferred, but has the disadvantage that infor-
mation must be collected with particular care. For
example, whereas the unit cost of excavated fill for a 04
bulldozer might be almost the same as that for the larger
but much IOOre expensive 07, their actual output will be
vastly different. Other factors such as the type of
material, the slope of the ground, access, et.c , , will all
affect the figures and must be recorded. In Section 3.2.5
a practical example is described where the productive out-
put of labour was recorded during construction. Besides
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shortage of trained clerical staff for collecting the
necessary data on the site.
In Section 3.3 the workings and merits of three cost con-
trol systems applicable to construction sites are discussed;
i.e.,
(a) The Unit Cost Control System,
(b) The Standard Costing System,
(c) The Combined Time and Cost Control System.
With regard to point (5) Civil Engdrieerdng contractors, as
opposed to Building Contractors, generally regard historical
costs to be relatively valueless for estimating purposes be-
cause of the tremendous variations which can occur from one
site to the next. One exception here might be when tende-
ring for a project which is adjacent to one under construc-
tion. The supplying of the estimator with production fi-
gures (e.g. cubic metres of excavation per loader-hours)
is usually preferred, but has the disadvantage that infor-
mation must be collected with particular care. For
example, whereas the unit cost of excavated fill for a D4
bulldozer might be almost the same as that for the larger
but much more expensive D7, their actual output will be
vastly different. other factors such as the type of
material, the slope of the ground, access, etc., will all
affect the figures and must be recorded. In Section 3.2.5
a practical example is described where the productive out-
put of labour was recorded during construction. Besides
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the actual quantitative data concerning the rate of pro-
ductdon, various interesting conclusions could be drawn in
retrospect about the actual method of construction for
wich the estimator had made no allowance in the tender.
3.2.3 Control of Site Earnings'
On certain contracts, e.g. those with relatively few inter-
dependancies between the operations but involving large
quantities of "WOrk such as a roadworks contract, it is
often difficult to evaluate progress from the tima schedule
alone. In such cases the contractor might draw a curve
showing the expected earnings plotted cumulatively over the
project duration. This he obtains by sumning cumulatively
the money due from the client for the various operations of
the construction worle progrannne, according to the Bill of
Quantity items contained in each operation.
In Figure 3.4 an example of a hypothetical earnings curve
AB for the "measured" work of a project is shown. In this
R",""\J"'.E.I> -."-__
fT"'/(UE..T)
c.o""'f\..~"ON
~"'n=...
Figure 3.4: Contract expected earnings curve
---------
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the actual quantitative data concerning the rate of pro-
duction, various interesting conclusions could be drawn in
retrospect about the actual method of construction for
ltlich the estimator had made no allowance in the tender.
3.2.3 Control of Site Earnings'
On certain contracts, e.g. those with relatively few inter-
dependancies between the operations but involving large
quantities of wom such as a roadworks contract, it is
often difficult to evaluate progress from the time schedule
alone. In such cases the contractor might draw a curve
showing the expected earnings plotted cumulatively over the
project duration. This he obtains by summing cumulatively
the money due from the client for the various operations of
the construction work programme, according to the Bill of
Quantity items contained in each operation.
In Figure 3.4 an example of a hypothetical earnings curve
AB for the "measured" work of a project is shown. In this
R..",U'RI:O () -.~.-<
fTA.tl.UE..T) B
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:I>"'TE.-
Figure 3.4: Contract expected earnings curve
-------_.
'Definen as money due to the contractor (refer Section 3.3 B).
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case the actual· earnings are less than expected. To
achieve the completion date (point B) the actual curve
must at least attain the slope CB, which is greater than
anything achieved to date. From the performance to date,
it could be concluded that project will finish late (e.g.
point D if the steepest slope to date is drawn from point
C).
When the above occurs the contractor must conclude that
either one or more of the following are true:
(i) his present rethod of working is inefficient or
ineffective,
(ii) his present plant and labour on site are insuffi-
cient to maintain the required rate of progress,
(iii) he is behind schedule because of bad weather and
other delays (plant breakdown, delivery delays,
etc.)
The shortcoming of this approach is therefore that it
does not localise the exact area where progress is behind.
One possibility for a large contract might be to divide
the earnings curve into smaller curves representing dif-
ferent sections of a contract which could be updated
separately to pinpoint the exact area where progress is
behind schedule.
An alternative procedure is to determine curves as above
.Actual earnings are defined as the total money due from the month'..y
certificate (including retention) less payments for materials on site.
In this example only the measured word is considered.
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for the cumulative productive output of those quantities
l<hich are on the critical path or known to be critical to the
completion of a contract (e.g. cubic metre concrete, ex-
cavation,kilogram of steel, square metre fo:nmoork, ebc , },
From this one might then be able to pinpoint more exactly
the region were progress is behind schedule (i.e. by com-
paring the actual and expected quantities completed at a
particular point in time).
It must, however, be remembered that the progress of cer-
tain quantities is dependant on others. For example, if
2 .
the area (m ) of formwork already placed in position is be-
hind schedule, then there will also be a delay in the tonnes
of steel fixed and the volume (m3) of concrete placed.
3.2.4 Control of Wastage on Site
Wastage manifest> itself in a number of ways on a construc-
tion site. Haterial wastage is the form most conmonly
thought of, but possibly more important is that of plant
and labour. While it is easy, for example, to recognise
It is then still
careless handling which reduces the expected life of form-
work, the underutilisation of labour and plant is not so
easily identified.
Although the cost control system is useful in identifying
cost overruns, the information is often not specific
enough to pinpoint the actual, cause.
up to the manager to decide whether this is due to actual
inefficiency, bad weather, under-estimated cost or other
causes.
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A nunDer of techniques are examined which could assist
the site manager in making such decisions.
A) Wastage of material
Contractors generally consider that precise control
over material cost is not warranted because of the large
anount, of paperwork involved. This may be a valid
conclusion on some contracts but on other contracts
precise controls may save extra costs. The issue is
~co~~~~~~iliesin~¢ces~_
terials and the contractor might regard savings due to
minimizing wastage as being small compared with the
general rise in prices. The main areas of interest
are to control wastage, to ensure that quotes on which
the tender prices were based are not exceeded, and to
detennine the effect of actual material cost on the pro-
ject total cost. (The latter aspect will be enlarged
on in Section 3.3.2).
Figure 3.6 shows a method which might be used to control
the wastage of certain bulk materials delivered to site
in identifiable quantities and which -are easily related
to the amount required in the structure (e.g. cement,
bricks, aggregate, etc.).
At the end of each control period (e.g. weekly) the
allm-lable amount in the structure and the quantity on
site are subtracted from the total delivered to deter-
mine the wastage; (obviously corrections due to
bulking of aggregates must be made) see Figure 3.6.
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When wastage exceeds a certain level it might be neces-
sary to investigate the reason for this wastage.
The writer is aware that contractors engaged on earth-
WOlKS contracts often operate a system of carting-
tickets on which the truck drivers state the source,
size and destination of each load.
Figure 3.7(a) shows a schematic representation of the
possible movements of cut and fill on site. On a con-
tract where virtually all the fill naterial is brought
by trucks, and only a negligible volume is bulldozed di-
rectly from cut to fill regions the contractor might de-
termine the fill wastage as shown in Figure 3.7(b).
Curve L is found from the total number of loads carted
for fill, while curve B (Figure 3.7(b» is the fill
determined from cross-sections and for which the con-
tractor is paid. Naterial wastage is then calculated
as;
%Wastage L 100W = (X - F) ~ ••••••••••••••• (3.1)
Where L is the volume of fill carted by truck
(quantity is measured on the truck),
F is the measured fill in the monthly certi-
ficate for 'Wt'ich payment is receiVed,
and X is the soil bulk factor which is the average
ratio of the volmre of uncompacted (i.e. as
measured on the truck) to compacted soil,
for the material under consideration.
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A similar procedure could be applied to soil volumes
from cuts (X is now equal to one) but since Imterial is
here very often bulldozed to one side it is doubtfull
whether the above technique will find application here.
It is expected that equation 3.1 will be nor-e suited to
the construction of subbases and basecourses of roads
where the material is almost always imported from out-
side and brought to site by truck. In this case L will
be the volume of material delivered (as measured on the
truck), less the volurr:e of material stockpiled, and F
the quantity for which payment is claimed.
Information concerning the wastage of material will also
be useful for future estimating purposes.
B) Plant idle time
It is equally important that plant is operated at a
reasonable level of its capacity. In Figure 3.8 the
operating, waiting', breakdown and service time of a
certain plant item (e.g. trucks, graders, bulldozers)
has been plotted as a percentage of the total operating
hours available (e.g. weekly, monthly, etc.). The
available operating hours include the normal working
hours of each day plus any additional scheduled over-
time. From this the contractor might be able to deduce
the inefficiency of his workshop (hi;:;h br-eakdown time),
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
'According to a local contractor this type of information to the detail
of waiting time is or~y accurate when recorded by a built-in tachometer.
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excessive carting plant (excessive waiting tiIOO) and
the general \Ulder-utilisation of certain machines.
This type of graph is naturally influenced by various
factors and simply indicates to the site manager that
further investigation is required. For example,
excessive waiting time for carting plant might be due
to the unavoidable breakdown of certain important items
of loading plant.
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Figure 3.8: Analysis of plant operating hours
3.2.5 Control of Unit Output
Figure 3.9(a) shows a numer of observations recorded by
the writer, of a team of carpenters, apprentice carpen-
ters and labourers erecting fornI'<iOrlc and staging' for the
------------------------------
'Staging denotes the suppor-twork on which the soffit f'orrmeork rests.
The average height above ground level for the above structure was
approximately 8 metres.
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FIGURE 3.9(a): Erection of Bridge Soffit Formworl<: and
Formwork Supportwork
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FIGURE 3.9(b): The Wee~ly Aorlication of Labour to the
RemOval of Forn:w>rk and Supoortwork
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soffit of a pre-stressed concrete bridge deck, in the Cape
Town region. The deck f'orrmeor-k had been tendered for at
a particularly keen price and since this Bill item accounted
for a large portion of the contract cost it was decided that
the actual production output should be regularly checked
against the allowable production rate.
The Bill item representing the above VK>rk was divided into
the three operations of erecting the supportwork, fixing the
forrnwork and the dismantling of both, after the stressing
of the concrete deck.
During construction the actual number of hours VK>rked by
each of the three labour trade groups were recorded daily
and the actual number of f'ormwor-k and staging units proces-
sed were plotted at the end of each week against the number
of carpenter-hours. The resulting curves could then be
compared with the required output which was plotted "as a
straight line on the same diagram (Figure 3.9(a), curve D,
for formwork). Since the estimator's assuned output was in
t"", cases based on different combinations of the three labour
groups new target output rates had to be calculated for
these. For example, in case of the removal of fonnwork
and staging the allowable cost' of RO,70 per square yard of
formwork ren:oved was based on the following data;
1 handyman @Rl,20 per hour, assisted by
4 labourers @ Rl,20 per hour (total)
combined output: 3.50 square yards per hour.
-----------------------------------------
'See also definition of allowable cost given as footnote in Section
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From this the allowable cost of removing the formwork and
staging was calculated as ~:;g = RO.70 in terms of the
nuniler of square yards of formwork removed.
Since it was found on site that labourers were incapable of
removing the intricate formwork system under the bridge deck,
the actual team was altered to one labourer for each carpen-
ter. A new target output was then calculated as;
Rl.4.5 + RO.30 - 2.50 square yards of formwork re-RO.70 -
moved per hour.
I. 2 .Where RO.70 yd is the allowable fonnwork removal cost ac-
cording to the tender, and Rl.45 and RO.30 is the hourly wage
rate for carpenters and labourers respectively.
Table 3.1 shows a summary of the final outcome. It is seen
that all three operations exceeded their allo~able unit cost.
from a closer exawination of the data collected on site the
writer suggests the follo1-.ing reasons for these discrepancies.
In the case of the erection of the suppor-twork excessive costs
might have been due to the time taken to fix the cross-bracing
of the staging (shown as a flat portion at the end of curve A,
Figure 3.9(a)). Fixing cross-bracing, for 1<hich no addi-
tional a'LLo.rance ~ras made in the tender estimate, accounted
for about 30;: of the cost of operation A and should be taken
into consideration for future estimates.
The difference between the actual and the a.Ll.owahl,e cost of
fixing the fo:rnn·lOrk (approximately 3C:) is considered to be
ne;:;ligible and is probably witJoin the average range of va-
riations normally found in cost estimates.
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AC.TUA.L. HOUR.S UNITS oUTPUT ACTWlL TENet
OPEo.-
APPREl't LA60l> PRO-
PER COST COSTCA!':- CARf'[r+
11..4,TION PEN- TICe-S RERS euczc TER PER PE~
TE!':S HOUR UN'T UNIT
A 1'38 \ 'lOB 24-65 SEE ',3T RI.T4- R'AO
FoRM- PE"R PER PER:
.. (0,65) 0,80) Yo'"" Yo" YD"(',00) WORK R:>RM- Fe!':M- FoRM
WORK WORi WOR:I<
B 1£:''31 3bT 16+9 /906 I,I"::/- RI.GO RI.S5
PER PER
0,00) (0,25' (',00) YO"- yp" Yo'" YD"-FoRM- FORM-
WORK WORK
C 959 313 12.08 /6b6 ',T3 RI.16 Ro.~PER PER
(1,00 (0,32) (i,26' yp2. YD" YD"" YD"FbRM- FORM
WORK WoRK
COST RI.'lS RO.60 RO.30 -rOTJ'\L R4.S0 R'a.6SRATE UN'T CoST
Operation ~~: Irect deck f'orm..o rl: s';l)~JOrl;,
Operation B: Fix deck soffi.t.. for~mJ':)rk
Opera t.i on C: ~trip fo mno rk a.nd ::;"il!,~~ort
the tr.:-°3e t.rade Groups [,.3 caLcul.a t"Jd from the act.uaL
lrorl:::ing hours of each t.r-ade group ,
T:;o!e 3.1: ;:}uTfijnry of unIt outY"\uts <::1d co st,c r-ch.i eved
diE'': n; construction
cper.rti.on (C in 'l':..ble 3.1) ;r~3 2.1l.'ost e-ual. to t.hat of
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carpenters because of certain difficulties in dismantling
the timber fonnwork system used. Figure 3.9(b) shows that
the number of carpenters were reduced (and the labourers
increased) near the end of the operation. Once the timber
soffit panels had been removed from under the bridge deck,
only labourers were then required to dismantle the steel
supportwork. 'This problem probably accounted for the in-
crease in cost (see Table 3.1) for which an allowance
should be made in the tenders for future contracts of a
similar nature.
It is the opinion of the writer that this is a useful con-
trol technique for construction sites. It is, however,
clear that the target output depends on the cost of the
team allocated to an operation (i.e. if one wants to stay
within the cost allowed for in the tender). ~\'hen there is
the possibility that the ratio between the various trade
groups will vary over the duration of an operation (as was
the case in Figure 3.9(b)) a better approach might be to
calculate the unit cost in addition to the output each week
(see Figure 3.9(c) and Section 3.3.1).
3.3 Cost Control Systems for Construction Contracts
From literature and discussions with various local contractors
the main factors which contribute to the success of a cost control
system appear to be:
(i) Simplicity - A problem particular to the construction industry
is the lack of educated site staff. Foremen and charge hands
are generally shy of paperwork and the collection of labour
and plant ourking hours on site is usually left to semi-trained
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Bantu or Coloured staff. This is then converted to cost at
the contractors head office and compiled into reports. The
system should therefore be relatively simple, and clear pre-
printed forms, preferably in different colours for plant and
labour should be used to collect cost infonmtion on site.
An explanatory site office manual will ensure that a standard
procedure is followed on all contracts.
(ii) Timing of information - Historical cost information is usually
of little value for site control. A certain amount of ac-
curacy (e.g. ± 3%) might have to be sacrificed if it means
that reports will be timely. This is also part of the reason
why material costs are not subject to regular cost control as
invoices are often received long after the costs are incurred.
(iii) Mnnagernent support - Unless those members of staff who are
in a position to affect construction costs, actively make use
of cost information the system will simply become a "paperc-
shuffling routine" which provides work for a large nuniJer of
clerks.
(iv) Flexibility - Small contracts usually do not require the same
detailed cost control as a large contract. It will there-
fore be a serious handicap if the cost control system cannot
be adjusted to suit the size and type of contract. A parti-
cular example here is the use of a company-wide cost collec-
tion sheet with fixed cost headings which have to be used
regardless of the type of job;> this approach is common to
the unit-cost control approach (Section 3.3.1).
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A) Construction Costs
Costs are traditionally divided into direct and indirect costs.
As mentioned in Section 2.5 indirect costs or overheads are
defined as being all expenditures not directly proportional to
the amount, of permanent or temporary material required in a
structure (e.g. The site engineer's salary, transportation
costs, insurance). Direct costs are then directly propor-
tional to the quantity of work (e.g. the volume of concrete on
site, labour wages and the cost of materials).
Table 3.2 shows a classified breakdown of the various types of
costs which the contractor might incur during construction.
It will be seen from column four that for the purpose of cost
control these can be grouped into:
(1) Direct labour costs (e.g. hourly wages),
(2) Direct plant costs (e.g. internal plant charges or out-
side hire costs),
0) Direct cost of material (evg , for cement),
(4) Site overheads; these usually occur either as lump sums
(e.g. plant set-up) or as time related costs such as
the salaries of professional site staff,
(5) Subcontractor payments,
(6) A proportion of the head office costs (e.g. design office
costs).
Of these only direct labour, direct plant and site overhead
costs are generally subject to frequent review by management
as most cost overruns occur in these items. Contractors
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usually do not regard it worth the effort to control material
costs to the sam detail as plant and labour costs and rather
concentrate on ensuring that tender quotes are not exceeded,
and on minimising the physical wastage on site; e s g , using a
graphical technique as described in Section 3.2.4 A.
The quantity of material required for a contract is mainly
specified by the designer's drawings, whereas the efficiency
of' plant and labour utilisation is a variable factor of major
importance which is under the control of the contractor. If
a delay occurs in the use. of material on site, this consti-
tutes a cost equivalent to the cost of storage and the interest
of' unused capital with a reduction correction if prices of
material are rising. T'nis type of cost due to the delay in
the use of materials is small compared with the possible cost
fiuctuations due to the variation in idle time and the effi-
ciency of use of plant and labour. In the ideal system the
costs and wastages of' material 'ooOuld also be considered.
The costs of the subcontractor (to the main contractor) are
relatively fixed by the tender agree:rent and need less con-
trol, and need only be taken into consideration when the in-
terilll or final profit of a contract is calculated.
Head office costs are difficult to determine exactly for each
contract and are therefore generally added as a percentage of
the total contract value (e.g. 57') or are allocated on a pro
rata basis depending on the value of a particular contract
in relation to tee total value of all contracts.
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An important point regarding cost control is that one usually
considers a cost to have been incurred when work has been per-
formed rather than when the actual payment is made. In other
v.ords costs are matched with work completed.
B) Construction Revenue (Earnings)
The two most common types of civil engineering contracts in
South Africa are:
(a) Lump sum contracts - In these the contractor is paid a
fixed sum of money for the completion of a contract ac-
cording to his tender based on the original drawings and
specifications. Any variations which might be made by
the client during construction are valued separately.
Typical examples of civil engineering contracts which have
been awarded in this form include townships, basements
for high rise buildings, small roadsork contracts and con-
crete headgears for mine shafts.
A Bill of Quantities is not usually provided and a fre-
quently used method of paying the contractor is often
according the time progress of the contract. For example,
if a contract is scheduled to take ten montJ-.s then the
contractor will receive the total sum as ten equal pay-
ments spread evenly over this period. other methods such
as paying according to sections of completed work have al-
so been used.
(b) Unit price contracts - In these contracts the contractor
is paid a fixed tendered rate for each unit of permanent
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Information concerning the breakdown
of a structure into basic units of work as well as an es-
tOOte of the final' quantities of each, is contained in a
"Bill of Quantities" wich accompanies the tender docu-
ments. Agreement of the rates to be paid to a contractor
is usually either through competitive tendering or direct
negotiation with a client "(or his representative). Typical
examples of this type of contract include most types of
road construction, harbour "lOrlcs and bridge contracts.
The earnings of a contractor from a unit price contract
generally fall into some or all of the follo~rlng cate-
gories:
(i) For measured work according to the unit rates in the
"Bill" and the quantities completed,
(ii) Preliminary and General" (for site and head office
overheads); usually paid as lump sums at various
stages specified by the client's tender document
(see Section 4.1.1),
(iii) Prime cost payments for special material, machinery,
etc. specified in the tender documents (or subse-
quentlY) by the client and which the contractor must
include in the structure,
'When a project is still in its design stage at the time of tendering very
appro:xilIate "provisional" quantities are supplied.
",'lith reference to the "Standard Hettod of !':easurement of Civil Engi-
neering Contracts" (Jen. 1960) there seems to be no standard method of
describing this item. In certain Bills of Qu2.Iltity this item is re-
ferred to as "Establishment of plant on site" wile in others the latter
ub t " f "" I" " d Ge al" Adescription appears as a s -aec a.on 0 . re anunary an ne r- • s
far as the writer is aware all Bills of Quantity presently used in South
_~f~;~~ inclu~e a section for overheads.
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(iv) DaywoIks and additional measurable woIks lolhich are
performed due to circumstances lolhich are unforeseen
in the tender document, or variations by the client,
(v) Time related price increases; "Rise and Fall clauses"
often apply to Civil Engineering contracts which al-
low the contractor to adjust the unit rates of cer-
tain items according to increases or decreases in
material suppliers' prices and labour wage rates.
The present tendency is to use a price adjustment
factor (see Section 4.5) lolhich corrects a certain
proportion (e.g. $5%) of each monthly certificate to
reimburse the contractor for the effects of infia-
tion.
Most of the above subdivisions are only permitted by vir-
tue of the ~lOrding of the tender documents as drafted by
the client's agents, or because of subsequent variations
made by a client. One does not therefore autormtically
find that every Bill of Quantities permits the above sub-
divisions. In the case of (11), for example, the writer
could find no reference to a standard method of specifying
this item in the "Standard f.lethod of MeasureJrent" for
Civil Engineering contracts in South Africa (1st edition,
1960).
Contractors normally play a large role in trying to frame
new forrrs of tender documents for acceptance by client
bodies, especially in relation to time related price
clauses and the new proposed ~ethod related bills (see
Barnes, Ref. 4).
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An important point in connection with method related
Bills of Quantities is that there is often a difference
between the way in which the contractor earns revenue
and the manner in which it is received; for example,
site overheads are continuous expenditures for which the
contractor is only reimbursed at one or more stages du-
ring construction. A certain percentage of the IIlOnthly
certificate is also usually withheld (e.g. 5%) till the
end of the maintenance period (e.g. one year after pro-
ject completion) against possible default by the con-
. tractor.
c) Profit
The interim or final profit of a contract is almost always
evaluated in an accounting sense rather than in terms of actual
cash payments and receipts;
Le. Profit = Revenue Expenditure ••••••••••.•.• ~.(3.2)
Where F.evenue describes the total money due for the measured
~rk which has been completed (a portion of which can be
claimed for in the certificate and the rest in the SUbsequent
retention payment) plus a proportion of the money due from
the Preliminary item (for overheads), plus money due for day-
'tlOrks earned to date and the benefits of any price increases
and Expenditure is the sum of all costs incurred during the
same period though they have not necessarily yet been paid
by the contractor (i. e. labour wages, plant charges, material
costs due, etc.).
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One of the main problems in evaluating interim profit is en-
suring that expenditures and revenue must both refer to the
same work or tiJne period (i.e. they are matched). For
example, .mereas the revenue due for the measured Bill items
can easily be derived from the mmthly certificates an es-
timate will have to be made of the corresponding proportion
of Preliminary and General money due, as the latter is only
paid by the client at prearranged stages during construction
(e.g. half of the Preliminary and General money might be re-
ceived .men about 50% of the tender sum is claimed). It is
similarly often difficult to evaluate certain costs accurate-
ly in a given time period. Invoices for materials and claims
from subcontractors generally arrive long after work has been
per-formed, Naterial costs can be assessed from delivery
notes collected on site in which case the cost of unused ma-
terial on site must be assessed and subtracted to find the cost
of the used material to which the earned revenue refers.
Interim profits are therefore regarded as approximatdons and
often referred to as "expected" or "possible" profits on ac-
counting statements (see Table 3.2 B (a)).
D) "Cost Centres" for cost control systems
The phrase "cost centre" is analogous to the name of an ac-
counting ledger in which costs are listed (i.e. pertaining to
a certain aspect of the project).
Cost centres denote any item, activity or section of work
for which costs can be collected with the object of cost con-
trol (e.g. a contract as a who'Ie , excavation work, etc.).
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To decide on the necessary cost centres for a particular con-
tract, the contractor might use the following sources:
(a) The Bill of Quantities - The description of items in
the "Bill" presently used in South Africa are usually
too specific to be used for this purpose. Particular
attention has been paid to this point in designing the
new Bill of Quantities recently introduced in Britain
(Ref. 4).
(b) Standard cost collection form - This is a preprinted
daily report sheet with general cost headings; e.g.
excavation, forml«irk, base course, etc. This is often
used in unit costing (Section 3.3.1) where all costs
are converted to UILi.t costs from the quantity completed
(e.g. using Rand / cubic metre of excavation). Only
limited control is possible with this system. For
example, in the case of formwork several rates apply to
different portions of a contract and therefore the cumu-
lative cost total is a general avera~e and must be in-
terpreted correctly (see Section 3.3.1). Within a
certain firm the same standard form might be used on
several different sites.
(c) A coded classification - In this method more subdivi-
sions of cost details is possible than in the above stan-
dard cost collection f'orm, A n1.ll!ber code is used to
indicate a certain item. For example, the code 2.3
might represent formwork (code 2) in columns (Code 0.3).
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From a set of standard work descriptions the necessary
items required for a particular contract are compiled
into a cost collection form. In other words, the major
cost centres used might vary from contract to contract,
but the code would be standard throughout the finn.
This ensures that there is sufficient cost, detail for
management and at the same time this provides standard
descriptions and codes for electronic processing of the data.
An example of this is shown in Section 3.3.2 B.
(d) Network activities - Alternatively one can use network
activities as cost centres. A number of commercial
computer programmes are marketed which allow the contrac-
tor to control costs by estimating and recording both this
allowable and actual costs for each network activity
(see Section 3.3.3).
3.3.1 The Unit Costing System (i.e. keeping retrospective records
for present evaluation)
This is an approach commonly used by the smaller contrac-
tors for recording incurred costs. In this rrethod all
costs are related to certain items of permanent and tem-
porary materials, and a cost per unit quantity is determined
from the amount of work completed.
i.e. Unit cost to date = Total expenditure to date (3 3)Total quantity completed •••••• •
(e.g. Rand/m2 of formw:>rk)
Because of certain difficulties associated with collecting
material costs, only plant charges and labour ..ages are
generally considered, except where material costs form a
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major portion of the cost centre.
A variation of unit costing is to use plant or labour worldng
hours rather than cost. This would be rmre significant to
the estimator, but requires accurate reporting. as, for ex-
ample, the performance of a front-end loader of 10 m3 ca-
pacity ,1ill be different to one of 5 m3 capacity.
Cost centres are generally defined to inclUde only the large
value items on a contract as these are the cause of most
cost overruns; for example,
Formwork :
(a) to slabs
(b) in bases
Excavation:
(a) hard material
(b) soft rraterial
(c) for pipes
etc.
Barnes (Ref. 6) examined a large number of Civil Engineering
contracts in the United Kingdom from which it was found that
on average 90% of the construction.costs were contained in
only 20;: of the "Bill" items; also, 99% of the increases
in total cost (from that estimated in the tender) were caused
by those large value items which make up about 50% of all
"Bill" items. The significance of this fact is that by
concentrating only on these large items, a contractor can
still exert a reasonable measure of cost control over a
contract.
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A typical example of how unit costs could be used as a
control tool is shown in Figure 3.10•
A comparison between the unit cost to date and the allowa-
ble cost' der:lved from the tender estimates will give an
indication of whether the expected profit margin for an
item is being maintained. The monthly (or weekly) fi-
gure is expected to fluctuate but will show an increasing
cost trend more quickly than the curve showing average
unit cost to date.
Ci will show a varia-
Vi
the average unit cost
to date.
In other words the monthly unit cost
~ C.
. 1 ~
tion more quickly than (J.= ):£ v.
1.=1 a
~lhere, Ci and Vi are the total costs and volume
of concrete for a particular month i (n is the number of
. months whi.ch have elapsed since the start of construction).
The cumulative quantity produced (e.g. concrete voLume in
Figure 3.10) can also be drawn and might help to explain
why a certain cost increase occurrs. For example, during
periods where smaller batches of concrete are placed unit
costs might be higher since the labour used on a 100 cubic
meter "pourII will not differ significant-Iy from that when
150 cubic meters are placed and the time involved for the
larger "pour-" will probably be less than 1,5 times the
._-----------------
'IIAnowable cost" in this sentence means portion of the tendered rate
in the signed tender documents, e.g. in Table 3.1 the allowable cost
for stripping fonnwork is RO.70 per square meter although the ten-
dered price for erection, fixing and stripping fOrm';iOrk is R3.65 plus
overheads pl.us profit plus unbalancing adjustments.
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duration of the smaller "pour".
L=-""- I "'c.R.EA<S I:-
'tol t1c>~~L'1 <.030,
l'>OT ~;..'/S R£.F<'£=
I~ lJ~'T COST Tb %>ATE.
............... )
I "
""
Figure 3.10: Example of cost control with unit costs
Advantages
The main advantage of the unit cost approach is its sim-
plicity. Only operations which are known to be prone to
cost overruns are considered (e.g. concrete, formwork,
excavation) and usually in this control system only plant
and labour costs are collected.
Disadvantages
Unit costs are particularly sensitive to weather, site
conditions and accuracy in measuring quantities. When a
contractor starts on a relatively easy part of a contract
unit costs might be low and create the impression that
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efficiency is high.
Hhen many items of a similar nature such as various types
of formwork are considered as a single cost centre the
actual unit cost calculated will depend very much on the
part of the structure being constructed. For example the
unit cost of column fOI'Ill>JOrk will be considerably higher
than that for a large slab.
If production figures (e.g. plant hoursjm3) are reported
instead of expenditure within a certain costing period, a
great deal more work will be involved to ensure that infor-
mation is collected accurately (e.g. types of plant, etc.).
Furthermore, as only a part of the site costs are considered,
the actual cost data is easily adjusted to the advantage of
site staff by under allocating costs to the items under re-
view. This causes false records which are useless for in-
terpretation purposes.
Indirect costs which are often the cause of cost overruns
are not considered.
3.3.2 The Standard Costing System (i.e. the use of target costs
for continuous evaluations)
In a Stc.ndard Cost control system management compares actual
costs with a predetennined standard target cost for the
same amount of work to decide if intervention is necessary.
A) TarGet Costs
Gobourne (Ref. 10) lists four different standards which
might be used for measurable work:
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(1) Historical costs - These often vary from site to
site depending on conditions such as weather, type
of labour or location and are generally regarded as
having more relevance to Building rather than Civil
Engineering contracts.
(2) Estimator's cost - These are not al~.-ays completely
representative because the eventual method used for
construction might be different from the method
initially envisaged by the estimator.
(3) vTork study standards - Unless the conditions ap-
plying during the study are recorded, the sane dis-
advantages as in (1) apply. (i.e. They cannot be
used for accurate predictions of conditions on future
Civil Engineering contracts.)
(4) Estimators' handbooks - Such data woul.d only apply
to the country for which it is compiled. L'1 South
Africa, where the type of labour might differ tre-
mendously depending on the ethnic area where a con-
tract is located, it will be difficult to accept
the general validity of a standard of this type
with respect to labour output. Part of the varia-
bility of labour output may be due to difficulties
in language communications or lack of education in
industrialised techniques.
The present writer is of the opinion that the estiw~tor's
cost will give the best and ~ost useful target cost for
tv.K:l r-easons ; firstly, a standard relevant to the work
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under consideration will always be available, and se-
condly, all cost comparisons particularly those for the
site as a whole will show directly how a particular
cost over- or underrun affects the contractor's profit.
'l\D problems might arise here, namely:
(a) Which portion of the estimator's cost to use,
(b) r.'hat if his cost >IaS under-estimated.
In Figure 3.11 it will be seen that the original cost
estimate passes through various stages of ~djustment
during the preparation of a tender and the final bill
rate might be completely different from the initial
estimate. It is therefore important that the cost
standard used for the cost centre should usually be the
original' cost estimate prepared by the estimator prior
to the addition of overheads (e.g. head office costs),
profit, and unba13.ncing adjustments (plus any subsequent
reasonable corrections of estd.mator- I s error ..lhich might
have been discovered by management during or after ten-
dering).
Since the estimator must make certain assumptions lis to
the eventual construction method ·some errors mtght, occur
(e.g. a common problem is having to use plant where
labour was allowed for). \~en costs are tLDder-estimated
the writer considers it best to leave the target costs as
they are rather than to re-estimate these to suit the
method of construction on site. This is partly a
'In Section 5.3.1 B) an example is shown on how the al.Lowab'Ls cost
(i.e. target cost) of a cost centre can be determined from the esti-
mator's
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psychological problem as site management might now tend
to blame any avoidable cost overruns on under-estimating.
Also if site staff see that the cost standard (i.e. target
cost) can be adjusted, they might be less inclined to
try and reduce costs in other ways.
B) Cost centres
As most comprehensive cost control systems are of the
standard costing type (Section 3.3.2), cost centres are
usually defined in such a way that all costs which are
incurred on site can be allocated to them.
A typical approach might be to use a system consisting
of a coded classification list· from which the necessary
cost centres can be chosen (Pilcher, Ref. 17); for
example,
1. Ex:cavation
2. Formwork
3. Steelfixing
4. Concrete
The cost centres for abutments could then be taken as:
1.2 Ex:cavation for abutments_
2.2 Formwork to abutments
3.2 Steelfixing abutments
(Concrete is often usually considered as a general item
for the whole contract hence the subdivision 4.2 might
not be used s )
*In Section 5.3.1 A) an alternative form of such a list is discussed.
/
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In this wa:y a complete list can be compiled for the
whole contract. On site, cost data is collected ac-
cording to the descriptions in the above list while in
the office the data might be processed according to
the codes which are standard throughout the finn.
c) Collection of actual costs
The flow-chart in Figure 3.12 illustrates how a typical
standard costing ~stem might operate.
was introduced in Section 3.3.2.)
(This system
The procedure frequently employed on South African
..
construction sites for collecting labour costs, is to
use a timekeeper who visits a contract once or twice a
day and notes down a description of the activity and the
corresponding labour hours for each trade. These times
he must balance with the total hours entered on the wage
sheets. An alternative 'WOuld be to derive this infor-
mation from the foreman's report which is more or less
the sane as that of the tillEkeeper. The writer prefers
the use of a foreman's report which should yield a bet-
ter distribution of costs, because the foreman is inore
knowledgeable about the history of each activity and
its labour usage. Since supervisory staff are not
particularly fond of paperwork the writer suggests that
a small incentive bonus be paid when the foreman's re-
port is presented on time. All labour hours listed
in the report are then converted to costs by multiplying
these with an hourly charge rate for each corresponding
trade.
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Plant costs are allocated to the various cost centres
in a similar manner by using the descriptions of the
work and the operating hours noted in the operator's
machine book. An hourly operating charge rate for
each type of plant converts plant and operator hours
to costs.
Haterial costs are generally not considered in detail
and are only evaluated for the site as a whole in block
A in' Figure 3.12 using the invoices received or the de-
live~ notes collected on site.
D) Problems with indirect costs
With indirect costs the main problem is matching the
timing of actual costs and allowable costs. It will
be seen from Table 3.2 that indirect costs are either:
(i) proportional to time and incurred over all or
part of the project duration (e.g. staff sala-
ries, mixer on site, crusher, small plant, etc.),
or (ii) lump sums which occur at various times during
construction (e.g. site set-up, transportations
of plant to and from site, et.c , },
Various approaches are possible here. Goboume (Ref.
10), for example, suggests that an equivalent m:mthly
allowable rate be calculated by summing (L) and (ii)
and dividing by the construction period. Total allowable
overheads since start of construction are then deter-
mined from the number of months construction has been
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in progress. The writer considers that the best re-
sults liiil be obtained if indirect costs are split
into subheadings mentioned in the groups (i) and (ii),
and standard target costs (allowables) for these sub-
headings are derived from the thinking behind the
tender est:iJnate; for example, transportation "allowa-
bles" (i.e. target costs) might be calculated in pro-
portion to the construction time period, while the
allowable site set-up costs are assumed to be a lump
sum cost immediately erection is completed.
3.3.3 The Combined T:illleand Cost Control System
This approach, which is somrtdrres referred to as activity-
costing, integrates project planning and cost control by
using the network activities or groups of activities as
cost centres. (See definition of cost centre in Section
3.3 D.)
A) Basic procedure
The first model of this type, known as PERT/COST was
developed as an extension to the PERT probabilistic
planning model described in Section 2.3.2. PERT/COST
was used extensively by the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration in the U.S.A. to control military
development projects (Ref. 3,14). Contractors who
were engaged on these contracts were often forced to
use the system, but did so with reluctance because of
the changes required to their existing cost accounting
systems. \!hereas previously costs were budget.ed and
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collected by organisational units (e.g. mechanical
engineering, assembly department, et.c , ] it was now
necessary to do this for the various operations of
every project even though several different departments
were concerned with a particular activity. Despite
this complication, the system has certain advantages
(see Section 3.3.3 E).
A similar approach has been suggested for use on con-
struction projects. Various conmercial programmes
have been developed for this purpose and are presently
available to the contractor. Figure 3.13 shows dia-
grammatically how this model operates.
If one compares this to a normal cost-only standard
costing system (Section 3.3.2) the following main dif-
ferences will be found;
(1) Allowable target construction costs (e.g. for plant,
labour and possibly materials) are expressed in
terms of the individual network operations,
(2) All actual construction costs are collected for
operations or groups of operations (cost centres)
for the purpose of cost control,
(3) Project progress is measured simultaneously against
t= standards, namaIy the allowable target cost
and time progress which are measured together (e.g.
Figure 3.15, point B),
(4) The system must be operated in conjunction with a
net"WOrlc planning model from which the tine standard
is derived,
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(5) Also, these models must be used in conjunction with
electronic data-processing facilities because of
the large number of calculations involved.
Before discussing various refineJllents and implementa-
tion problems the general philosophy for using this
model as a project cost and progress control device
is described.
In Figure 3.1.4 the two cumulative allowable cost curves
QZ corresponding to the early and late start schedules
of a network time analysis are shown (Ref. Section 2.3.1).
In each case the allowable target costs of the net'WOrk
operations (assumed to be spread over their durations)
were summed cumulatively for the whole project. Va-
rious authors (e.g. Ref. 9, 17) have used this graph
in the sense that as long as the project actual· cost
(L;e , point Y) stays within these limits the project
is on schedule, both with respect to time and cost.
The present writer is not entirely in agreement with this
approach which will hold only if the costs of the various
operations are directly proportional to their durations.
For example, if all activities were performed at their
expected durations and completed at the latest finish
times but at excessive cost, then the total actual cost
(point Y in Figure 3.14) would still fall within the
envelope. It would therefore seem better to evaluate
periodically an updated al.LowahLe target cost curve QX
from the operations completed and partially completed
to date. In this case the curve QX could be calculated
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by assuming the al.Lowabl,e cost to date of each opera-
tion to be incurred in relation to the proportion by
which it has been completed.
Figure 3.15 shows a more extensive application of the
same principle. Here a single curve GF from one
particular time-activity schedule is used. At each
control date the actual and target project costs
(points A and B) are plotted as shown in Figure 3.15.
Allmmble costs are calculated as above, from the pro-
gress to date (point B). For the uncompleted work
the model can now prepare a forecast of both the actual
and allowable cost to completion of the project (seg-
ments AC and BD) to show the expected final cost overrun.
Actual costs might have been revised to take into ac-
count expected increases in cost due to a revised ac-
tivity network, increases in unit cost, etc. Allowable
target costs might similarly be periodically revised
to take into account increased quantities for the va-
rious activities. Should the new project duration be
unacceptable this duration might have to be corrected
by revising the previous plan (see curve AE in Figure
3.15).
For more precise cost control the actual and allovJable
target costs of the individual operations or groups of
operations might be examined.
From an er.amination of a nlllliJer of IOOdels based on the
activity costing approach the writer identifies the fol-
lowing three aspects where problems are expected to
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occur in applying this teclmique to a contractor's
organisation:
(1) The allowable target cost to be used for the ac-
tivities, and the detail to which this is specified,
(2) The nanner- in which indirect costs are treated,
(3) The method of cost allocation and the preparation
of reports.
These aspects are discussed in the next section.
B) Allo'iable activity target costs
It seems that the allo.able costs for the network
activities have been modelled in two ways;
(a) Expected costs - These are the costs required for
the completion of an activity and depend upon the
actual construction method used (i.e. they are
estimated according to the resources which will
be used, and these costs may be altered during
construction because the method of construction
is changed or the quantity of work is changed).
(b) Estimated costs - These are determined by the
estimator at the time of tendering and are assumed
to be constant allowable target costs which will
vary only if the actual measured quantities are
different from the stipulated quantities in the
Bill of Quantities (i.e. these estimated costs
are regarded as allowable target costs which do
not vary with the type of plant or labour used
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to complete the activity).
Expected costs
For type (a) the typical procedure is to determine the
plant and labour costs for the activity from the re-
quired units of resource specified for each operation
(e. g. carpenter-days, loader-hours) and their cor-
responding unit costs. Material and other items for
example subcontractor might be allocated as lump sums
which are spread over the activity duration or treated
separately for the project as a whole. An exampke
is shown in Figure 3.16 of the procedure fo Ll.owed by
the ICL-l900 PERT programme to detennine the activity
allo~lable target cost. This uses a particularly so-
phisticated resource allocation progranune which can
amongst other things evaluate the overtiJre required to
complete a project within a given time. The impor-
tant point about the approach is that should conditions
change during construction (e.g. should the unit cost
of labour rise, or the plant is changed) then altera-
tions are nade to take this into account.
For example;
Activity: Excavate baseme~t 800 m3
Expected labour 60 hours @ 50c/hr. = R 30
Expected Excavator 20 hours @ R5/hr. = RlOO
Expected cost for activity = Rl30
If instead an RB 22 dragline is to be used on its own
for 30 hours @ R6, 00 per hour then the new total ex-
pected cost for the activity will be Rl80,OO.
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Estimated costs
When estimated costs (type (b) are used the activit,.
allowable target costs will change onl,. when there is
an increase or decrease in one of the measured quanti-
ties of the Bill items contained in each activit,..
For example;
Activity: Concrete column base 50 m3
From Bill: Estimated labour cost R3/m3
From Bill: Estimated material cost RUm3
Total unit cost RlO/m3
Estimated cost = R500 total cost for the activit,.
Should the quantity have to be increased to 60 m3 to
deepen the foundation then the new allowable cost will
be R600. Any other change such as an increase in du-
ration will simply result in the allowable total target
cost being spread proportionately over the new time.
As a cost control tool the estimated cost approach
(Ref. ll, 18), shown diagramaticaJ.ly in Figure 3.17,
has certain advantages. Firstly, a target cost stan-
dard is always available and cannot be manipulated to
suit management, and secondly, any cost overruns show
the effect on the final profit. This will have an
additional benefit in that the estimator will be made
aware of the items which he might be consistently
over- or under-estimating.
The advantage of the previous expected cost approach
(a), however is that a construction manager can at any
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stage investigate the cost outCOile of various construc-
tion methods, numbers of plant, the effect of delays,
etc. before deciding on the best course of further
action, since all expected costs are now representative
of an actual situation. As in the case of the stan-
dard costing system (see Section 3.3.2) an allowable
target cost which is open to adjustment will never have
the same effect of IIlOtivating site staff to reduce costs
as a target cost which remains fixed.
C) Network indirect costs
It will be seen from Table 3.2 that indirect costs or
overheads are generally of two types:
(L) proportional to time; e.g. staff salaries,
insurance, survey,
(ii) as lump sums, e.g. transportation of plant, site
establishment, close-down costs, etc.
In activity costing the method for treating indirect
costs is through "hamnocks " or "cost-only operations".
Figure 3.18 shows a cost hammock for a workshop which
is on site
I
I
I
\ 4- ~,
\ IL _-.:.e.-. '::.000/~~
• tI A.t'\ l'1o<J<.' 0 R
Co...... - ONL'( p.Lnvl-r'(
("-.G<. Fo.... Wo<>.K SHCf"
Oft-:) .s., T'E.)
Figure 3.113: Example of an indirect cost activity
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between the events (or nodes) 2 and 6. The "hanmock"
is never actually drawn in practice but only the nodes
between which it occurs and the charge rate for the
particular indirect cost (e.g. Rand/week) are specified.
The indirect cost of the cost hammock at some stage be-
tween the events 2 and 6 is calculated from the ti.Ire
mich has elapsed between these events and the h=ck
cost rate per period of time.
Barnes (Ref. 5) has included an additional extension
in his programme mich allows a lump sum to be attached
to the begi.nrrlng and end of a hammock to take into
account the set-up and dismantling cost of the work-
shop in the above example.
As in the case of the direct costs (see Section 3.3.3 A)
there is again the choice of whether to use expected
cost (i.e. according to the eventual construction method)
or estimated cost (i.e. from the tender estimate) as
the standard against mich to measure actual indirect
costs.
If estimated costs are used for direct costs, then one
is obviously forced to use the estimated cost approach
for indirect costs. The advantages and disadvantages
of using estimated costs instead of expected costs have
been discussed in the previous section of this thesis.
D) Allocat;on of activity actual costs
Since the detail of the network operations often exceeds
the detail in which costs can be collected on site, the
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network activities can be grouped to fonn more manage-
able cost centres (e.g. all fonnwork activities).
Target and actual costs for the activity can then be
compared on the same basis as for the project as a
whole (i.e. allowable costs to date are evaluated from
the operations completed and partially completed for
each cost centre. See Section 3.3.3 A.)
A particular problem in South Africa is the lack of
suitably educated clerks for collecting costs on site.
It is therefore expected that fewer and larger cost
centres (each involving many network operations) will
have to be used where there is a shortage of clerks.
This then partly opposes the objective of this system
which is to obtain more detailed information to in-
crease the sensitivity of the system for managerial
analysis.
E) Conclusions
One of the main advantages of the combined time and cost
control approach is the relative ease with which allow-
able target costs can be evaluated for a cost centre
(i.e. one or more activities) or the project as a
whole. All that is required is information conceming
the proportions of the various operations completed
(see Section 3.3.3 A). Although the allowable target
cost is based on the assumption that the cost of an
operation is incurred uniformly over its duration it
is expected that many of the errors will cancel out
when a group of operations are considered together.
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Forecasts of est:iJnated allowable or expected allow-
able costs for the remainder of the project (or cost
centre) can be easily determined (see Section 3.3.3 A).
The main disadvantage is the fact that the activity-time
progress of the plan must be constantly updated and the
netwom must, be revised when there are changes in the
method of construction. This should be done by the
construction manager who does not always have the ne-
eeseary time at his disposal to make these alterations.
The preparation of a standard cost report (see Section
3.3.2) on the other hand is not activity related and
.
can be left to an office clerk who simply evaluates the
cost of each cost centre from the quantity of wom com-
pleted and the unit cost standard; for example as de-
scribed in Section 5.3.3 A.
In addition to this both the determination of the ac-
tivity allowable target costs and the preparation of
activity cost reports are length;y procedures to per-
fonn manually and ideally require the aid of a com-
puter.
The writer is of the opinion that for a small or me-
dium size Civil Engineering contract the benefits to
be derived from the activity costing technique will
not warrant the additional clerical effort by site
managers and the probable increased cost required to
implemmt it. It is. however. expected that on a
vexy large contract the reverse will be true and
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definite advantages exist in the activitY' costing
technique. Since data processing for any costing
system will in anY' case be bY' computer on a large
contract, the activitY' costing technique will proba-
bly prepare cost control reports am cost forecasts
IOOre rapidlY' than by the standard costing approach
in which the quantities of worll: completed must first
be collected. Activity costing does not require this
type of input since allowable target costs are evalua-
ted from the elapsed times of the activities. Activity
costing might be used for making weekly cost checks
while IOOre accurate monthly reports are prepared from
the actual units completed, as described in Section
5.3.3 A.
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CHAPTER 4
FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS IN PLANNING AND CONTROLLING
CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
Introduction
Contractors, whether large or small, are required to devote a RlllOrking
portion" of their capital to a contract during its constrUction period.
This takes the form of cash locked-up because cost payments must be
made before receipts are received from the client, and also consists of
the value of plant and equipment tied-up on the site.
-
Besides planning and controlling his application of plant and labour on
site as described in the previous chapters, a contractor is equally con-
cerned with making an adequate return (profit) on this temporary invest-
mente To do this he must ensure that a contract fits into an overall
financial plan, at all stages during its execution.
In this chapter the writer discusses a number of modeLs for evaluating
and forecasting the effect which a decision taken with regard to a par-
ticular contract might have on the financial resources of a contractor.
4.1 Cash Flow Forecasts for Construction Contracts
The importance of cash in a firm is very effectively pointed out
by Jones (Ref. 7) who states that "a business can survive in the
short term without profit, but not without cash".
In most firms (i.e. including Civil Engineering contractors) possible
periods of cash shortage (or cash surplUS) are pre-examined by ma-
king a forecast of the expected payments and receipts of the whole
business for a certain period in the future (e.g. one year). This
enables a firm's financial manager to estimate the amount of free
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cash which a business will need at different times. The difference
between the cumulative expected cash payments and cash receipts is
the nett cash balance from which management must decide the amount,
and timing of any additional financing which might be required.
Contractors generally prepare separate cash flow analysis for their
various contracts and then sum these to determine the expected over-
all cash position of the whole firm for some period in the future.
4.1.1 Cash flows of construction contracts
In Figure 4.1 the types of payments (cash outflows) and re-
ceipts (cash inflows) which might contribute to the flow of
cash on a construction contract are shown. It is seen that
the receipts from the client consist of payments for "Measured"
w:>rk, for "Preliminary and General", "Retention" money and
possible additional payments to reimburse the contractor for
the effects of cost escalation to his plant, labour and ma-
terials costs (not all clients make a provision for the latter).
For those items of work which are measurable on a contract
the usual procedure in South Africa is for the contractor to
claim monthly payments from the client according to the
units of work which have been completed. A minimum time
within Which the client is required to pay for such claims is
generally agreed in the tender documents. This delay is
usually about one month from the time the contractor submits
his certificate.
The payment of Preliminary and General" money in South Africa
----------
"Which the contractor includes in his tender bid to cover his head office
and site overhead costs.
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at present depends completely on the procedure of payment
set out by the client in the "Conditions of Contract"
Mdch accompany the tender documents. The present writer
could find no officially suggested procedure for making
these Preliminary and General payments. A typical pro-
cedure on contracts with the Cape Provincial Administra-
tion is to pay Preliminary and General sums in four equal
payments, each one quarter of the total lump sum tendered
by the contractor for the Preliminary and General item.
By pre-arrangement the first payment is made with the first
certificate, the next two when the contractor has success-
fully claimed one third and two thirds respectively of the
total original tender value, and the fourth with the cer-
tificate paid at the completion of construction (see
Figure 4.2). The Cape Town City Council on the other hand
do not have a fixed time schedule for paying Preliminary
and General sums and usually leave this to the discretion
of the contractor who is expected to make reasonable
monthly claims against his tendered sum for this Prelimi-
nary and General itan which appears in the Bill of Quanti-
ties.
The amount of money retained by the client against possible
default by the contractor also seems to depend on the per-
sonal preferences of the various clients, and is set out in
the "Conditions of Contract" which accompany the tender
documents. In the recently revised SAlCE standard condi-
tions of contract the percentage is agreed separately for
every contract. One half of this retained sum becomes
payable to the contractor at the end of the contract and
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one half at the end of the maintenance period. On certain
contracts the retention money might be invested by pre-
arrangement by the client on behalf of the contractor so
that the contractor eventually receives retention money
plus interest.
Contractors are also usually required to provide the client
with an acceptable security in the form of a performance
Bond from an insurance company or bank, the value of which
is paid to the client should the contractor go bankrupt.
In the SAlCE conditions of contract the suggested value of
this Bond is ten percent of the total sum tendered by the
contractor. On some contracts this takes the form of an
actual down-payment which the contractor must make to the
client and which is retained till completion of construction.
Cash payments for a contract are made by the contractor when
he pays his bills for plant, labour, materials, etc s- The
timing and value of most of these cash outflows can be
assessed from the work programme as described in Section
4.1.2. Certain payments such as for head office overheads,
interest on capital borrowed and income tax are often dif-
ficult to associate with a particular contract and are gene-
rally determined for the finn as a whole, and added to the
overall company cash now forecast. These overheads are
only allocated to separate contracts for the purpose of
cost control (see Chapter 3) but in cash now purposes the
company is usually considered as a whole.
Since the rate of construction on a contract is influenced
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by many external factors such as weather, soil conditions
and the reliability of subcontractors the cash flows are
difficult to predict with accuracy for long periods into
the future. For this reason contractors sometimes pre-
pare these as often as once every two months, for say,
twelve months in advance.
Figure 4.3 shows typical cash flow curves which might be
obtained from a cash flow analysis for a particular con-
tract.
The vertical difference between the curves in Figure 4.3
represents the nett cash balance or amount of free cash re-
quired by a contractor as interim finance for a particular
construction contract (see Figure 4.4). This negative
cash balance is the direct result of the fact that the con-
tractor's cost payments for a certain section of work are
usually made before the corresponding reimbursements are
received from the client. This interim cash lock-up must
be financed by the contractor's financial assets as described
in Section 4.2.
4.1.2 Models for forecasting cash flows of construction contracts
As described previously the objective of preparing a cash
flow forecast for a particular contract is to determine
the timing and value of the contr2ctor's payments and re-
ceipts during construction. This forecast is then used in
an overall company-wide cash flow analysis which is used by
financial management for cash budgeting purposes.
In this section two models are described for analysing only
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those cash inflows and outflows of a contract whose t:i.m:ing
can be easily related to the t:i.m:ing of the construction
work on site. In these mode.Ls the various cash nows are
assuned to take place at a known time after (or before) a
section of work has been constructed on site. other cash
flows, such as purchase payments of plant and equipment,
income tax and head office overheads, are then added (for
the company as a whole) when the cash flow forecasts of the
various contracts are smmned to deterndne an overall com-
pany-wide cash flow forecast.
In Section 4.2.2 A a_more rigorous procedure is described
for deterndning the total cash capital of the contractor
tied-Up on a particular contract during construction. Here
all cash nows of the contract are taken into consideration,
including plant purchase payments, income tax, etc.
A) Conventional manual contract cash flow forecasts
Figure 4.5 shows a manual procedure which can be used
by accountants in construction firms for preparing a
cash flow analysis of a construction contract.
Starting with a forecast of the expected contract earnings
(measured work only), as determined by the contract ma-
nager from the construction work programme (see Section
3.2.3), the accountant prepares a breakdown of cost and
revenue as shown in Figure 4.5. The proportions of
plant, labour and materials depend on the type of contract
and are usually determined from past experience. For
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example, typical percentages of plant, labour and mte-
rials on a roadworks contract might be 30% plant, 15%
labour and 45% material costs. Si.Jnilarly the expected
delay between incurred costs and actual payments are
determined from experience.
Further refinements to the procedure shown in Figure 4.5
might be to split mterial costs into different propor-
tions of delay categories (e.g. 30 day, 60 day and 90
day payments).
Various errors are possible if the procedure in Figure
4.5 is used. Firstly it is assumed that the propor-
tion of the IOOnthly costs devoted to plant, labour and
material are constant throughout the construction period.
Secondly, since costs are determined from the construc-
tion revenue (by subtracting the gross profit margin)
some correction would have to be made either to the
current profit margin or cash flow when it is known that
costs have increased due to inUation. Also, when a
tender has been unbalanced the payments from the client
will be affected by the amount of unbalancing, but the
contractor's expected costs are those estirmted before
unbalancing and hence the contractor's costs at some stage
of the contract can therefore not be determined simply
by subtracting the gross profit margin from the expected
earnings.
In the case of an unbalanced contract, the final costs
might be equal to the expected earnings minus the gross
profit margin, but this is less likely to be true at
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interim periods during the contract.
If the final measured quantities are different from
the initial quantities in the Bill, the expected
costs and expected earnings for the contract will be
altered, irrespective of "Whether the tender is a ba-
lanced or unbalanced tender.
The method described in Figure 4.5 is never the less
a useful technique .mich can be easily performed by
hand.
B) Cash now forecasts from network analYSis
The second approach to be described is an extension
to the network planning mode'L in Chapter 2. Figure
4.6 shows the basic inputs and outputs of this cash
now forecasting mode.l,
This model is not based on the assumption that labour,
plant or materials form specific fixed proportions of
the current costs of the contract. Instead the pre-
dicted cost proportions of labour, plant and materials
are calculated from knowledge based on the activity-
time network, and hence these cost proportions will
vary throughout the time of the contract.
It will be seen that this mode'L is similar to the
activity costing procedure described in Section 3.3.3
"Where the expected expenditure pattern of a contract
was rmde'LIed using the network planning mode'l , In
the present nodaL the timing of the activity costs
(and the expected revenue from these) is also determined
from the network planning model. Addi tional time delay
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Figure 4.6: Inputs and Outputs of a netwril: based
cash flow forecasting model.
values are added to the separate plant costs, labour
costs, material costs, and to the revenue expected
from each activity. Hence the timing of the actual
cash outflows and inflows is determined.
Although the calculations of the model in Figure 4.6
are similar to those for the manual procedure de-
scribed in the previous section greater accuracy is
expected from cash flow forecasts prepared by the
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technique described in Figure 4.6. This is because
the proportions of plant, labour and material costs
are determined from the actual work in progress rather
than as fixed proportions over the whole construction
period.
Although both the manual procedure (Figure 4.5) and the
network cash now forecasting model (Figure 4.6) could
be computerised, the second model has the advantage of
being integrated with the planning model. When changes
are made to the construction method a new cash now fore-
cast is more easily prepared.
The main disadvantages of the second model are the
fact that the costs must be determined for each net-
work activity and also their expected revenue must
be extracted from the tender rates which might not
be activity related.
The new activity-related or method-related Bills of
Quantities provide greater assistance to the contrac-
tor for estimating cash flows which are activity re-
lated (Figure 4.6).
In Section 4.2.2 A a more rigorous analysis will be
described to determine the total cash capital of the
contractor tied-up on a particular contract during
its construction period. The objective here being
to isolate the cash requirements of a particular con-
tract rather than to aid the contractor in preparing
a general company-wide cash now forecast.
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4.1.3 Important considerations in making contract cash
flow forecasts
Four problems, relating to the preparation of cash flow
analysis for construction contracts and often neglected
in literature, are discussed brief1,y:-
(a) Materials on site - At the end of each month there
is generally a certain proportion of material in stock
on a contract site, which will be consumed in a sub-
sequent period (e.g. cement, pipes, bricks, etc.).
This expenditure is offset by the fact that the client
usually agrees-to pay at least a fixed proportion of
their delivery cost (e.g. 75%) on the earliest cer-
tificate after the material delivery. Some correc-
tion should therefore be made to the contract cash
forecast to make allowance for the proportion of ma-
terials on site which are not paid for by the client.
For example one might add a fixed proportion (e.g.
!l%) of the total material cost for a month to the
cash payments of that month. The actual percentage
depends on the type of contract and could be deter-
mine by examining records of past. contracts of a si-
milar nature.
(b) J-1aterial payments in general - The timing of mate-
rial payments is sometimes difficult to estimate as
contractors often buy in bulk at the start of a con-
tract to obtain discounts, and to decrease the effect
of price escalation in contracts where no variations
are permitted for price increases. As cash flow
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forecasts generally assume that material is bought
at the same rate as the corresponding work is per-
formed and that there is no stockpiling, some error
might result. If necessary, some correction might
have to be made to the cash now forecast to deter-
mine the exact timing of material payments. In
general, however, it will probably be sufficiently
accurate to assume that the corresponding material
costs are incurred as the work is performed.
(c) Depreciation of plant and equipment - In Section
3.3 it was mentioned that the purchase cost of plant
and equipment is added as a depreciation charge to
a particular Bill item to determine the item's total
cost. Although certain plant costs such as for re-
pairs, fuel and maintenance are cash news, depre-
ciation is not. Cash now occurs when plant is
originally purchased and the estimator's concept of
depreciation is simply an attempt to allocate a charge
rate for the machine to various work items.
Various authors seem to have assumed t.hat, the timing
of plant cash payments are always at SOIre known
time interval after the plant incurred costs. How-
ever, when a contractor uses his own plant on a con-
tract this plant has often been paid for already but
has not yet "earned its keep". The contractor now
allocates a portion of this previous payment te the
various contracts by using a depreciation charge rate
(e.g. Rjhr) which the estimator uses to calculate the
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plant cost of the Bill iteIlls on which this plant is
used.
These depreciation charges are not actual cash flows
and therefore they should be deducted from the cash
costs in order to estimate the actual cash outflow
(see Figure 4.5). This has apparently not been
done by certain authors.
Referring to Figure 4.1 it is seen that plant purchase
payments can be added either to the project cash flows
or included in the overall company cash flow analysis.
The writer prefers the latter approach since plant
and equipment are most often bought for the finn as
a lfflole.
When plant is hired, either externally or from a sister
plant hire company depreciation is not considered, as
the total hire charges are representative 0.£ the ac-
tual cash now lfflich IDll take place. In this case
one can detennine the timing of plant cash flows from
the time at which work is performed, since payment for
plant hire will usually occur at an approxiJmtely
known duration after the time the work is done.
(d) Taxation - Taxes are generally assessed for a year
and are paid for the company as a lfflole. They are
calculated on normal accounting profit and not on
cash flow. The present income tax rate (1973) is
40 cents in the Rand on taxable income for a company
(Ref. 17).
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The calculation to detennine the taxable income of a
company is generally lengthy and specialist advice
is often required. For example, various allowances
for plant and equipment are possible (e.g. the con-
tractor may make a 15% deduction of the purchase
cost of a na chdne from his taxable income for each
item of plant bought).
When preparing a cash flow forecast for a particular
contract one would not normaJ.ly include income tax,
since this is nore easily added to the overall com-
pany cash Dow forecast by assessing the tax for the
firm as a whole. When an exact forecast is, how-
ever, required, for example to detennine the total
tied-Up capital of a contract (see Section 4.2.2),
some allowance would have to be made for income tax.
Since income tax is usually paid some time after a
contract has been completed one might consider income
.tax to be 40% of final profit which becomes a cash
DOvl some time after completion of contract (depen-
ding on where the taxable period ends).
4.2 The Construction Contract as an Investment to the Contractor
Ballard (Ref. 3) stated that the service which the contractor
renders to the client can be divided into:-
(L) The tempora]:"Y tying-up of capital during construction,
(ii) The provision of the necessary managerial and technical
skill to complete a contract,
(iii) The tsking of the risks which accompany construction work.
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Referring to point (i), the financial assets* of the contractor,
SOIre of which are temporarily allocated to the various contracts
on which he is engaged, are generally expressed in monetary terms
as:-
(a) Fixed Capital** - This describes all fixed investments in
plant (e.g. bulldozers, graders, trucks, et.c , ) and equipment
(e.g. staging, special fOI'lll1'.Urk, power tools) "as well as
buildings (e.g. the contractor's head office, plant mrk
shops, stores, etc.) and land (e.g. on which new offices are
to be built in the near future). Table ;3.2 B(c) shows where
these items are normally found on a company balance sheet.
Obviously, head office buildings and land are not physically
transferred to a particular contract (as is the case with
plant and equipment) but are nevertheless an ilnportant part
of the contractor's assets which are needed in the operation
of his business (see Section 4.2.1 A).
(b) Wolking Capital - This is the constantly circulating pool
of capital which is used by the contractor to finance the
interim costs of the various contracts (such as w.lges, ma-
terials, plant hire, plant maintenance," site overheads,
administrative costs, e t.c , ) before payments are received
*The term asset is used in accounting to denote resources purchased
at a certain IOOnetary cost. This naturally also includes cash.
**Capital is defined as funds locked-up in investments (e.g. plant,
buildings, cash in the bank, et.c , )
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from the client for work -which has been completed (see
Section 4.2.1 B).
In figure 4.7 a simplified diagram is shewn which illustrates
the application and circulation of capital within a con-
struction company. The diagram should be read in conjunc-
tion with the balance sheet and income statement in Table
It is interesting to note that the contractor uses
the owners' equity· as well as a:rry profits retained from the
previous years' trading (i.e. profit not paid out to the
owner or as dividends to the shareholders) and also long
tem loans (e.g. mortgages on land, bonds, etc.) to finance
both fixed capital and worl<:ing capital. During construction,
fixed assets in plant and equipment are used to do work for
'Which revenue is earned from the client. Working capital
provides the necessary short-te:nn finance from which mate-
rials suppliers, labour wages, subcontractors and other
-
short-te:nn debtors are paid before payment is received from
the client. The profits (if any) which are generated by
the various contracts and which have not been paid out to
the contractor (or to the shareholders) are retained in the
business (as retained earnings) for poss~ble future ,expan-
sion (growth) and serve to increase owners" equity (i.e. the
shareholders' or alternatively the proprietor's claim in the
business).
4.2.1 The concepts of Fixed and 1'lorking Capital in a firm
In this section the concept of Fixed capital and 1'lorking
--------
,---,-----------
*In a private firm this is the contractor's own capital originally in-
vested in the business. For a pub.l.Lc firm owners' equity refers to
the finance provided by the shareholders.
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capital with respect to an overall construction firm wiJ.J.
be discussed briefly. In Section 4.2.2 consideration
is given to the evaluation of the Fixed and Wo:rid.ng capital
required for a particular contract.
A) Fixed capital in a firm
An important difference between the contractor's ca-
pital in fixed assets (i.e. plant, equiPment, buil-
dings, et.c , ) and that in w:>rking capital is that fixed
capital is often subject to a decline in value (i.e.
depreciation). This is genera.Lly true in the case of
the contractor's plant and equipment, but fixed assets
such as buildings and land usually increase their mar-
ket value with time. When considering the aspect of
depreciation a distinction must be made between the
following two types:-
(i) Accountants' depreciation - At the end of each
accounting period the accountant automatically
reduces the value of a fixed asset on the balance
sheet (see Table 3.2 B) in order to graduallY"
convert its original expenditure to expenses.
It will be seen in Table 3.2 B that this expense
is then charged to the "total incurred costs"
section of the Income Statement for the cor-
responding accounting period in order to deter-
mine the profit of this particular period.
(ii) Wear and tear denreciation - This is the con-
tractor's concept of depreciation and refers to
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the natural reduction in value of an item of
plant or equipment due to normal wear and tear
on site and the fact that more modern machines
are being developed which reduces the market
price of the older models. As mentioned pre-
viously, certain fixed assets actually increase
their value (e.g. buildings, land and even cer-
tain items of plant).
In order to recover the 1055 in value of plant and
equipnent the contractor adds depreciation charges
to the rates of the items in the Bill of Quantities
when preparing a tender (e.g. a common procedure for
plant is to use an equivalent hourly charge rate which
is calculated from the total expected cost of opera-
ting and owning a machine during its lifetime and the
total number of working hours expected from it).
Referring to Figure 4.7, it is interesting to note
that the owners r equity and long tenn liabilities are
used to finance fixed capital (in plant and equipment).
These costs are then recovered from the various clients
through the depreciation charges allocated to tender
rates of the items in the Bills of Quantities of the
contracts on which the contractor is engaged.
B) Working capital in finn
In an accounting sense working capital in a finn is de-
fined as the difference between current assets (evg;
1liOrk completed on various contracts but not yet paid
for or certified by the clients, inventory, cash, et.c , )
and current liabilities (e.g. bills payable to Jm.terials
suppliers, for wages, for plant hire and also bank
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overdrafts). Both current assets and current lia-
bilities appear on the company balance sheet (see
Table 3.2 B(c)).
The significance of subtracting current liabilities
from current assets to detennine working capital is as
follows:-
Current assets describe the amOunt of capital
of the contractor in short-term investlrents
such as material in stock, \'«lrk completed on
a contract but not yet paid for by the client
(w:>rk in progress) and also cash in the bank.
A contractor is, however, required to physi-
cally finance only part of these current as-
sets because of the fact that he can defer cer-
tain of their payment.s through the temporary
time credit extended by materials suppliers
(e.g. sixty days), subcontractors (e.g. two
months), plant hire firms (e.g. two months),
etc. ~ subtracting from current assets the
current liabilities (the money due to the short-
term creditors described above) the true value
of the current assets which are actually fi-
nanced by the owners I equity (i.e. the money
invested in a firm by its owner or shareholders
plus any long-term loans)is found. This dif-
ference is then referred to as working capital.
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4.2.2 Fixed and Worldng Capital required for a contract
On a contract fixed capital refers to the money of a con-
tractor which has been invested in plant (e.g. bulldozers,
graders, compressors, etc.) and equipment (e.g. scaffol-
ding, purpose-made formwork, et.c , ) allocated to this con-
tract. The manner in 'tffiich the amount of capital thus
tied-up during construction can be evaluated will be dis-
cussed in the next section. When plant is hired (e.g.
from an outside plant hire company) these hire charges will
be included under working capital described below.
Worldng capital on a contract is the contractor's money
which is tied-Up during construction as a direct result
of the fact that he is required to pay his interim costs
(for materials, plant hire, professional salaries, es-
tablishment of site, et.c, ) before being reimbursed by the
client.
A large portion of working capital is also locked-up in
Retention money which is money due to the contractor but
retained by the client against possible default by the
contractor. On certain* contracts the client is allowed
to retain as much as ten percent of the value of each
certificate during construction. Fifty percent of the
retained amount is then repaid at the end of construction
and the remainder at the end of the maintenance period.
*The amount of retention lOOney depends largely on the "Conditions of
Contract" in use on a contract. The quoted example is common of
contracts with the Gape Town City Council.
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A) Evaluation of the contractor's tied-up capital on
a contract during construction
Referring to Table 3.2 B(c), it will be seen that
fixed and working capital (current assets less cur-
rent liabilities) can be identified as two separate
items on the company balance sheet. For a particu-
lar contract, however, the two items do not need to
be separated since both are financed by the sane source
(t.,e, owners I equity, retained earnings and long-tenn
loans (if any); see Figure 4.7). The contractor is
mainly interested in determining the total amount of
this temporary investment. Fixed and working capital
required by a contract can thus be evaluated together.
It might be inconvenient for a contractor to allocate
certain tax costs or head office overheads to specific
projects. However, the theoretical temporary invest-
ment carried at any specific time by a contractor on
one particular contract as suggested by Professor
A.D.lv. Sparks (verbal communication) is shown in Fi-
gure 4.8.
Referring to Section 4.1.2, it will be seen that the
above approach is similar to the preparation of a
cash flow forecast. In both techniques (i.e. a cash
flow analysis and the equation in Figure 4.8) the
cash deficit (or amount of capital tied-Up) during
construction is evaluated, with regard to both the
amount and the time at which this amount is locked-up.
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FIGURE 4.8: Equation to detennine the total capital of a contractor tied-up on a contract
at a certain point 111 time
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However, many of the items considered in Figure 4.8
would not nonnally be taken into consideration \'/hen
preparing a contract cash flow forecast. Project
cash flow analysis are usually prepared with the ob-
jective of finding an overall company cash flow fore-
cast and hence many cash flows such as plant purchase
payments and income tax payments would normally be
considered for the fi= as a whole. In addition,
head office overhead costs (e.g. for buildings, office
administration, drawing office, etc.) are allocated
costs which are not always actual cash flows occur-
ring as a result of a particular contract, such as
payment for weekly labour wages. Instead these are
often general charges based on a percentage (e.g. 5%)
on total contract costs. However, in order to make
a complete evaluation of the contractor's capital
tied-up due to his involvement on a particular contract
it is considered necessary to include also these allo-
cated costs \'/hich are difficult to identiry with a
particular contract.
In the remainder of this section two examples are
shown to illustrate the calculation of the expected
tied-Up capital on a construction contract.
B) Example I: Contractor's capital tied-Up on a simple
contract
Table 4.1 shows the expected cash flows of a simple
imaginary contract in which there are no establishment
costs (e.g. site set-up costs), no retention money, no
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income tax, and all the plant is hired. The cumula-
tive cash payments of the contractor for plant hire,
materials, monthly staff salaries, weekly labour
wages and subcontractors have been plotted to a tiJre
scale in Figure 4.9. In Figure 4.10 the total cu-
mulative cash payments are given together with three
cumulative cash inflow curves each corresponding to
a different way in which the contractor receives pay-
ment from the client; namely, for a contract with
no profit, for a contract with profit, and a contract
with profit and whose payment pattern has been un-
balanced'. The cash balance (i.e. the cash lock-
up or cash surplus) was determined as the difference
between the cumulative contractor's payments and his
receipts (from the client). This cash lock-up was
considered to be the capital tied-Up during construc-
tion (see Figure 4.11).
It will be seen from the stepped curves in Figure 4.11
that the tied-Up capital for the no-profit contract is
higher than for the contract with profit. For the un-
balanced contract, where the profit of the second
half of the contract was added to the receipts of the
first half, the value of the tied-Up capital is con-
siderably reduced when compared with that of the pre-
vious tM:> cases.
'Unbalancing is a technique used by contractors to increase the money
received from the client near the beginning of a contract. v.hen pre-
paring a tender the rates of the Bill items which will occur near the
start of a contract are increased and the rates for the worle which will
occur towards the end of the contract are reduced by an equivalent amount.
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It is interesting to note that the changes in the
tied-up capital (for the contracts with profit and
the contracts with both profit and unbalancing) are
zero during the first tlllO months of the contract,
and then the reductions in tied-up capital increase
in magnitude towards the end as more payments are
received from the client.
Figure 4.ll also shows the predicted value of the
contractor's tied-up capital using an approximate
technique which plots the value of z weeks of money
received or paid-out; where z is defined to be the
time delay between the centre of gravity of all the
contractor's payments for the costs incurred on work
done during a certain period of time (es g , during a
month) and the time when the corresponding payment
is received from the client for this work. The value
of z may be determined from the following equation:-
n
::;s c.
i=l J.
n
2:
i=l
c. d.
J. J.
_ (4.2)
lfuere d
r
is the expected average delay between the start
of the month during which the work will be done
and Lhe time when payment is received from the
client for this work (evg, 2 roont.hs in Table 4.1),
Ci is the total cost of a certain cost category i
(e.g. plant hire, labour wages, et.c , },
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di is the expected average time delay between
the start of the month during which the cost
of cost category i will be incurred and the
time when the corresponding payment is made
by the contractor (see example below),
and n is the number of cost categories considered.
The second t.enn of equation 4.6 is then the average
time delay between the start of the month during which
the costs were incurred and the payment of these costs
by the contractor.
,
I
For example described in this section (see Table 4.1)
the value of z was calculated as:-
z =
2 _ !x86+30xl+92xl,75+2x58+2xl2
278
= 0,65 months
In this calculation the total costs for each category
were considered to occur at time delays measured from
the start of a typical reference month (for example,
the centre of gravity of material payments is approxi-
mately 1,75 months after the beginning of the reference
month; hence the total material costs of 92 units is
multiplied by 1,75). Client payments were assumed to
be received 2 months after the start of a particular
month in which work is done.
In Figure 4.ll curves are shown which represent z weeks
of earnings (L,e, money due from the client) for the
no-profit, with profit and unbalanced contracts. In
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addition z weeks of contractor's cash pllJ'1llents were
also plotted.
The method described above is similar to a technique
used by Ballard (Ref. 4) although it is not clear from
the text whether the author plotted z weeks of earnings
or cash payments.
Referring to Figure 4.ll it is seen that for the no-
profit contract both the curve of 0,65 months of
earnings and 0,65 months of cash payments have failed
to take into account two large peaks near the end of
months four and five.
This is mainly due to the fact that the technique of
plotting z weeks of earnings or payments is an ave-
raging technique which is not intended to take into
account local peaks.
For the contract with profit (curve B in Figure 4.ll)
the curve of 0,65 earnings (curve E) over-estinates
the capital tied-Up predicted by the cash flow method
in Figure 4.8. This is mainly due to the fact that
the earnings now include profits which cumulatively
reduce the tied-Up capital. For the contract with
profit a better approximation therefore seems to be
obtained when 0,65 months of no-profit earnings or
actual cash payment curve (see Figure 4.10) are
plotted.
For the contract with unbalanced earnings neither curve
F nor G are very accurate in est:iJ:rating the capital
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tied-up and some correction for profit and unbalancing
effects might have to be applied to the cash payment
curve approxiJmte technique described above is to be
used.
\'/hen the client's payments to the contractor are
slightly delayed at the end of a month (e.g. by one
week) excessive temporary peaks in the tied-up capi-
tal can result (see Figure 4.11) which the contractor
is required to finance with his working capital (or
as a temporary bank overdraft).
From the simple contract examined in this section it
might be concluded that for a contract with profit but
no unbalancing a reasonable esti=te of the tied-up
capital during construction can be obtained by plot-
ting z weeks (equation 4.2) of contractor's actual cash
receipts (client payments to the contractor), as shown
by curve G in Figure 4.11. When the earnings curve is
used instead a poorer fit is obtained but mich is still
close to the tied-up capital curve detennined from
equation 4.1 (curve E in Figure 4.11). It also appears
from Figure 4.11 that this estimate can be further im-
proved if one subtracts the gross profit margin from
the earnings curve (i.e. this is equivalent to the no-
profit curve D in Figure 4.11).
lhe advantage of using the approximate technique de-
scribed above is that the earnings curve can be found
relatively quickly for a contract from the l«lrk pro-
gramme and the expected revenue of the various construc-
tion operations. Silllilar contracts often have similar
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earnings patterns. Hence approximate standard ear-
nings curves can be established as shown in figure 4.18.
c) Example II: Contractor's capital tied-Up on a more
complicated contract
In Table 4.2 the contractor's tied-up capital, on a
contract with retention money, establishment costs (i.e.
head office and site costs), income tax and owned plant,
was determined using the technique shown in Figure 4.8.
The calculated values of capital tied-up at various
stages during construction are shown plotted to a time
scale in Figure 4.12. The figure also shows local peaks
in tied-up capital which can occur if the client pays
a few days later than expected (e.g. a week later).
These additional short tern! demands in cash will not
cause the contractor undue concern if he has a large
cash reserve or overdraft facilities in a banking
account. If the contractor, however, is operating his
business near the limit of his available capital it is
expected that any excessive short-term peaks in cash
demand will be of particular interest to him.
Figure 4.13 shows the contractor's' cumulative cost pay-
ments for plant hire, materials, labour wages and sub-
contractors and also the cumulative total payments
from client to contractor (pl.us retention money);
The difference between the vertical ordinates of these
two curves (see figure 4.14 (a» is then the excess
(or deficit) of the client receipts over the direct
cost paymerrt.s of the contractor (L;e , excluding plant
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FIGlIm: 4.12: Co.atrac~or's Capital tied-Up during Construction (Example II :. contract with
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FIGlJIlli 4.12: Contract-or's Capital tied-up during Construction (Example II - contract with
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purchase payments). When this curve (shown in Fi-
gure 4.14 (a)) is added to curves showing retention
money retained by client (Figure 4.14 (b)), capital
invested in plant (Figure 4.14 (c)) and total pay-
ments made for overheads such as establishment of
site, monthly staff salaries and insurance (see Fi-
gure 4.14 (d)), the same curve of total capital tied-
up during construction will be found as described
previously by using the method in Figure 4.8 (see
curve E in Figure 4.12).
By plotting on Figure 4.l2 the tied-up fixed capital
of the contract (as shown in Figure 4.14 (c)) the
amount; and timing of the short-tenn financing which
the contractor's working capital must provide during
construction is found. Any point on the total tied-
up capital curve above (Figure 4.12) represents the
amount of money tied-up in retention, work 'completed
but not yet paid for, materials paid for, etc.; over
and above the money tied-up in plant and equipment
(fixed assets).
In Figure 4.15 the cumulative client payments for
measured work are plotted (i.e. plus retention but
excluding Preliminary and General receipts) and also
the cumulative payments of the contractor for plant
hire, subcontractors, materials and weekly labour wages.
The difference between these two curves is then the
excess (or deficit) of receipts from client for mea-
sured work over the payments by the contractor for
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his direct cost (including hired plant costs but ex-
cluding purchase payments for owned plant), as shown
in Figure 4.16 (a). An attempt was made to approxi-
mate the latter curve by plotting z weeks of contrac-
tor's earnings for measured mrk (curve 1 in Figure
4.16 (a» and z weeks of contractor cost payments
(curve 2 in Figure 4.16 (a»; where z was calculated
to be 0,75 months (see equation 4.2).
Referring to Figure 4.16 (a) it is seen that there is
a large difference between curve 3 and the approximate
curves 1 and 2. In the case of curve I (0,75 months
of ''measured'' earnings) the discrepancy is probably
also due to the fact that the earnings from which
curve 1 was calculated include a provision for depre-
ciation which the contractor attaches to the Bill rates
to recover the cost of his fixed assets (i.e. plant
and equipment) used on site and due to profit 'effects.
In Figure 4.16 (c) the portion of plant investment
(i.e. fixed assets) which is depreciated on site is
detennined from the difference between the curve show-
ing total cash invested in plant and equipment (see
Figure 4.14 (c ) and that showing the depreciated va-
lue of plant and equipment on site. The latter curve
(curve 5 in Figure 4.16 (c ) was determined by valuing
all items of plant as shown in Figure 4 .17• The
latter figure shows the value of an item of plant
purchased at the start of the contract (see Table 4.2).
A down payment of 10 units was made at the start of
the contract with four subsequent payments of five
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"Figure 4.17: Depreciated value of fixed assets
(plant and equipment).
units each. Assuming straight line depreciation of
two units per month t.he depreciated value of the plant
item is shown in Figure 4.17. In the example in
Figure 4.16 (c) a depreciation of five units per month
is assuaed, The other main lump sum purchase of 20
units at the end of month 3 in Table 4.2 c~ be trea-
ted sin:ilarly and the h'O curves summed to find the
total depreciated fixed asset curve (curve 5 in Fi-
gure 4.16 (c».
If the depreciated shaded portion of tte fixed assets
(see Figure 4.16 (c ) is added to curve 3 in Figure
4.16 (a) the coEfuined curve .rill be closer to the curves
1 and 2 in Figure 4.16 (a) than to the curve 3 it; this
figure.
Referring to Figures 4.16 (a) to (d) it wi.Ll, be seen
that if one adds together the curve 3 (client receipts
for measured work plus retention less contractor's
payments for direct co st.s , excluding plant purchases),
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plus curve 4 (money retained by client, plus curve 6
capital invested in plant and equipment, less cash
from resale) and plus curve 7 (overhead cost payments
less specific P. and G.Bill item reimbursements from
the client) the project total tied-up capital curve
will be found (curve E in Figure 4.12).
If instead the approximate curve I showing 0,75 weeks
of earnings (representing the contractor's capital
tied-up in direct costs) plus curve 4 (money retained
by client) plus curve 5 (the total depreciated value
of plant on site) and curve 7 (the contractor's capi-
tal tied-up in overheads such as site set-up costs)
a reasonable approximation (curve F) to the total tied-
up capital curve E in Figure 4.12 is obtained.
Although the approximate curve F of total tied-Up
capital does not evaluate the local peaks whi.ch might
occur if the client pays a few days later than ex-
pected, it has the advantage that it is easier to
determine than the- more rigorous cash now analysis
using the equation in Figure 4.8. Further experi-
mentation would, however, be reqUired to determine
wether the approximate curve F will always be suf-
ficiently accurate.
4.3 Financial Control
The objective of Financial l-lanagement is to ensure that the mone-
tary resources of a business are planned and controlled to earn
the best return on their investment.
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Anthony (Ref. 1) very effectively points out that although it
may seem to be the case, this objective is never simply one of
maximising profit but rather to do what is best for the growth and
well-being· of a firm in the long run. For example, Dxmey will
rarely be invested in an undertaking with excessive risk or in
something which is against certain ethical principles of a firm.
Although it is beyond the scope of this thesis to discuss com-
pany financial control to any great detail brief consideration
is given to two techniques which are used by contractors to con-
trol their financial resources.
4.3.1 Control of c0mpaIl.Y turnover
It is usually the policy in construction firms to maintain
a target level of company turnover (i.e. rate of earnings;
e.g. Rl50 000 per month). This target is then steadily
increased with time as the firm grovlS, and to allow for
inflation (i.e. a reduction in the purchasing power- of
money). When deciding to tender for new contracts con-
sideration is given to the effect which these contracts
will have on a firm's total turnover.
The thinking behind maintaining a target company rate of
earning is firstly the assumption that it will ensure
that sufficient work is available to keep the fixed as-
sets of a firm (i.e. plant and equipment) fully employed,
and secondly, this may ensure that full use is made of
the total assets of the company. Obviously, it is also
hoped that sufficient profits will be generated.
The advantage of the above technique is its relative
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simplicity if compared with a technique which first re-
quires the total tied-Up capital of a contract to be e-
valuated to determine its suitability as a new contract
(as described in the next section). From past experience
contractors generally know approximately the time-pattern
of earnings on a particular type of contract. Figure
4.18 for example, shows the standard earnings curve used
by a local building contractor to determine approximately
the expected earnings of a contract at various stages du-
ring construction (the curve in Figure 4.18 was determined
from the actual earnings of a large number of completed
contracts). It is expected that similar standard curves
could also be determined for the various types of con-
tracts on which Civil Engineering contractors are engaged
(e.g. roadworks, bridges, pipe-lines, etc.).
An additional factor which must be taken into considera-
tion when using the technique of tendering for contracts
to maintain a constant level of company turnover is that
the relationship between turnover (i.e. earnings) and the
contractor's total tied-up capital during construction is
not the same for the various types of Civil Engineering
contracts. It was seen in the previous section that a
labour intensive contract (e.g. a structure such as a bridge)
has a lower level of tied-Up capital than for example a
plant intensive contract, such as a road surfacing con-
struction. The effect of unbalancing a tender also usual-
ly has the effect of reducing the capital tied-up on a
contract during construction.
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4.3.2 Controlling the utilisation of capital in a firm
The importance of cash in a firm was pointed out in Sec-
tion 4.1 of this chapter. According to Zilly and O'Brien
(Ref. 20) one of the main reasons for bankruptcy in Ame-
rican construction firms is the loss of liquidity, caused
by inadequate pre-planning of company cash utilisation.
The tern! liquidity is usually used in connection with the
ability of a firm to meet its iImnediate bills from nate-
rials suppliers, subcontractor's claims, etc. at a certain
point in tiJoo. Referring to the balance sheet in Table
3.2 B (c) it is seen that the current liabilities must be
covered by a firm's current assets of which cash is an
important item.
The company cash flow forecast, consists of the sum of
the individual contract cash flow forecasts plus all
other expected future compaqy cash flows for capital
assets (e.g. buildings) and other expenditures. This
company cash flow forecast is an important financial
planning tool of the financial manager of a construction
firm.
In Section 4.1.2 two techniques for bhe preparation of
a company cash flow forecast were described. These two
techniques were designed to aid the accountant mainly in
determining the amount and timing of cash flows which
could be directly related to the timing of the construction
work. Other cash flows such as for plant purchases could
then be added for the whole firm to provide the overall
company cash flow forecast.
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In Section 4.2.2 a complete analysis was made of all the
capital of a contractor tied-up on a contract during con-
struction. For a particular contract the curve showing
tied-up capital (for example, Figure 4.12) could be used
in conjunction with the earnings curve of the same contract
as shown in Figure 4.19.
In Figure 4.19 the total earnings and total tied-up capi-
tal (see Section 4.2.2) of a construction finn for its va-
rious construction contracts are examined together to de-
tennine the effect of an anticipated future contract.
It is seen that, for the given level of tied-up capital
and target rate of earnings the finn has enough work till
the middle of 1975. Taking into account only earnings
and tied-up capital the anticipated contract seems to re-
store the overall company earning rate to its target va-
lue, without exceeding the allowable limit for tied-Up
capital.
Note~the target earning rate (including profits) for
the whole company can be expressed as a function of the
tied-Up capital of the whole company. This function
varies with the type of contract (e.g. building, road-
worl:s, et,c , },
4.4 The Tine Value of Money
When a contractor decides to commit a portion of his capital to
a contract which stretches over a number of years, it becomes
important for him to take into account the effect which time has
on the value of money.
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In Section 4.2.2 a complete analysis was made of all the
capital of a contractor tied-up on a contract during con-
struction. For a particular contract the curve showing
tied-up capital (for example, Figure 4.12) could be used
in conjunction with the earnings curve of the same contract
as shown in Figure 4.19.
In Figure 4.19 the total earnings and total tied-up capi-
tal (see Section 4.2.2) of a construction finn for its va-
rious construction contracts are examined together to de-
termine the effect of an anticipated future contract.
It is seen that for the given level of tied-up capital
and target rate of earnings the firm has enough work till
the middle of 1975. Taking into account only earnings
and tied-up capital the anticipated contract seems to re-
store the overall company earning rate to its target va-
lue, without exceeding the allowable limit for tied-Up
capital.
Note:the target earning rate (including profits) for
the .mole company can be expressed as a function of the
tied-up capital of the whole company. This function
varies with the type of contract (e.g. building, road-
liOrl<s, etc.).
4.4 '!he Time Value of Money
When a contractor decides to commit a portion of his capital to
a contract which stretches over a number of years, it becomes
important for him to take into account the effect which time has
on the value of money.
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This effect can be divided into:-
(a) The ea.mi.ng po\rer of IIDney i.e. the ability of IIDney to
earn interest.
(b) The decrease in the buying power of IIDney; namely. the
effect of inflation (i.e. rising prices). (This aspect
will be discussed later in Section 4.5.)
4.4.1 The earning polier of money
Curve 1 in Figure 4.20 shows the compounded interest va-
lue of a sum of money at various points in tdrre , It is
invested at compound interest and is thus governed by
the equation:
Where
and
F = A(l+i)n •••••••••••••••••••••••••• (4.3)
A is the value of F at the initial time.
F is the value of A after n years.
i is the yearly interest rate.
I A
F.., (1 ...,-)"
F
(p"l(Ol""I~4- f'lWE.IO"
o~ A tF PlZ..\c..E.S
;t.,~E:... AT" r %. pe.e,
YEA«)L----._---. -::>:- ....._ YEM<.S
o
Figure 4.20: The value of a sum of money at various points
in time.
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Because of the interest earrring power of money it is not
only the amount of money which is important but also the
time at which it is received. In other words, a sum of
money received today is worth more to the contractor than
the same sum at some point in the future. Since the
former sum could have been invested in the meantime.
By the same argument the longer an expenditure is defer-
red, the better it will be for the contractor.
It is interesting to note the significance of this to
routine management decisions. When a manager for exam-
pl,e , decides to buy in bulk at the start of a contract
to secure a discount, he does this in the hope of having
made the least cost choice. Taking into account the
effect of time he might find that by spreading his pay-
ments he could have earned more if he invests this money
as long as possible in the business.
4.4.2 Discounted cash flow techniques
Because a Rand earned today can earn interest if invested,
some method must be used to compare future cash values at
the same point in time. This can .be done by expressing
all future sums of money at their present value via the
following equation:
A = •••••••••••••••••••••••••
vlhere A is the equivalent present value of a
future sum F paid out or received n
periods from the present date,
i is the equivalent target interest rate which
should be earned per period of time.
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Equation 4.4 describes the interest earning capacity of
money (if lent) and applies even if the purchasing va-
lue of m. remains the same (e.g. m. per kilogram of beef).
Two techniques which are based on equation 4.4 and which
are often used to compare capital Lnvestaant,e and other
problems (e.g. when to replace a machine) involving cash
inflows and outflows over a number of time periods are
discussed briefly.
(L) The discounted cash flow Present Value method,
(ii) The discounted cash flow Yield method.
T'oe basic difference between these two methods is as fol-
lows:-
In the present value method an interest value is as-
sumed and hence an equivalent present value of future
profits is calculated.
In the discounted cash flow yield n:ethod the interest
value (L,e , rate of return) is regarded as the unknown
value which is calculated for the case when cash in-
flow equals cash outfLows (if reduced to present day
values).
Obviously several different values of interest i could
be fed into the fonnula of the present value method,
and that rate of interest i for which there is .no pro-
fit (by present value standards) would be the solution
value (i.e. rate of return) in the discounted cash flow
yield method.
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As construction contracts are investments which consist
of a series of cash flows, often spread over a number of
years, these two techniques are largely applicable and
might be used to investigate the profitability of a pro-
ject.
A) The Present Value method (when there is no inflation)
The Present Value method states that for an invest-
ment to be acceptable the present value of all invest-
ments (cash outflows) must be less than or equal to the
present value of all cash inflows :-
=2
x=O
•• • • •• (4.5)
\fuere P is the cash outflows (payments) and
x
R is the cash inflows (receipts) at time
x
period x,
n is the number of time periods of the
project,
and i is the rate of return required by the
company (see Section 4.4.2 C).
Note when x=O, P
x
and ~ are the initial
payments and receipts prior to the first time
interval.
Similarly, when comparing two future investment propo-
sals by this method, the proposal with the highest nett
present value would be the likely choice.
i.e. x=n ~R -P )Nett present value = L. x x
n=O (l+i)X
••••••• (4.6)
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R
x'
P
x'
i and n are defined as for equation
4.5 above.
Figure 4.21 shows the possible effect of discounting
the nett cash balance of a project. The new curve B
which shows all cash deficits at their present value
(year 0) was obtained by plotting the cumulative pre-
sent value of the nett cash now (cash inilow minus
cash outilow) found from equation 4.6, for each year
N~.:rrc.A-S\-\ BA.~t..E..
AT res, PR.. -e..s..ENT
VA.WE..
,
"---
/
Figure 4.21: The effect of discounting on the nett
cash balance of a project.
x (where x = 0, 1, 2, ••••.................•••• , n},
If the nett present value of the whole project (i.e.
the income* at its present value) is negative (as in
Figure 4.21) then the investment would not be acceptable
-------
*Income is the difference between Revenue and Expenditure and could
denote either a profit or a loss.
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since this represents a loss in tenus of present
cash values.
B) The Yield method
The Yield or Rate of Return method finds the rate of
interest (i) at which the present value of all cumula-
tive cash inflows equals that of all cumulative cash
outflows.
i.e. =
p
x •..•....•. (4.7)
Where R and P are the cash receipts and payments
x x
at time.x,
n is the number of years for a project,
and i is the interest rate (unknown) which must
satisfy equation 4.7. It is found by
trial and error calculations.
To determine the acceptability of a project the value
of i found from equation 4.7 is compared with the re-
quired earning rate below which no investment is un-
dertaken (see 4.4.2 D).
Since the yield rate is sensitive to both the amount
of capital and the time over which it is spread this
technique will not always discriminate conclusively
between two alternative investments with different
durations. When this occurs one might determine the
Yield rate of the extra incremental investment needed
for the more expensive scheme (see Riggs, Ref. 16,
pp, 240).
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c) The Required Earnings rate
In both of the discounted cash now techniques de-
scribed above a company target rate of return t is
r
needed to test the acceptability of a project. In
the present value method t =i is used directly in
r
equation 4.5 while for the Yield method t serves as
r
the target standard against which to measure the va-
lue of the actual rate of return i calculated from
equation 4.7.
In general, the required earnings rate t represents
r
the minimum-rate of return below which no investment
is undertaken.
Although it is beyond the scope of this thesis to
detennine the required rate of return for a company,
a number of factors which might be taken into con-
sideration ltlhen calculating this value are:-
(i) The company cost of capital - This denotes
the average rate of interest which is paid for
the money which a firm uses in financing a bu-
siness (e.g. interest on Long-berm loans, di-
vidends to shareholders, interest on short-
tenn bank overdrafts, et.c , ); Obviously, the
interest rate of each different source of fi-
nance must be weighted by the proportion (e.g.
20%) which it represents of the total money
(i.e. 100%) borrowed by a company.
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(ii) The risk involved - For example, a contract
where no provision is made for increased con-
tractor's costs due to -innation, will be con-
sidered a greater risk than one where such a
provision is made; i.e. although the contrac-
tor might have made corrections to his estima-
ted cost to allow for expected inflationary
increases in the cost of plant, labour of mate-
rials during construction (see Section 4.5)
there is always the possibility that he has
under-estimated these cost escalations.
(iii) Interest on alternative investment - It is
often stated that the rate of return required
from an invesment will be higher than that which
is possible from other investment possibilities
(e.g. from a savings bank). This is not neces-
sarily true for a Civil Engineering contractor
who might be willing to accept a low rate of
return when work is scarce, when competition is
keen or simply because he enjoys this type of
work.
D) Conments
When the Yield and Present value methods are used to
evaluate the acceptability of a particular project
(i.e. as accept or reject criteria) then both tech-
rriquee will provide the same solution.
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"When one is required to compare two or more investment
possibilities, both techniques may still be used to
rank the various proposals in order of attractiveness
(with regard to monetary considerations) as long as
they all involve the same span of time over which cash
inflows and outflows occur. A disadvantage particular
to the Yield method is that it does not always rank a
number of investments with different investment lives
in the true order of their financial attractiveness.
This is not encountered with the Present Value method
where the investment proposal with the highest nett
present value is considered to be the most attractive.
"When the Yield method is required to compare invest-
ments of different lives, an alternative approach which
finds the rate of return of the difference between the
nett cash flows of the two schemes should rather be
used (Ref. 14, 16).
Two further disadvantages of the Yield method are that
the solutions to equation 4.5 are largely trial and
error problems, and also that when the nett cash flows
over a certain period of time have a number of rever-
sals of sign (L,e, a positive cash flow followed by
a negative cash flow, or vice versa) it is possible
that equation 4.7 will have more than one solution
(i.e. value of interest rate L), Special extensions
of equation 4.7, described by Grant and Ireson (Ref.
.u), Me=et and Sykes (Ref. 14) and others, have been
developed to find the true Yield rate of return when
this multiple solution problem occurs in the Yield method.
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The Yield method, however, has the advantage that the
rate of return (L) calculated by this technique is
generally more acceptable to business-men who find
this figure easier to grasp than the Present Value of
an investment which will show a larger variation from
project to project than the Yield rate of return
(Merret and Sykes, pp. 149; Ref. 14). In addition
there seems to be an advantage in being able to cal-
culate the expected rate of return of a project with-
out first knowing the acceptable rate of return t
r
of the company. (In the present Value method a rate
of interest must be aseumeds )
E) Applications of Discounted cash now techniques
Although the techniques described in this section are
ma.:in:I$ used to evaluate capital investment proposals
there are various problems to which Civil Engineering
contractors might also apply these methods.
A contractor engaged on a design and construct con-
tract might for example, be required to make a com-
parison between tw possible design proposals with
different expenditure cash nows (payable by the client),
as sho...n in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3 shows the expected cash payments of the client
for two alternative four year contracts. It will be
seen that if total cash flows are compared without taking
into account the earning power- of money, proposal A
seems most favourable. When cash f'Lows are discounted
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Proposal A Proposal B
Normal Discounted Normal Discounted
Year cash cash cash cash
now* flow** n9w* flow**
1 100 91,0 100 91,0
2 150 123,9 100 &2,7
3 150 112,4 100 75,4
4 100 6S,5 210 143,5
Total 500 395,S 510 392,6
* Based on current estimated cost.
**Equation 4.3 is applied to each cash now (i=lO%).
Table 4.3: A comparison of the cash nows two design
proposals (no innation)
using the present value equation 4.4 (assuming i equals
10%) proposal B has a lower total cash now because of
the fact that on this contract the client can defer a
large portion of his expenditures to the end of the
contract, thus reducing the present value of the whole
contract.
Another application of discounted cash flow techniques
in a contractor's organisation might be to detennine
the profitibility of a construction contract (L,e, the
discounted rate of return or yield; Section 4.4.2)
by applying equation 4.7 to the nett cash flows of a
particular contract.
4.5 The Effects of Innation
Inf'Latzion is the process by which the purchasing power of money
declines with time.
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The overall inflation rate which is so often quoted for a country
(e.g. 4%) is in fact a complex combination of the inflation rates
of the individual elements making up its economy (e.g. manufac-
tured goods, imported items, raw materials, wages, etc.). In"
the same way the inflation rate of a particular construction con-
tract is a function of the proportions of plant, labour and ma-
terials involved.
A contract "price adjustment factor", based on published cost in-
dices for labour, plant and materials has recently been introdu-
ced in South Africa (Ref. $). If the prices increase, this fac-
tor permits a partial extra payment (i.e. $5% of the extra cost)
to be made to the payments received by the contractor and allows
for arw changes in the plant, labour and materials prices from
those at the tender date. Figure 4.22 shows a plot of the three
indices on which the price adjustment factor is based and a com-
bination of these for a general Civil Engineering contract con-
sisting of 30% plant, 30% labour and 40% materials;. contracto'r's
payments are adjusted by $5% of the increases reflected by the
combined effect (curve F). Although there are large fluctuations
in the individual indices the overall effect on projects of this
type has been a steady increase in cost of approximately 7.0%
for the year 1971 and 9.4% for the year 1972 "and for part of
1973 (see Figure 4.22).
In general, inflation can affect the contractor in the following
ways:
(1) Increases in the cost of owned plant and equipment; this can
include both an increase in the purchase cost and that of sub-
sequent maintenance (e.g. oil, labour) and repair (e.g. spare
parts, mechanic wages),
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Figure 4.22: Price indices and their combined effect on a pro-
ject of 30% labour, 30% plant and 40% materials.
(2) Increased unit materials, labour and plant hire costs as the
project progresses,
(3) A decrease in the purchasing power of both the fixed and
working capital tied-up during construction,
(4) A decrease in the equivalent purchasing power of receipts
from the client.
This has an effect which is similar to that of interest; i.e.
it is preferable to receive a sum of money today than at a later
date. The reverse applies for future payments by the contractor.
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The tilDe effect of infiation on a sum of money can be described
by an equation which is similar to equation 4.4 (which took
into account the effect of interest);
..........•••.......•.••..••..•• (4.8)L,e ,
Where
Al
F' = (l+r)n
FI is the equivalent purchasing power of AI after
n periods of tilne (see Figure 4.20, curve 3)
and r is the percentage of inflation assumed constant
for each time period (evg , yearly).
The present value equation (4.4) can then be altered to:-
F
= (l+t)1I .••••••.•....•• (4.9)
Where A is the present value of F,
n is the nUlllber of time periods between A and F,
F is the value of an expected future sum (paid
or received),
i is monetary or true interest rate earned,
r is the percentage of inflation,
and t is the overall* (L,e , apparent ) equivalent in-
terest rate which should be earned : a combina-
tion of i and r (see equation 4.11).
Armstrong (Ref. 3) applied equation 4.9 to the various cash
nows of a capital :investment problem to take into account the
-------_.
*The value of t in equation 4.9 (with Lnf'Latd.on) represents the over-
all target interest rate at which money ahoul.d be earned. The value
i in equation 4.9 is still the target interest rate which would be
required iihen no inflation is present (see equation 4.4).
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A similar procedure might be followed
for a construction contract by applying the corrected form of
I
equation 4.7 to the contract I s cash inflows R and outflows
x
,
Px (X:=l, 2, .........., n) and solving for i (the Yield rate).
i.e.
n
L:::
x=O
I I
(R - P)
x x
= 0 .•........•.....• (4.10)
Where r is the estimated rate of inflation,
i is the Yield rate of return (for mich equation
4.10 must be solved),
I ,
R
x
and P
x
are the expected cash paymsnts and re-
ceipts at time x under r% inflation
I
also R = R + ~R
x x x
I
P =P +tlP
x x x
Where Ll R and,6p are the expected increases due to in-
x x
flation of the cash flows R and P which are
x x
based on current costs (Ll R = 0 men no allow-
x
ance has been made for inflation and no adjust-
ment clause exists lNhich enables the contractor
to claim additional payment from the client to
recover for cost escalation).
Equating the denominator of equation 4.10 to (l+tl the overall
rate of return is found to be:-
t = (l+i) (l+r)
- 1 •...••..•..........••
~ i+r "When ir .< 0,005
Equation 4.10 can in addition be simplified to:-
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n
L
x=O
R - P
x x
n
+L.
x=O
LlR -.to.p
x x
= 0 ••• (4.12)
When adequate allowance has been made for inflation in the tender
mark-up or when the contractor's receipts are automatically cor-
rected by the use of a price adjustment factor the second term
will be close to zero and hence have a negligible effect on the
value of t. In this case t can be found from the expected cash
flows based on current costs; i.e. using only the first part of
equation 4.12.
Conclusions
From equation 4.10 and 4.ll it is seen that the discount cash flow
Yield rate of return (L) which is normally found takes on an in-
creased value t under inflation; this can make an investment
appear more acceptable. The true rate of return is:-
i=l+t_ ll+r •••............................
From equation 4.12 it is concluded that the value of t can be ap-
proximated*using the cash flows based on current prices. The
true rate of return (i) can then be found from 4.ll.
The problems in making suitable allowances for inflation in the
tender estimates are:-
(a) Forecasting the expected escalation rates - Figure 4.22
showS that although cost indices are useful they are not
reliable for making a long tenn forecast.
----------------------------------------------------------------------
*If the second term of equation 4.12 is small
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For example, a one percent error in the average inflation
rate of labour on a 4 year contract of Rl,O million with
no escalation clause can mean a loss to the contractor
(assuming 30% labour cost spread evenly over the 4 years)
of;
or about !% decrease in total profit (assumed to be 10%
of Rl,O million).
(b) Assessing the timing of the construction costs - A common
procedure used is to increase the project costs of plant,
labour, subcontractors, etc. as in equation 4.14 less any
benefits expected from rise and fall or price adjustment
clauses.
, rn
C = C(l + 2:) •..••.•........................ (4.14)
I
\oJhere C is the increased total cost due to cost escalation,
C is the cost of plant, labour, etc. based on current
prices,
r is the expected inflation rate corresponding to c
per period of n,
and n is the number of time periods during the duration of
construction.
The aasumptdon here is that costs are synnnetrically spread about
the centre of the construction period.
An increase of 6 months in the duratd.on of the above project will
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cause a change ¥by 3 DDnths and hence cause an increase in la-
bour costs due to inllation only (assumed 5%) of
Rl 000 000 JQ... (1.05 x 4 1.05 x 4. 25)x 100 x 2 - 2 ",; R3.940
or about t% decrease in profit (assumed to be 10% of
Rl.O million).
A more accurate estimate of the centre of gravity .of the con-
tractor's costs might be obtained by finding the duration cor-
responding to half of the total project earnings on the cumula-
tive cash outllow curve (Figure 4.3).
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CHAPTER 5
A PROPOSED MODEL FOR PLANNING AND CONTROLLING
CIVIL ENGINEERING CONSTRUCTION COfrrRACTS
5.1 Introduction to the Planning Model mentioned in Appendix D
In this chapter the inputs and outputs of the proposed general
planning and control model shown in Appendix D are discussed.
Since there are many variations to the specific form of the in-
dividual inputs and outputs nonnally found in a system of this
type, different ways of specifying the same inputs and outputs
are discussed in this chapter. The form in which the inputs
and outputs are finally presented in Appendix D are considered
to be the most practical of those examined.
As mentioned previously in Chapter 2, contractors might find it
necessary to make further simplifications to the inputs and out-
puts of the model proposed in this chapter. It was, however,
considered advisable in this thesis to first present a general
model which has as much pertinent output information as pos-
sible. Subsequent investigation might then show that further
simplification by the contractor is necessary to suit practical
limitations; for example, one of the practical limitations is
the inadequate feedback of information from site caused by a
shortage of suitably qualified site staff.
In this chapter a comparison will also be made between four
specific planning and control systems currently available for
use by construction companies (see Appendix A) and the pro-
posed general system (see Appendix D).
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5.2 The Incorporation of Planning and Progress Control within the
Planning Model
.nth reference to the model in Appendix D is proposed that the
schedUling of the construction operations be decided by either
the net'liOrk tilne analysis or resource allocation procedure (see
Sections 2.3.1 and 2.4.1). There are, however, certain pro-
jects for l<ihich the contractor might consider these approaches
to be difficult or unnecessary, in which cases he might wish to
use the manually prepared bar chart as input to the II10del (see
Section 5.3.2 D).
Although the Critical Path time analysis has become firmly es-
tablished as a plaming technique in the construction industry,
opinions vary concerning the use of the resource allocation
IOOdel (Section 2.4.1). For example, according to Rist (Ref.
17) the John Laing Construction Company is mainly concerned with
finishing a contract on time, thus preserving their reputation
and avoiding any penalty costs. For every new contract the
fim! prepares only a Critical Path time analysis to find a con-
struction schedule. For these time schedules the instanta-
neous resource requirements might also be deternlined by allo-
cating to each activity the amount; of plant, labour and mate-
rials required. Any peak resource demands are evened out by
manuaJ.]y altering the work programme. Campbell (Ref. 5) com-
pared the schedules calculated by five different commercial re-
source allocation IOOdels for the same project and founi the
predicted contract durations to differ by about 10 to 15% in
some cases. The author concluded that the general inaccuracy
of the tilne-schedules produced by these models would make them
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unreliable for detennining an exact work timing prograrrme, and
suggested that one should only use resource allocation models
to find the initial resource requirenents and approximate dura-
tion of a project, and then use the network time analysf,e for
detailed activity time control during construction. Other
authors (e.g. Ref. 3, 12), however, regard the resource alloca-
tion analYsis to be a particularly useful technique, which is
largely suitable for the time and resource planning of construc-
tion contracts.
It is the opinion of the writer that a computerised resource
allocation routine should be used with particular care as the
basic assumptions used within the prograrrme must be known and
considerable expertise is required in both its impleJrentation
and the interpretation of the output.
For the remainder of this section the inputs and outputs, re-
lating to the planning and progress control aspect of the model
proposed by the present writer, in Appendix D are discussed.
5.2.1 Pre-construction Planning Input (Inputs 1, 3, 7 and !l
in Appendix D)
Before the start of a contract the information available
to the contractor for compiling·a construction programme
might be grouped into:-
(a) The descriptions and interdependancies of the various
project operations as determined by the structure
and other external influences such as site access,
top management decisions concerning the method of
construction, etc.,
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(b) The resource requirements of the above operations
e.g. plant, duration, labour, etc. according to the
method of construction,
(c) The tYpe and amount of resource to be made available
by the contractor to the contract - e.g. the re-
quired project duration, the amount of labour and
plant, their expected output, the capacity of cer-
tain items of plant (e.g. cranes), unit resource
costs, etc.,
(d) General project time data - concerning holidays,
\<Orking days. in a week, paydays, pro ject start date,
intermediate due dates for certain parts of the struc-
ture, completion date, etc.
Although nost, of the above data is usually relatively
fixed by the nature of the structure, as agreed in the
tender document (e.g. completion dates) or as decided ~
top management, the planner is sonetdmes required to make
tentative assumptions concerning certain items of infor-
mation. These assumptions might have to be corrected
during construction (e.g. output of plant and labour, ac-
tivity duration, et.c , },
A) Activity Descriptions and Interdependancies (Input 1
in Appendix D)
It is the opinion of the writer that a flexible com-
pany-wide list of standard \<Ork items be compiled
from which the necessa~ activity descriptions for
each project can be chosen. The advantages of such
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a list, of which an example is shown in Table 5.1
(Section 5.3) are that:-
(a) Standardisation of descriptions will ensure uni-
formity of work-programmes. It is expected
that this will improve the co-ordination between
planner and site staff who are often geographi-
cally separated,
(b) The interpretation of feedback information will
be simplified. For example, an operation de-
scribed as "shuttering to bridge deck" on one
contract might have meant the same as "erect
staging and deck formwork" on another. If the
planner SUbsequently wishes to use the recorded
achieved duration, actual man-hours or other re-
corded data to programme a similar future con-
tract, it might be necessary to make a detailed
examination of the netl<Orks of the tl<O contracts,
(c) In addition to this, the achieved outputs for the
various contracts can be recorded against the
standard activity descriptions for later use.
-,
Since it is frequently argued that such infonna.-
tion is of little value because of the varying
conditions from one site to the next, a brief
description might be included with all recorded
date (e.g. abutment - in rock, frequent rain),
(d) When the descriptions are stored in a computer
it is only necessary to specify the relevant code
numbers for each future proposed activity from
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which the full descriptions from similar past acti-
vities will be printed,
(e) Should the contractor wish to integrate planning and
cost control, as described in Section 5.3.1, he can
do this by choosing the project cost centres (Section
3.3 D) from the same list as the activity descrip-
tions (see Table 5.1).
The activity details into which a project is broken down
depends largely on the relative importance of the part of
the structure under consideration and the degree of control
required. For example, on a large roadworks contract the
construction of an abutI:lent might be simply defined as
"construct abutment" while on a bridge contract there will
be separate operations for "formwort: to abutments", "rein-
forcements to abutments", etc. It is therefore necessary
for a list of predefined liOrk elements such as Table 5.1
to be relatively Dexible.
B) Resource Requirements of the Project Activities
(Inputs 1 and 3 in Appendix D)
i'lhen planning is by the Critical Path time analysis,
the only resource data required are the durations of
the various operations (see Section 2.3.1). However,
for a more detailed analysis these resources must also
be specified for each activity to determine for ex-
ample, the level of demand and the timing of a cer-
tain item of plant, labour or materials during con-
struction or for a project resource allocation ana-
lysis (see Section 2.4.2).
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It is the opinion of the writer that the manner and
detail in Which the resource information of an acti-
vity is specified is an important factor in deter-
mining the success of the nodal., The following con-
siderations are important:-
(a) The form in which the activity resource data is
DIOst readily available. This depends on how
the information is to be collected for example,
from the tender estimate, discussion with site
staff, etc.,
(b) The factors which are DIOst likely to require
revision or updating during construction should
be identified. On certain contracts,for example,
roadworl:s, the worl: quantities are frequently re-
viewed, while on a structure the durations of the
operations often require to be altered,
(c) The availability and expertise of the .:!.!:ill Who
are required to compile, revise and supervise
the processing of the data,
(d) The accuracy required. This applies particular-
ly if the activity r-esour-ces are to be used for
cost planning purposes Where activity costs are
evaluated from the estimated amount of plant
and labour required and their unit costs. Here
the activity resource information must be esti-
mated in great detail (e.g. plant hours) if an
accurate answer is required,
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(e) The economics of the computer calculations. The
resource allocation routine often requires a long
computer computation tiIOO "Which depends partly on
the manner of specifying the activity resources
(L,e, input) and partly on the complexity of the
solution routine (i.e. the type of programme).
Factor (e) is difficult to assess before a programme has
actually been used. The writer, however, expects that
unless the manner of specifying activity resource re-
quirement, differs radically from those presently in
use. The computation time of the model in Appendix D
will be similar to that of similar models presently in
use.
In Section 2.4.2 and Appendix A various ways of speci-
fying activity input data were described. The ad-
vantages and disadvantages of three approaches are
briefly discussed:-
(i) A common technique used for the activity input
data in many of the commercial computer pro-
grammes (e.g. Ref. 5, 10) is to specify inde-
pendantly the plant, labour and resource re-
quirements of an activity, as either a constant
rate per unit of activity time or as a total
quantity to be spread over the activity dura-
tion.
For example,
activity duration
activity labour
activity materials
6 days
2 carpenters/day
(rate per day)
120 cubic metre of
concrete (total
quantity)
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For both labour and naterials the model will
assume a constant rate of resource consumption
over the activity duration (i.e. 2 carpenters
per day and 20 cubic metres of concrete per day).
The main difference in the two methods of spe-
cifying the data (i.e. rate/day or total quan-
tity) is found when an activity duration is
subsequently revised. If for example, the
planner specifies a new duration of 9 days for
the above activity the model will still assume
2 carpenters per day for this new duration, but
for materials where the total quantity was fined
the model (e cg , model, 1 in Appendix A) will now
assume 15 cubic metres per day over the new du-
ration. Alternatively, if the planner updates
the 6 day activity by specifying that 5 days
have been devoted to this activIty and 4 activi-
ty days are still required then the model, will
assume 2 carpenters per day for four days but
will assume that 100 cubic metres of concrete
have been used and the remaining twenty are
then spread over the remaining four days.
Since a constant rate of consumption of resour-
ces within an activity is not always correct
(particularly for large activities)" the ICL
1900 PERT system (Ref. 10) for example, allows
one to fix the resource positions within an
operation (see Figure 5.1).
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Figure 5.1: Activity with partitioned resources
(Ref. 10)
Although the above approach of specifying the
activity duration independently from the plant,
mterials and labour requirements is relatively
simple to use the planner is required to per-
sonally re-examine the original assumed re1a-
tionship between plant or labour output and
activity duration when updating the activity,
and when the quantity of werle: in an activity
changes.
In the next approach the programme automtical-
ly adjusts the rate of usage of the resource
during updating. This updating is done accor-
ding to certain rules which are built into the
computer programme.
(ii) This second approach relates the activity re-
source requirements to the quantity of worll: to
be processed. Although precise details are
not presented it appears that the model by
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Barnes and Gillespie (Ref. 3 and Appendix A)
uses this approach.
For example,
Total ~rk quantity
Resource team
Expected team output
5 000 m3 excavation
One De Bulldozer, one
950 loader and t~
lorries
500 m3/day
The model will calculate the activity duration
5000 _
as 500 - 10 days
When an activity requires updating a new total
work quantity is specified by the planner from
which the remaining duration is calculated as
above.
It is expected that for long operations invol-
ving large quantities of work this approach
--
will yield more accurate results than the pre-
vious manual method of updating. Since the
type of WCrk in an operation will usually co-
incide with one or more Bill of Quantity items,
the anount compl.et.ed at the end of a month can
be estilmted from the monthly certificate. A
disadvantage is that when an operation involves
two or more different quantities of l«>rk (e.g.
fonnwork and steel) one might have to specify
a combined output.
When there are many operations of the same type
or where an operation is of particular interest
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the actual quantity produced on site might be plotted
on a control graph as shown in Figure 5.2. Should
the actual output differ from the expected target out-
put originally used in the model for calculation pur-
poses then it might be necessary to re-programme the
wor'A: using this new achieved output value.
"'V~E cl)T"PlJ'r
To --nA,;rE.
("l'q+\, I:!. e.. 0SEI>
M 1-lE..u I t-lf'OT TO
"T\-\ EO. l'1 OI>E.. L-)
'-- ...:.Tl1"\~
Figure 5.2: Control Graph showing the cumulative
output of selected operations
(iii) A third met.hod of specifying activity resource require-
ments is that used by Bennet's resource, allocation IID-
del (Ref. 4). For each activity only the total amount
of resource required by the activity and the maximum
and minimum size of team which might be employed on this
activity are specified.
For example,
60 carpenter-hours
3 carpenters (maximum team size)
1 carpenter (minimum team size)
No initial' time network analysis is per-formed
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
'Referring to Section 2.4.2 it will be seen that all the resource allocation
models described there, started with an initial time analysis in order to
detennine the allocation priority of an activity. Bennet's model (Ref. 4)
ranks the activities in order of descending start node numbers which the
planner allocates to the activities. An activity duration is inUuenced by
simultaneous activities which might need the same labour or plant resources.
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in Bennet's resource allocation model and each
operation is scheduled within the constraints
of the netwoIK interdependancies and the amount
of resources available for each activity at the
time of scheduling. The latter determines the
activity durations .mich are not known at the
start of the analysis.
Although the planner is not required to estimate
the duration of an operation he might have diffi-
culty in justifYing to site staff the eventual
duration chosen by the model. To illustrate
point (e) in Section 5.2.1 B above, Bennet (Ref.
4) found that the model required a particularly
long computation time of 30 minutes which will
have to be reduced before this IIlOdel is econo-
mically workable.
A similar approach of specifying a maximum and
minimum team size was also used by Wiest (Ref.
18) with the difference that an activity dura-
tion is also specified corresponding to an ave-
rage team size with .mich an initial time ana-
lysis is performed (see Section 2.4.2, Table
2.2). Subsequently the computer programme va-
ries the activity durations. It is, however,
doubtful .mether the benefits to be derived from
these additional refinements are worth the extra
effort in compiling the data and the possible
increased computer processing costs.
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(iv) It is the opinion of the writer that the best
results will be obtained if the contractor has
the option of using either one or other of the
first two techniques described in Sections
5.2.1 B(i) and 5.2.1 B(ii). The input 3 (Ap-
penclix D) is based on these two methods and it
can be seen that one can specify one of the
following for an activity:-
(a) The activity duration; and the plant, la-
bour and material requirements per unit of
time - The IIIOdel assumes the total re-
source requirements (e.g. carpenter-hours)
of an activity to be proportional to its
duration (i.e. the rate of usage,e.g. car-
pentersjdaY,is constant),
or (b) the quantity of work (e.g. the area of form-
work), the team of plant and labour to be
used (e.g. 2 carpenters) and their expected
target output (m2jday) - In this case the
modal. takes the activity duration (days)
and the total resource requirements (car-
penter-days) as being proportional to the
quantity of work (m2).
It is expected that for IOOst schedUling purposes
(a) above will be sufficient, but on certain con-
tracts involving large quantities of work a IOOre
precise determination of the activity resource
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requirements will be obtained if (b) is used.
Updating is easier as only the amount of work
(e.g. m3 fill) need be altered. An additional
advantage is that the expected target output
can be used for control purposes as shown in
Figure 5.2 by plotting this and the actual site
output to a time scale.
c) Project Resource Availability (Inputs 7 and 8 in
Appendix D)
Input 7 of Appendix D sho~~ the level of tr-e resource
(plant, labour and materials) which is to be made
available to a contract during its construction. This
input is necessary when the model is used as a resource
allocation model (see Section 2.4.2).
The model in Appendix D incorporates the method de-
scribed in Section 2.4.3 which might be used when there
are limits not only to the amount of plant and labour
available but also a target project completion date
which may not be exceeded (see time inputs in Appendix
D).
Input 8 also shows other project time data such as
annual holidays, working days in a week, and project
interim completion dates for certain important parts
of a structure.
D) Bar Chart as Input
As discussed previously in this chapter a contractor
might find it difficult to use the network planning
model on certain contracts (e.g. roadworks contracts).
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As an additional extension to the model in Appendix
D the writer therefore suggests that it should be pos-
sible for the start and completion dates of the acti-
vities determined from the manually prepared bar chart
or line-of-balance (Ref. 27, Chapter 2) worle schedule
to be entered directly in the computer programme.
Even for contracts where only a bar chart is available
the model can still be used to determine resource de-
mand versus time curves (see Section 5.2.2 B), cash
flow forecasting (see Section 5.4.2), etc.
5.2.2 Planning Output
The planner's reports prepared during planning form the
basis of both communication and control during construction.
Particular care must therefore be taken in the design of
their content and layout. The objective should not only
be to get the right infonration to the right man (Ref. 7)
but also to present it in an acceptable form.
A) \ Work Programmes
\
The advantages and disadvantages of six of the most
commonly used computer construction schedules are
briefly discussed.
(a) Calendar dated printout - This consists of a
list of networle activities tabulated vertically
and showing their early start dates, early finish
dates, float times, and whether critical, etc.
For precedance networks the numbers preceding and
succeeding worle items (i.e. activities) are
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sometimes also shown. On average about thirty
activities are contained on a page of computer
paper, and hence few pages are required for the
printout for the whole project. Although the
infonnation is shown precisely, site staff prefer
the easy to read bar chart which can be constructed
from this computer printout.
(b) Computer bar charts - The activities are listed
vertically in the computer printout and horizon-
tal bars consisting of alphabetic characters
drawn to a time scale represent the bar chart (e.g.
ccccc for critical activities). As the number
of type positions in one horizontal line on a
standard computer printout page is limited (e.g.
it is sufficient for daily records for approxi-
mately 3 months) a project of about three hundred
operations which lasts for 24 m::mths will give a
printout of about 80 - 100 pages. According to
Jha (Ref. 7) this volume of computer output is
regarded to be one of the main disadvantages of
using computers to programme construction work
schedules. Construction managers do not normal-
ly have the time to study a pile of computer print-
out in order to extract infonnation for decision
making. Various techniques for condensing these
schedules to IIDre manageable proportions are pro-
posed in this section.
(c) The Cascade chart - It seems that this technique
was developed by the John Laing construction
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company as an extention to the conventionaJ. bar
chart. VerticaJ. lines are used to indicate the
interdependancies bet;''een the operations (see
Figure 5.3). Although the cascade chart can be
drawn manuaJ.1y, certain IBM programmes will pre-
pare a printout on sheets of computer paper which
must be taped together to form the complete dia-
gram. The most ideaJ. solution, however, appears
to be the use of the graph plotter which can con-
struct a schedule for up to 200 operations on a
single sheet.
(d) TiJne-scaled networks - In the experience of the
writer a particularly useful form of a graphical
work progrannne which is easily understood by all
levels of site staff can be obtained by manually
plotting the arrow diagram to a tiJOO scaJ.e (see
Figure 3.2). The main drawback is .that this can
be tedious procedure especially When there are
many small operations involved. Certain computer
programmes (Ref. 5) will reproduce both Arrow and
Precedence diagrams to a tilDe scal.ej As in the
case of computer-prepared bar charts a complete~
unmanageable diagram can result consisting of
many pages of computer paper taped together to
form a single chart.
(e) l-lilestone reports - This is a listing of the main
project events showing, for example, the originaJ.1y
start or completion expected dates, the current.Iy
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(calculated) expected dates, the actual dates if
the event has been completed, etc. The report
is mainly for top management who require a quick
assessment of progress for a project, and this
report will typical]y include items such as the
start or completion of a major portion of a struc-
ture (e.g. bridge deck) and the completion of the
contract as a whole.
(f) Summary bar chart - This is in effect a conden-
sed form of (b) showing only a few bars for the
whole project. Although it is general]y pre-
pared for top management, the programme used by
Jha (Ref. 7) has also produced sunmary bar charts
to reduce the size of the normal computer bar
chart printout.
From this brief review it can be seen that the main
problem with schedules prepared by computer is the un-
wieldy form in which the data is presented. This
disadvantage can be minimized if reports are designed
with care, taking into consideration the requirements
of a particular company, L,e, the levels of management
for which the information is required.
For general use the writer expects that the following
three types of reports will suffice:-
(i) Bar chart for top management - not more than
two computer printout pages summarising the
project and its general progress (evg, in about
fifteen major items).
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FIGUEE 5.3: An example of a Cascade Chart (Rist, Ref. 17)
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FIGURE 5.4: Suggested layout for a Computer printout of a
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(ii) Bar chart for site staff - a detailed print-
out of the above bar chart which is made either
for the whole contract or portions of the con-
tract (not more than say 20 pages). This de-
tailed bar chart is taped together or redrawn
by a draughtsman (OUtput B).
(iii) Detailed calendar printout· - this should pre-
ferably not be taken to site and should only be
used by the planner to check the computer cal-
culations, input data, etc. An example of
this printout is shown in Output A of Appendix
lJ.
A suggested layout for a top management report produced
by a computer programme is shown in Figure 5.4. This
w.ill show only the fifteen to twenty main portions of
a contract, their expected start and completion times,
their actual progress and any revised times.
One way of obtaining such a condensed report from a
computer would be for the planner to draw the netw:>rk
in skeleton form first where each major operation is
actually a subnetwork; A;lternatively, one might use
a ccnmon input code mark for certain activities when
the details of these activities are fed into the com-
puter programme. This code mark causes the programme
to combine the computer output for these activities
into one major operation shown as one bar on the top
management report (e.g. all computer input cards for
bridge deck operations might be rrarked with BID).
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An important point to note is that each subnetwork
should ideally be an entity with a single start and
end point. If this is not done a split bar might
be scheduled as shown in Figure 5.5. As each seg-
ment of the activity in Figure 5.5 can have a diffe-
rent amount of float, this fact must be taken into
consideration when reviewing progress. In Figure
5.5 the first segment can be delayed slightly but the
second portion might have no float.
--
~
1"-!'<.1='LO...... c. ....os '" \)
~y bEL-A.'"
o~ H::>RJ<\\Vol<-K.
F"-ot't A~OT>{E.R.
~RID"'6-
Figure 5.5: Significance of soHt bar in the top
management report
If actual progress is recorded graphically on the
chart, this is best done as shown in Figure 3.1 by
colour shading from the left to show actual progress
to date on each bar. For progress reports prepared
by computer a second bar is drawn showing actual starts,
finishes and revised dates (see Figure 5.4). Actual
progress for a particular subnetwork is detennined by
the time progress (i.e. percent of wrk completed) of
those operations with the least total float, since
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these deternd.ne the overall duration of the bar repre-
senting this subnetwork;
As a contractor is generally required to provide the
client or consultant with a work programne it is ex-
pected that a chart similar to the top management bar
chart might also be suitable for this purpose.
The approach for condensing a computer-prepared site
bar chart into a usable document depends largely on
the size of the contract. For a small project (e.g.
100 operations) a computer printout will not be excessive,
the pages of which can be pasted together to fOrI!! a single
diagram. On a medium-size contract one might consider
only those operations which will occur three months in
advance, using the top management bar chart for a com-
plete review. Alternatively, separate schedules might
be prepared for various portions of the contract for
example, concrete werle, substructures, e~rthworks, etc.
On very large projects where sections are often still
at the design stage it is unlikely that the contractor
w.ill be able to prepare a detailed network for the
whole contract at the start. There might for example,
be a master network showing only the main components of
the structure (e.g. dam foundations, main wall, etc.)
each consisting of smaller skeleton networks with
slightly more detail (e.g. first level concrete, pump-
house structure, spillway, etc s ) and for which overall
tiJne estimates have been made. Detailed subnetoorss
are then drawn only when they are required or when the
plans become availahle from the designer.
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On this type of contract the computer outputs would
have to be designed with particular care to avoid com-
plete confusion. It is suggested that the subskele-
ton operations be treated as medium sized contracts
for which the outputs described above can be used.
A cascade diagram as shown in Figure 5.3 will be more
useful than the conventional bar chart because the
interdependancies between the various operations are
shown.
The procedure suggested by Rist (Ref. 17) for con-
structing a cascade chart is as follows: When the net-
work has been drawn, the activities on each path of
consecutive activities are numbered consecutively from
start to finish. Activities are nUllbered only once
which means that certain paths to which nUllbers are
initially assigned will be long, while the remaining
parallel paths which are subsequently numbered might
consist of only one or two activities. When the ac-
tivities are then listed in numerical order a diagram
as shown in Figure 5.3 will result. It is the opinion
of the writer that a better approach will be to sort
the operations firstly by their increasing total float
and then by increasing early start time. This will
avoid the intermingling of critical and subcritical
operations shown in Figure 5.3 and will group the most
important activities near the top of the diagram. The
small numbers on the bars in Figure 5.3 show the nUllber
codes of other dependent activities and hence provide
additional information concerning the logic of the pro-
ject.
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B) Project resource utilisation (Outputs D and E in
Appendix D)
In Section 5.2.1 B it was described how the plant, la-
bour and material requirements of the project can be
allocated to the various network operations. Using
the activity timing as determined for the project
network programme a forecast showing the demand of
these resources during construction can be obtained.
The output diagrams D and E will lend themselves to
various purposes; for example:-
(a) Preplanning of inventory - The construction in-
dustry frequently experiences periods of shortage
of certain materials (e.g. reiriforcing steel,
bricks, cement, etc.). Contractors are there-
fore required to plan their stocks or place their
deliveries long beforehand to avoid delays in
construction. Figure 5.6 shows a possible pro-
cedure for preplanning the delivery of cement to
site (e.g. monthly) taking into account that the
material may not be retained in the store for too
long to avoid spoilage (e.g. S = one nonth}, A
line xy is found on the cumulative diagram (Fi-
I
gure 5.6) such that S does not exceed the permis-
sible maximum retention period S. The slope of
this line is then plotted as an ordfnat,e on the
demand diagram (see Figure 5.6) which shows the
comparison between the average quantity to be
ordered and the actual pattern of use for each
period of time.
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Figure 5.6: Preplanning cement delivery
From the certical difference between the demand
and delivery curve (Power diagram Figure 5.6) the
size of the store can be deduced for;example, the
maximum difference plus 10% to allow for possible
stockpiling caused by delays in consumption.
(b) Setting productive output targets
materials the actual quantity completed is often
a good measure of the physical progress of a site.
For example, if on a concrete intensive project
the average monthly output of constructed concrete
is expected to be 2 000 m3 and the cumulative to-
tal to date is 3 000 m3 short of the target 'quanti-
ty (see Output D in Appendix D) then one might
assume that the contract is about 6 weeks behind
schedule.
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(c) Detennining pro,ject plant and labour schedules
Once the project demand curves for plant and labour
have been drawn (either after a resource allocation
or Critical Path time analysis) further refinements
might have to be made to the network until these
demand curves are acceptable. At this stage the
contract manager can then draw up a schedule as
shown in Figure 5.7 which must be correlated with
other projects requiring the same resource.
_____..1
S" TR.OC-KS.
I
1>"''''''''>1 P
PItE"'C.-TE{)
11."1 "'100EL
I
'-----v---'
PL~~T OF-F
s"...~_
I
I
I
I
I
t
Figure 5.7: Plant schedule derived from a resource
demand curve
It might be noted that various multi-project re-
source allocation models have -been developed which
will automatically pre-allocate all the resources
of a company to all of its committed projects (e.g.
Ref. 10). A process similar to that for project
resource allocation is followed (see Section 2.4.1).
The writer is, however, of the opinion that this
would be completely unacceptable to large contrac-
tors wo generally prefer to allow the contract
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managers a certain amount of freedom to nego-
tiate between themselves or via the top executive
(e.g. director) in charge of a number of contracts.
However, a computer programme which attempts to al-
locate major plant to the various different con- ,-
tracts can be useful to serve as a warning guide
for possible future demands by the various site
managers, even if the actual allocation is done
via top exec utives • The programme could for
example, warn a company of the need to order a
crane or to make an advance booking for the hire
of an extra crane. For smaller contractors the
amount of programming required to revise the plan
when plant breakdowns, delays and hold-ups due to
weather occur would be too costly. It is never-
theless important that the cost of transporting
plant to and from site and the relative priorities
of the various projects are taken into account.
(d) Preplanning subcontractor requirements As the
concrete batching plant has limited output capaci-
ty it might be necessary in urban areas for the
contractor to use ready mixed concrete to avoid
delays during certain periods of peak demand. It
can be seen from Figure 5.8 that certain local
peaks can be accommodated by overtime work while
other large peaks will require an outside supply.
Using the same diagram the contractor might also
investigate the possibility of either using a
bigger site mixer or more ready mixed concrete.
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This could be done by comparing the relative costs
of the areas above and below the horizontal capa-
city line of the batching plant (Figure 5.8).
R>R. .&M...L-L
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Figure 5.8: Pla.nni.ng concrete supply
For the ready mixed supply the cost per unit quan-
tity will be relatively constant while that for
site mixed concrete will decrease with the total
quantity for the project because of the set-up,
dismantling, maintenance and idle time costs. In
Figure 5.9 (a) the total cost of two batching
plants with different capacities (and hence dif-
ferent quantities of ready mixed concrete ldrlch
must be supplied during peak periods) are compared.
The small mixer (or batching plant) has a lower
set-up and dismantling cost (including transporta-
tion) than the large mixer, but other costs (e.g.
labour, servicing) which are approximately propor-
tional to the amount of concrete placed are lower
for the large mixer. For both the small and large
mixer the amount of ready mixed concrete can be
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determined as shown in Figure 5.8. The output
capacity line of each mixer is plotted on the same
diagram as the project concrete demand curve.
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Figure 5.9 (a): The cost of concrete placed
during construction
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Any concrete demand peaks above the capacity line
of each mixer which cannot be accommodated by
working overtime, can be regarded as the concrete
quantity which must be obtained from an outside
source. The remaining quantity (L;e, not ob-
tained as ready mixed concrete) is the amount of
concrete which will be mixed on site during con-
struction.
For the. hypothetical site in Figure 5.9 (a) the
total quantity of concrete (Q) whi.ch is required
during construction can be obtained from three
different sources. Firstly, all concrete might
be ordered from an outside firm in the form of
ready mixed concrete. The total cost of this
proposition is the vertical ordinate CR (Figure
5.9 (a» which intersects the ready mixed con-
crete total cost line (curve C), when this verti-
cal ordinate is plotted at point Q (the total quan-
tity of concrete required by the site). The se-
cond possibility is to use a small mixer to mix
a certain portion of the concrete on site and to
obtain the remainder in the form of ready mixed
concrete from an outside source. The quantity
of concrete to be mixed by the smaller mixer du-
ring construction (Qs) is determined from Figure
5.8 as described above. (The total area of the
concrete demand curve below the mixer capacity
line p'Ius any overtime peaks , ) The total cost of
this proposition is then C
s
+ C1• where Cs is
the total cost of mixing the quantity of concrete
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Q
s
on site with the small mixer, and CL is the
cost of obtaining the remaining quantity (Q _ Q )
s
as reaqy mixed concrete (see Figure 5.9 (a».
For the large mixer a similar calculation is per-
formed to detennine the cost (CL) of mixing a cer-
tain portion (QL) of the total quantity of con-
crete (Q) on site, and the cost (Cz) of obtaining
the remaining quantity of concrete (Q"- QL) from
an outside source. The total cost of this al-
ternative is then CL + CZ•
The total costs of the three propositions (i.e.
CR if oniy ready mixed concrete is used, Cs + Cl
for part small mixer plus part ready mixed con-
crete and CL + Cz for part large mixer and part
r-eady mixed concrete) are shown plotted against
the quantity of concrete not obtained in the fonn
of reaqy mixed concrete in Figure 5.9 (b). It
will be seen that for the particular example in
Figure 5.9 (a) the cost of using the large mixer
to mix quantity QL of concrete on site, and
using ready mixed concrete for the remainder
(Q - QL) is the most econonrica'L alternative. This
conclusion will hold even if the total volume Q
changes during construction, as long as Q does
not become less than QL (QL assumed fixed) or
larger than the quantity (Ob) which corresponds
to the break-even point (b) between the large and
small mixer (see Figure 5.9 (a».
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5.2.3 Progress Control
This is the process which starts when the construction ma-
nager compares the actual and planned plwsical progress of
a contract. In previous sections a number of techniques
were described which might be used to control the physical
progress on a site; for example, one might examine the
activity work progrannne (Section 3.2.1), or compare the
actual and expected quantities completed (Section 5.2.2 (b))
or evaluate the total earnings to date (Section 3.2.3).
The target standard against which actual progress is mea-
sured in these three methods depends largely on the fre-
quency of updating (i.e. revising the original plan by re-
evaluating the remaining work as if it were a new project).
The two possible courses of action here are:-
(a) Schedules are frequently updated - actual progress
to date is compared with the most recently revised
plan,
(b) Schedules are revised only when there is a fundamen-
tal change to the original plan - actual progress
is compared with the original schedule.
lmyauthors (Ref. 3, 7, 12) are of the opinion that fre-
quent updating (i.e. method (a) above) is essential for
proper control. Perfonr.ance to date is used to forecast
the performance of future work, and where necessa~ the
programme for the remaining work is altered to make up for
previous time slippage. Jha (Ref. 7) for example, has
suggested that "Wee-Jely site meetings should be held at which
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the previous work schedule is updated manually. and once
every month the activity durations should be revised and
the programme re-processed on the computer.
In the experience of the writer one of the ar-gunent.s against
frequent updating is that the project might appear to be on
schedule unless all the early schedules are retained for
comparison with the later time estimates. It is consi-
dered to be most important that site staff are constantly
motivated into trying to catch up on lost time and they
should be aware of this lost time. Another problem is
the cost of collecting and processing the data. For IOOst
projects frequent updating is feasible only when a com-
puter is readily available and when site staff co-operate
with the feedback of infonnation.
It is the opinion of the present writer that taking into
account local conditions it is better to avoid too fre-
quent revision of the schedule. The choice spould be
left to site management who must decide when this is ne-
cessary. For example, when there are changes to the
fundamental construction approach, when progress is so
far behind that supervisory staff begin to lose interest
when the activity dates are no longer meaningful. Office
management might request an updating of the schedule when
progress is so good that the schedule can be tightened up.
For normal site progress control one or more of the gra-
phical techniques described in Sections 3.2.1, 3.2.3 and
5.2.2 can be used. At each review date (e.g. weekly)
the actual progress can be marked-up manually on these
diagrams; for example, by colouring in the bars on the
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bar chart, plotting the actual quantity of formworl: fixed,
etc, , and then comparing this to the expected progress.
When it becomes necessary for the planner to update the
project plan he will then specify the following informa-
tion:-
1. The remaining duration of each operation (this will be
zero if the operation has been completed) - see Input
11.
2. Alternatively, one might prefer to specify the comple-
ted percentage from which the model, can then calculate
the remaining duration.
3. The quantity of work remaining for each operation in
the case of those activities where the duration is de-
termined from the worl: quantity and expected team out-
puts (see Section 5.2.1) - see Input 11.
4. Revision of the original activity input such as the
daily plant and labour required (Input 3), their
expected target worl: output (Input 3), logic changes
to the netl'lOrl: (Input 1), additional operations (In-
put 1), etc.
5. Revision of the project input for example, required
completion date (Input 8), plant and labour available
(Input 7), etc.
Ne~l schedules and expected output curves can then be con-
structed by the computer model which treats the remainder
of the worl: as a new project.
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5.3 Cost Control within the Proposed Planning Model
The principle of cost control as previously introduced in Section
3.2.2 is to divide the project into one or more sections (cost
centres) for which both actual and allowable costs can be deter-
mined with the objective of identifying portions of the contract
which are proving less economical than expected.
In this section a brief outline is presented of the cost control
system suggested for use with the model in Appendix D. The
emphasis is on a ilexi.ble overall approach which operates as fol-
lows:-
(i) Detailed site financial control is through the direct cost
centres (in which the cost varies directly with the work
quantity). For these only the plant (hired and owned)
and labour costs are collected (i.e. allocated) on site.
These costs include the contractor's concept of allocated
plant depreciation costs.
(ii) Material costs are only considered for the project as a
whole and not to the same detail as the various cost
centres.
(iii) Overhead costs (e.g. site establishment, staff salaries,
insurance, head office building costs, tax, etic , ) are
mainly collected in the head office and are allocated and
reviewed via indirect cost centres.
(iv) Allowable target costs for all cost centres are de,ived
from the estimator's cost estimate on which the tender
price was based. These are used for comparison with the
costs in (i), (ii) and (iii) above.
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5.3.1 Pre-construction Cost Control Input
A) Cost centres (Input 4 of Appendix D)
It is proposed that a list of standard descriptions be
established for company-vdde use, from which a contract
manager can compile a list of the necessar,r cost cen-
tres (i.e. cost headings) required for each contract
(see Section 3.3.3 D). An example of such a list is
shown in Table 5.1.
Ref. Operation Ref. Type of Material Ref. Location
E Earthworks
1 Filling 1 Topsoil 1 Foundation
2 Cutting 2 Reck 2 Sewers
3 Excavation 3 Elctra for Hard 3 Manholes
4 Trenching 4 Bulk 4 Pipes
etc. etc. etc.
R Roadworks
13 Subbase 9 Crusher-run 15 Parking area
14 Basecourse 10 Chip and spray 16 Shoulders
15 Surfacing 11 Bitumen treated 17 Sidewalks
16 Kerbs/channels 12 Concrete st.orm-wat.er- works 18 Roadways
etc. etc. etc.
C Concrete Structures
24 Fonnwork 17 Steel panels 18 Columns
25 Reinforcement 18 Timber 19 Abutments
26 Concrete 19 Ready mixed 20 Substructure
27 Prestressing 20 Site mixed 21 Culverts
etc. etc. etc.
Table 5.1: Predefined cost centres and "WOrk items
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There are various advantages in having a list of pre-
defined cost centres for the firm. Standard descrip-
tions will contribute towards reducing possible errors
caused by misinterpretation both on site and in the
office. It is expected that staff will soon become
familiar with the descriptions corresponding to the
various cost centres. This applies particularly to
estimators who might wish to use the recorded produc-
tive output of labour* (e.g. area of fo=I'k fixed
per carpenter hour) for the pricing of subsequent con-
tracts. Furthermore when computers are used to pre-
pare cost reports it will be an advantage to have only
one set of cost centre descriptions which can be sto-
red in the machine, rather than having to prepare a
fresh list for every contract.
It is the opinion of the writer that a list of Gexi-
ble predefined cost centres, (e.g. an enl~rged ver-
sion of Table 5.1) will be suitable for all the va-
rious types and sizes of construction contracts on
"Which a Civil Engineering contractor might be engaged.
A breakdown into three simultaneous code divisions as
in Table 5.1 is preferred to one of only two divisions
(as suggested in Ref. 6, 3) as greater extremes of de-
tail are possible.
Although the eventual choice of specific cost centres,
for both the company-wide standard list and for a par-
ticular contract, will vary from contractor to contractor,
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
*Plant output is generally very sensitive to location, type of material,
slope of ground, etc. and more formal method study is required to collect
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a number of examples are described to illustrate the
manner in which a list such as Table 5.1 might be used
in practice.
When resources for collecting costs on site are limited
the contractor might decide to establish only one or
two cost centres consisting of the largest cost items
in the Bill of Quantities. On a roadworks contract
a likely choice would be the subgrade quantity item
while on brd.dgeaorks i"ormwork costs can be chosen be-
cause the erection and stripping of formwork is often
prone to cost overruns. lVhen there are only one or
two cost centres on a contract it is usually possible
for the site engineer to collect the necessa~ cost
data bilIlself without seriously affecting his other du-
ties on site (see Section 3.2.5). The advantage is
that no additional costing clerk is needed to allocate
costs and in any case the engineer is usually more
aware of the engineering factors contributing to the
costs.
For more detailed cost control one might divide the
wo:rX into the various general items of production such
as fo~~rk, subbase, concrete, excavation, etc.
Further subdivision is also possible; for example:-
24.00.19
24.00.18
14.11.15
FOI'lIl>Ork to Abutments
FOI'lIl>Ork to columns
Base course; bitumen treated to
parking areas, etc.
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Should a contractor wish to use the activity-eosting*
approach for a particular contract he can do 50 by
choosing the cost centres and network operations from
the same list.
Major cost centre: 24.00.00 Formwork
Operations 24.00.19 FOI'lllWOrk to abutments
24.00.18 Formwork to columns.
etc.
The network operations are related to the cost centre
by virtue of their first code numbers and hence can be
grouped under a single cost centre heading for cost
control purposes (see Section 3.3.3 D).
A1ternative1y, one might use the operational approach
suggested by Barnes and Gillespie (Ref. 3) which uses
a few large elements of work to depict the project cost
centres which would also correspond to network activi-
ties.
For example, two different cost centres are identified
by different third numbers:-
00.00.18
00.00.19
Construct colUlIllls
Construct abutments
(These network activities might still require start
and closure event numbers for arrow network ana.Iysd.s , )
This is somewhat different to the contractor's normal
approach of using groups of Bill items with similar
units of quantity (e.g. area of fonnwork, weight of
----------------------------
*Described in Section 3.3.3.
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steelfixing, etc.). It is, however, expected that
site clerks will find it easier to collect cost data
since plant and labour will be more readily identifia-
ble with particular operations. The one disadvantage
here is that one must balance the detail to which costs
can be feasibly collected on site and the detail re-
quired for future planning purposes.
A predefined list of cost centres could also be es-
tablished for indirect costs (e.g. site and head office
overheads) but this list will be fairly similar for
the various tYIJes of contracts. As in the case of
the direct cost centres (Table 5.1) the breakdown of
the indirect cost centres depends on the preferences
of a particular contractor and hence those costs might
simply be collected under the heading of "overheads".
For more detailed control a further breakdown is pos-
sible, as follows:-
Staff salaries,
Site offices,
Allocated head office costs,
Transportation of plant to site,
Batching plant,
Dismantling of crusher,
etc.
Whatever the detail used, it is important that indi-
rect costs are collected separately since many of the
overhead items also contain plant and labour elements
(e.g. the carpenters used in setting up and maintaining
the site offices) which would otherwise be collected
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as direct costs and thus provide false records.
It is interesting to note that site overheads (i.e.
staff salaries, site offices) are in fact direct costs
with regard to head office accounts of a firm. as a
whole, since these can be exactly identified with
a particular contract. But in this thesis (and in
practice) these costs are called indirect costs be-
cause in the accounts for a particular site, the staff
salaries, costs of setting up site offices, insurance,
etc. might be regarded as indirect costs for the site
as these cannot be identified with a particular ac-
tivity or with a particular constructed portion of
the final work. Head office overheads (e.g. buil-
ding costs, typist salaries, director's fees, plant
yard, tax) on the other hand are costs which can be
allocated to the various contracts on a pro rata ba-
sis and hence indirect cost centres for tliis item can
be set up for each contract in order to determine the
nett profitability of the contract.
B) Allowable Target Costs of Cost Centres (Input 4 of
Appendix D)
In Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 the advantages and disad-
vantages of various types of target cost standards for
cost control purposes ~rere briefly discussed and the
writer concluded that the original estimator's cost
should be used as the target cost.
Alternatively, other systems (e.g. models 1 and 2 in
Appendix A) require that the contractor should deter-
mine his target cost standard from the actual expected
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method of construction.
For the direct cost centres the allowable target costs
of the plant and labour* are derived from the estimator I s
cost (without profit) of the various Bill of Quantities
items which are contained in each cost centre. The
following example shows that it is important that the
estimated costs of these Bill items be examined to.
ensure that only those costs which can be feasibly re-
corded for a cost centre are included. Consider a
typical Bill estimates for a service supplied by a
local Civil Engineering contractor as in Table 5.2.
Bill item: EJccavation for culverts 500 m3
Output Hourly Total TotalDescription per plant labour
hour rate cost cost
Liebherr excavator 10 4.00 R200
.
Operator of excavator 10 1.50 R 75
Backfill by labourers 0,5 .50 R500
Handcompactor 5 1.00 RlOO
Water cart and driver
@ 30 hours 3.50 RlO5
.
Compressor and
breakers @ 20 hours 2.00 R 40
Total cost R445 R575
Unit cost per m3 RO.89. Rl.15
Table 5.2: EJcample of a cost estimate for a Bill item
----------------------------
*It is assumed that one can at least identify the estimated target costs
for plant, labour, m'l.terials and subcontractor for each Bill item in the
p~~i~te nrenared for a tender.
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For practical purposes it will probably be too dif-
ficult to associate the hours worked by the handcom-
pactor with a particular operation because no re-
cord book is kept for the handcompactor and there
is no permanent operator for this equipment. Costs
for such items should rather be considered on a
weekly or monthly basis as a site overhead and it
would therefore be better to remove these costs from
the cost centre in which the above Bill item will
be included. A separate cost centre for site over-
heads would then include the costs of the handcom-
pactor-,
A nuni:Jer of Bill items are now grouped into a few
cost centres and as construction proceeds the allow-
able target cost for each Bill item (and hence each
cost centre) is obtained by multiplying the allowa-
ble target cost rate of each Bill item with the cor-
responding quantity of completed worle. (If neces-
sary costs such as handcompactor costs can be kept
out of the target co st, ]
M3.terials are considered as a cost centre on their 01lm.
either as the sum total for all the Bill items or the
materials are separated into different sub-headings.
For example. the estimated concrete materials cost for
the concrete item in the Bill might be R5.50. per cubic
metre (without profit and unbalancing) consisting of:-
Sand @ RO.70 per m3 of concrete
Stone @ R2.60 per m3 of concrete
Cement @ R2.20 per m3 of concrete
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Separate accounts (cost centres) can then be esta-
blished for sand, stone and cement for which the
allowable cumulative cost at any point in time is
determined from the cumulative volume of concrete
placed.
Indirect allowable target costs which are recurring
or which occur as lump sum costs during construction
must be grouped according to the estimator's break-
down since these are generally summed under a single
lump sum Bill item of "Preliminary and General" in
the Bill of Quantities. For example, the estimator
might have calculated the following Preliminary and
General costs:-
Supervision cost R4 500/month for 10 months
l'rixer on site R lOa/month for 3 m:mths
Initial and final transport of plant to and from
site RlO 000
(Assume daily plant transport costs to and from
site are zero, )
At any point in time the allowable overhead cost is
then detennined by examining the thinking behind the
estimate , In this example, once the work is under way
one could assume that 50% of the total transportation
cost have been incurred. Similarly the time-related
overhead costs (supervision and mixer) are evaluated
according to the number of months which the contractor
has been on site.
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5.3.2 Cost Collection on Site (Input 10 in Appendix D)
A possible precedure for use with the model in Appendix
D might be as follows:-
(a) Labour costs - These are allocated daily for the
various direct and indirect cost centres on site in
the form of hours wotked. Wotking hours are then
converted into costs by multiplying hours by an ave-
rage site wage rate for each trade (e.g. labourers,
carpenters, e'bc , }, These labour costs are then in-
cluded in the computer Input 10 in Appendix D.
(b) Heavy. mobile plant - The operating hours of plant
can probably best be derived from the operator's
machine book which must show the actual liOrking
hours for each job as well as breakdown and other
idle time. It might be better to use a specific
cost rate for each machine since an average rate
for groups (e.g. excavators, bulldozers, etc , ) will
be too sensitive to the mix of high and low cost
machines on site (see Input 10 in Appendix D).
(c) Materials - These costs can be determined from the
delivery slips which are received. This will also
include semi-permanent materials such as timber
fonnwotk but not staging and other equipment which
might be treated as a site overhead for which costs
are allocated monthly.
(d) Small items of plant - Power tools, carting tractors,
handcompactors, etc. whose costs are difficult to
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identify nth a particular cost centre can be treated
as overhead items which incur costs on a monthly ba-
sis.
(e) Fixed plant and equipment Costs of site mixers,
steel formwork, staging and other items of equipment
might form a part of a direct cost centre (which also
incorporates labour, materials, et.c , }, The actual
plant costs contributing to this cost centre could
then be evaluated according to plant time on site.
Since these records might not be meaningful for future
contracts where the fixed plant will be different, an
alternative is simply to treat these plant costs as a
separate cost centre called "equipment overheads".
These actual and allowable plant costs are then con-
sidered on a monthly basis.
(f) Site overheads - Although most of these costs can be
collected in the office some will have to be identi-
fied and collected on site because the direct costs
can be distorted by work which is not directly con-
nected with the permanent work of the contract (e.g.
the use of carpenters to set up a site office would
be regarded as overheads and not as direct costs).
Various finer points such as whether to treat labour tra-
vel time, sick pay and overtime as direct or indirect costs
and whether to consider plant idle time as an' extra costa-
ble item depends on the costing organisation and preferences
of a particular contractor.
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C) Cost Collection Problems
From discussions with a firm of local contractors it
was found that the main implementation problem of
their cost control system was the recording and alloca-
ting of costs on the site. For this reason the fil'lIl
had reverted to a system of lIprime-costing ll for which
no data handling is required on site and only the four
cost centres namely plant, labour, materials and sub-
contractors are considered (see Section 5.3.3 B».
The main problems encountered in the original detailed
system were:-
(i) Site foremen who were responsible for allocating
labour hours on site made little attempt to do
this accurately and generally entered figures
hastily on the last day of the week simply to
satisfy management,
(ii) Descriptions given by operators in their machine
books were often unrecognisable or misinterpre-
ted by site clerks,
(iii) The balancing of total labour hours allocated to
the cost centres and total labour hours in the
weekly wage sheets was generally time consuming
and errors were frequent. These errors were
usually due to inaccurate allocation of hours by
site foremen.),
(iv) Problems associated with collecting material
costs by cost centre and having to collect the
records of the loads carted by the various
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operators and drivers are no longer necessary
since the present system does not require this.
Although the writer has no experience of the col-
lection of cost data a number of suggestions are
made concerning these problems.
Regarding point (i) it is considered that the use
of forms with preprinted descriptions. and perhaps
a personal cost report back to the site foremen
might encourage greater participation by the fore-
men.
Similarly a book with preprinted headings for re-
. cording usage of major plant could be used, which
the operator must deliver to the site office at the
end of each day.
Very little can be done about reducing the time ta-
ken to balance labour hour reports with the total
hours on the wage sheets as this check is neces-
sary to avoid gross allocation errors. It will
help if the head office master cost record on to
\',hich the daily labour hour reports are transferred
has bee~ properly designed to clearly show total
normal and overtime hours for each trade. This
pennits easy checks against the total hours shown
on the wage sheets.
5.3.3 Cost Control Reports
Three different types of cost statements for project cost
control by site management, which might be obtained from
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the model proposed in this section, are described.
A) Standard cost report (Output G of Appendix D)
A listing of the various direct cost centres is provi-
ded in OUtput G showing their actual and allowable
costs to date. A quantity of work completed to date
and expected final quantity can also be provided if
the Bill items contained in a particular cost centre
are all of a similar type (e.g. area of formwork).
An average unit cost (to date) can then be calculated
for the cost centre (see Section 3.3.1).
The allowable target cost to date for a particular cost
centre can be evaluated as follows:-
Cost centre: Subbase course
Plant Labour
Bill items Total Completed Target Cost Target Costquantity quantity rate rate
-
Subbase in
roadway:- 10 000 5 000 1,00 R5000 0,50 R2500
Subbase in
pavements :- 500 300 0,60 R HlO 0,70 R 210
.
Extra for
blasting:- 200 - 0,20 R - 0,30 R -
Total allo~Gble target cost to date R5 180 R2 710
T bl 5 ~ Calculation to determine a'Ll.owab'Ie target cost of a costa e . : _
centre
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It is important that the plant and labour costs are
also added together and compared with the combined
target cost for each cost centre. This is especial-
ly important for an operation estimated on the assumption
that plant would be used in fact labour was used (see
Output G). In addition it might be useful for manage-. .
ment to know the percentage proportion of the expected
final total for each cost centre in relation to the to-
tal cost of the contract. This will indicate to ma-
nagement the relative importance of the various cost
centres.
A similar cost report can also be prepared for the va-
rious indirect cost centres. Although actual indi-
rect costs can be allocated to a single cost heading
(e.g. site overheads) the allowable target cost must
be determined from the thinking behind each item in
the overhead estimate (see Section 5.3.1 B)).
B) Prime-eost report (Output J, Appendix D)
An alternative form of standard cost report is shown
in Output J of Appendix D. This approach which is
used by a local firm of Ci,?-l Engineering contractors
considers labour, plant, IlI3.terials and subcontractors
as the main cost centres. At the end of each m:mth
the actual costs for the above cost centres are com-
pared with the allowable target costs to date, which are
calculated as:-
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Allowable total cost
(e.g. labour)
n
= L::: r i qi ••••••••• (5.1)i=1
\fuere r i is the part of the unit rate used for labour
cost (without profit) for Bill item i in the
tender estimate,
qi is the cumulative quantity completed to date of
Bill item L, from the monthly certificates,
n is the number of Bill items in the cost centre.
(A similar definition for r i can be expressed for plant or
materials. )
The main advantage of this approach is that no cost re-
cords need be obtained on site. Actual plant costs are
obtained from the plant department, labour costs from
pay sheets and material costs evaluated from the in-
voices (or delivery slips). The costs paid to sub-
contractors are determined from their mOnthly claim
certificates.
One disadvantage is that specific reasons for cost over-
runs are difficult to pinpoint. In the practical sys-
tem described above no differentiation is made between
direct and overhead costs since this requires additional
weIi{ on site.
It is the opinion of the writer t.hat, more significant
control infornation will be obtained if. separate target
costs* are extracted from the Bill items for the most
important component.s of plant, labour and materials.
----------------------------------------------------------------------
*A similar approach has been suggested by EveI'k'Y!1 (Ref. 8)
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This depends on the type of contract under conside-
ration. For example, on a roadworks project one
might determine separate target costs (from the Bill
items) for excavating and hauling plant, while on a
bridge contract a separate allowable target cost for
carpenters could be identified. The target costs for
these items are evaluated in the same w-~y as the over-
all cost centre using equation 5.1,
where
and
r. is now tte estimated cost rate for
:I-
carpenters for a particular Bill item i,
could be the area of formwork erected to
date.
C) Combined TillIe-cost report
Should the contractor wish to combine his progress and
cost control into a single diagram, a curve showing
the cumulative expected expenditure over the project du-
ration can be obtained (Cutput K, Appendix D) by allo-
cating the estimated Bill item costs to the network ope-
rations (Input 2 in Appendix D). The Bill of Quantity
items are grouped according to the activities in which
they are expected to occur, either as a whole or in
part (for example, see Section 5.4.2 (ii». The al-
Lovabl,e target cost of the activity is then the partial
sum of these Bill items. The manner in which this curve
might be used as a cost control tool is described in
Section 3.3.3.
A particular problem of preparing timely cost control
reports to management is often the time taken to collect
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and process actual costs. Should a contractor require
this information IOOre timely a projected forecast of the
actual cost could be made by the following procedure.
OFtIG('t..lALLy
esT' V\ArE."1:> "TAA('<'E.'
ALLo"''''6LE: c..oS'
~",u..o"':>A~LE.
-r-","-q,E.--r-
Cos.-rs -rt>
:t>A<TE.
,..J--z--F~&-r oF-
/' B COST "TO
C .> f ~TE.
--= I ft(..TO",L coSo,s.
C0L.Lect"E. D
I TO ~1S; 1"01"-3,1"0 TI'1E..
~'P«..es~J-:)T "t:>""'re..
Figure 5.10: Forecast of actual costs to date
In Figure 5.10 actual costs have been collected to time
A and an estilmte is required for the actual cost to the
present time or other date (point B). The ordinate of
point B might be determined by either of the following
methods:-
(i) The actual cost to time A plus the allowable
target cost of the loON which is expected to be
done in the period t l to t 2,
or (ii) method (i) plus a percentage based on the increase·
(or decrease) in costs to date,
or (iii) the actual costs to A plus a complete revision of
the cost for the new or changed operations and
portions of operations representing the work in
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the period t l to t 2•
It is expected that for short periods of time
method (i) will be sufficiently accurate. For
longer periods a percentage trend factor
might be used; for example as suggested by lobder
and Phillips (Ref. ll,.).
%increase in estimated cost (period t l to t 2) =
(after Moder and Phillips)
=
C - Ct a
Ct
100 ................... (5.2)
where Ct is the actual cost to date of the
project,
C
a
is the corresponding allowable cost,
t l is the time from the start of the con-
tract to the present date,
t 2 is the time from the start of the con-
tract to the date at which the esti-
mated cost is required.
The authors (Ref. 14) included the ratio t l l t to take
2
into account the fact that an apparent cost overrun near
the start of a contract w.ill probably have less affect
than a cost overrun towards the end since there is oore
chance that early cost overruns w.ill cancel out.
>Vhen method (iii) is used, the model directly evaluates
the direct cost of the project (or remainder of the
project) from the expected amount of plant, labour and
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materials required by each activity and their expected
unit costs (see Section 5.4.2 (ii). Since this ap-
proach requires particular accuracy in allocating re-
sources to each network activity (Input 3; Appendix
D), it is doubtful whether contractors will consider
this method worth the effort required in compiling the
necessary input data. However, as stated earlier the
model in Appendix D is an unsimplified theoretical 1llO-
del \oIhich is intended to show all possible significant
inputs and outputs for discussion purposes.
5.4 The use of the Planning J·bdel for the Financial Planning and Control
of a Contract (Outputs H and I in Appendix D)
To aid top management of a construction company in making finan-
cial decisions relating to a particular contract the following
two reports can be prepared with the model in Appendix D:-
(a) A revenue (money due from client) and expenditure (incurred
cost) summary of a contract to determine its- present and
final anticipated profit,
(b) A cash now forecast for the whole project including the
contract's future payments and receipts.
These two reports are discussed in tne following two sections:-
5.4.1 Contract Revenue and Expenditure Report (Output I in
Appendix D)
Output I (in the model in Appendix D) is divided into two
main parts:-
(L) A revenue and expenditure sumnary of all money due
from the client and all costs incurred by the
,
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contractor to determine the present profit (or loss)
of a contract.
(ii) A forecast of the estimated expenditures and revenue
(and hence final profit) of a contract to its com-
pletion.
A) Profit to Date of a Contract
In Table 3.2 B (a) an example is shown of a typical cumu-
lative contract revenue and expenditure statement which
is prepared at certain predetermined intervals during
construction (e.g. every three months). It will be
seen that a similar report (i.e. the Income Statement
in Table 3.2 B (b ) is also prepared for the firm as a
whole, usually at the end of its financial year but some-
times also at shorter intervals. The revenues and ex-
penditures of the various contracts form the bulk of
the total revenue and total expenditure (costs) of the
whole firm. (Other items such as head office costs
and tax must be included.)
Interim contract profit (before tax) was defined in
Section 3.3 C to be the difference between the total
money actually paid by the" client plus any money earned'
for which payment has not yet been received) and the
total contract and associated head office costs incurred
by the contractor (i.e. money spent plus money promised
------------------------------------------------------------------------
'These unpaid earnings refer to all the IlJOney legally due to the contrac-
tor and include the Retention money retained by the client, da~rks due
and a suitable proportion of the Preliminary and General item tendered
by the contractors.
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by the contractor). Since interim profit is not the
true final profit of a contract and also because a cer-
tain amount of subjective estimating is needed to assess
the amount of Preliminary and General money due (see footnote)
this profit (before tax) is referred to as "estimated
profit" in Output I of Appendix D.
B) Projected Profit to Completion of a Contract (Output I
of Appendix D)
At an intermediate stage an estimate of the final pro-
jected profit of a contract can be obtained by making a
projected estimate of the final total expenditure and
revenue of the contract.
Final revenue of a unit price contract (see Section 3.3 B)
might be determined from the sum of the following:-
(i) The total revenue expected from the final expected
measured "WOrk according to the expected final
quantities of all Bill items,
(ii) The total Preliminary and General sum included as
a separate item by the contractor in his tender
bid,
(iii) The revenue of total dayworks authorised to date
by the client or his representative,
(iv) Additional revenue from cost escalation clauses
which might be included in a particular contract.
To determine at any point in time during construction the
estimated final expenditure a contractor might use one
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of the following approaches:-
(L) He might use the actual cost to date plus the
originally estilnated cost for the remaining work
(taking into consideration expected increases in
the quantities of the various Bill items plus any
additional work which might have been added during
construction) ,
(ii) Alternatively, he might use the costs in (L) and
increase these by a certain percentage based on
the increase in actual costs to date over those
originally estimated (for his tender),
(iii) A third alternative would be to use actual costs
to date pl.us an estilnate of the cost of the re-
maining work based on the proposed method of con-
struction and the types of resources (plant, la-
bour, etc.) to be used.
It is expected that if the final costs are estimated to-
wards the, end of construction, or when there are few cost
increases on a contract due to innation, underproduc-
tivity and similar causes, method (i) will provide a
reasonable estimate of the final expenditure.
In method (ii), various methods can be used for calcu-
lating a contract cost increase ·"trend" factor (based
on past increases in cost). This factor is used to
increase the originally estilnated cost to determine an
estimate of the final expected cost. One possible
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approach might be to use the factor suggested by
Everwyn (Ref. 8) and used in Output J to determine the
expected final cost of the various items in the prime
cost summary (see Appendix D).
i.e. Cost increase factor f i
(after Everwyn)
(
C - C
= t a) 100Ct
Where Ct is the actual cumulative totai cost to date
(e.g. of the whole project or a particular
item such as labour wages),
C is the corresponding allowable target cost
a
-(i.e. originally estimated) to date,
and f. is the percentage factor by which the esti-
a
mated cost for the remaining work must be
multiplied to estimate the expected extra
cost for this work.
A similar technique suggested by Moder and' Phillips (Ref.
14), which was adapted in Section 5.3.3 C (equation 5.2)
for correcting short-tenn cost forecasts (based on cur-
rent costs), makes a further adjustment to equation 5.3
to allow for the fact that apparent cost increases near
the start of a contract will probably be less represen-
tative of the final cost overrun than those towards the
end. Equation 5.3 is thus multiplied by the ratio of
the time the contract has been in progress div,ided by
the total expected duration of the contract. (In
equation 5.2 the value of t l remains as defined here but
t 2 is taken to be the final expected project duration.)
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To use method (iii) the model (in Appendix D) must
also be used as a cost planning technique which eva-
luates the cost of future construction from the method
of construction, the amount of plant, labour and ma-
terials to be used and their unit cost rates (Inputs 3
and 7 of Appendix D).
5.4.2 Cash Flow Forecast for a Contract (Output H in Appendix D)
The purpose of cash now forecasting in a firm was dis-
cussed in Section 4.1. It was shown there that in order
for a construction company to determine a forecast of the
firm's cash Lnf'Lows (receipts) and cash outflows (payments)
for a certain period in the future, separate cash flow
forecasts are prepared for the various contracts on which
the firm is engaged. These contract cash flow forecasts
are then summed to determine an overall company cash flow
forecast.
The suggested method for determining a contract cash now
forecast with the proposed planning model shown in Appendix
D was introduced brief'...y in Section 4.1.2 B (Figure 4.6).
The method of operation is as follows:-
(i) Receipts from the client to the contractor - The
value and timing of the money due to the contractor
from the client for measured wrk during construction
is detennined from the expected earnings for the com-
pletion (or partial completion) of the various network
activities during each month of the project duration.
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The timing and value of the actual money received
by the contractor is then determined by delaying the
revenue due for a particular month by the expected
delay (Input 9 in Appendix D) in receiving payment
from the client. The timing and value of the ex-
pected receipts for Preliminary and General Bill
items, and the amount of money to be retained by the
client during construction are also specified in
Input 9 of Appendix D.
(li) Payments by the contractor - In the model in Ap-
pendix D there are two ways of pre-calculating the
timing and value of the direct cost payments (for
measured work) which the contractor is expected to
make during construction:-
(a) From the estimator's costs of the various Bill
items contained in each of the network activi-
ties the total estimated cost of each activity
can be determined. Input 6 contains the cost
per unit quantity of plant, labour and materials,
for each Bill item, while Input 2 indicates the
proportion of each Bill item contained in a par-
ticular activity.
(b) Alternatively, the expected cost of each network
activity can be deternrined from the actual units
of labour, plant, etc. required by the activity
and the prevailing unit costs at the time of
planning (see Input 3 and 7 in Appendix D).
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In both (a) and (b) above the timing of the actual
payments for plant, labour, materials and subcon-
tractors is determined from the timing of the acti-
vities in the work programme plus an expected payment
delay by the contractor for each item (e.g. one mnth
for sUbcontractors) as shown in Input 7 of Appendix D.
Indirect costs can also be determined by the tl«> me-
thods described above and can be allocated to "ham-
mocks" or equivalent cost-only activities (see Sec-
tion 3.3.3 G) to determine the timing of the costs
from the netilUrk programme. A suitable delay can
then be applied to obtain the actual timing of these
cash payments by the contractor.
During construction the actual payments by the con-
tractor and receipts from the client are specified
as input _to the model (Input 13 in Appendix D).
Subsequent cash flow forecasts (see OUtput H of
Append:iJc D) are then made by the programme for the re-
maining part of the project by using the cumulative
payments and receipts to date as a starting point
(see points P and R in OUtput H of Appendix D).
5.5 Summary and Conclusions with respect to the Planning Model
(and this thesis)
The inputs and outputs of the proposed general id"alised pl.anning
and control model in Appendix D were discussed in this chapter.
Comparisons were drawn between the more extensive model in Ap_
pendix D, and the four currently used pl.anning and control models
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(which are summarised in Appendix A).
The. planning aspect 0 f the model in Appendix D is either:-
(i) The Critical Path time anaLysis (see Section 2.3.1)
This technique can be used for projects wher-e the activity.
interdependancies and the time restraints are the main con-
sideration in establishing a work programme.
(ii) The resource allocation procedure (see Section 2.4.2) -
This method provides activity network schedules for projects
where limited levels of plant, labour and materials are
available during construction in addition to the constraints
in (i) above.
Furthennore, when there is an additional constraint in the form of
a required target completion date, the model in Appendix D incor-
porates:-
(iii) The combined resource allocation and levelling technique
(see Section 2.4.3) In this approach an attempt is made
to siItultaneously satisfy the suggested plant, labour and
material levels for the project and the target project com-
pletion date. The output is in the form of a suggested
activity-time netw::>rk.
For projects where the methods (i), (ii) and (iii) might be diffi-
cult to apply the model in Appendix D can use as input:-
(iv) The manually prepared bar chart or line-of-balance schedule
(see Section 2.1 B) The. pre-calculated activity bar
chart (and if necessary the required levels of the activity
resources) are direct inputs into the model. Hence, even
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when there is only a bar chart available for a contract
the nodal, can still be used to determine "project cash
now versus time" forecasts, and expected lIincurred cost
versus time" curves, "future cumulative resource demand
versus time" curves, etc.
As a project cost control technique the model uses one or both of
the following:-
(v) The standard (or allowable target) cost approach (see
Section 3.3.2) - A project is divided into a number of
different portions or operations called cost centres.
A list of predefined cost centres (e.g. Table 5.1) might
be used to aid in choosing suitable cost centres for a
project. During construction the actual recorded to date
cost witrin a cost centre is compared with an allowable
target cost. The target cost is deterrrined by multi-
plying the quantity of vrork completed within a cost centre
(to date) by the allowable cost rate per unit quantity
from the estimator's tender cost estimate (i.e. this is
the tender price less profit, unbalancing and tax effects,
etc. ).
(vi) The combined time and cost approach (see Section 3.3.3)
The JIDdel prepares a "cumulative future project cost versus
time" curve (over the project duration) from the time sche-
dule and estimated target costs of the project activities.
The model estimates the future allowable target cost to
date, according to the future expected time progress of the
project activities. At any future point in time the actual
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recorded project costs can be compared (manually) with
this original estimate of the allowable cost to date.
In addition, for projects where the facilities for recording costs
on site (e.g. site costing clerks) are limited the model uses:-
(vii) The "prime costing" approach (see Section 5.3.3 B)
This system. has only four main cost centres; i.e. labour,
plant, materials and subcontractors. During construction
the actual recorded costs to date for each cost centre are
compared with the estimator's allowable target cost for
each cost centre (the latter is based on the number of
completed units of quantity for each Bill item).
For the financial planning and control by construction management
the model in Appendix D indicates the following two outputs:-
(viii) A project cash now forecast (see Section 4.1) - A
cumulative cash now forecast is prepared from the acti-
vity timing schedule, the expected revenue and costs of
the project activities, and the expected payment delays
for these various revenues and costs. The future expected
costs of the project activities can be calculated from
either of the following:-
(a) the estimator's tender cost values, or,
(b) from the expected updated units (e.g. total loader-
hours) of plant and labour resources necessary for
construction, and their presently prevailing costs
per unit worki,pg time.
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(ix) A contract profit and loss SUllllllary (see Section 5.4.1)
The modeL provides a detailed slllll1llal"Y of the project incurred
costs and revenues (to date) and a projected estimate of total
completion costs and total revenue at completion of contract.
As in the case of (viii) above the cost of future construction
can be estimated from either of the following:-
(a) the estimator's original allowable cost for the remaining
work, or,
(b) from the expected updated quantity and an updated cost per
unit quantity of the necessary plant, labour and materials.
Conclusions
Although the IIDdel in Appendix D is a general idealised system, it
was thought advisable to first present this general model which has
as much pertinent input and output information as possible.
Contractors can, if necessary, use the diagram of the mode.L (in
Appendix D) to choose simpler inputs and outputs than those shown
in this mode.l., in order that these forms of input and output will
suit the practical requirements of their firms.
It is, however, strongly recommended.that any construction firm
contemplating the use of a computerised planning and controllOOdel
should first undertake a thorough systems analysis:-
(a) To determine the systems which the firm intends to computerise.
(b) To determine whether the timely nOli of reouired data from a
site is feasible, both practically and economically.
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(c) To ensure that the inputs and outputs of the model are com-
patible with the finn's method of estimating, recording of
data, internal reporting, etc.,
and (d) To determine whether the necessary financial resources are
available for the computing equipment and programmes envi-
saged.
The ultimate criterion as to whether a certain planning and
costing model should be used is the degree of usefulness of the
output to the managerial staff. No computer rodel should be
used for its own sake.
The object of computing is to aid management.
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APPENDIX A
A SUMlIJARY OF FOUR SELECTED PLANNING AND CONTROL MODELS
The overall structure and basic inputs and outputs of the following
four integrated planning and control models which have been specifi-
cally designed for construction contracts are sUlllllarised* :-
1. The ICL 1900 PERT (used by the Cape Town City Council,
Ref. 10).
2. The Barnes and Gillespie cost model (used by Barnes and
Partners, London, J;ief. 3).
3. The Versprei system (available in Pretoria, Ref. 16).
4. The Cemplan system (used by the Cementation Co., Ref. 12).
Of the above, 1 and 2 are presently available to contractors in South
Africa. Applications of the ICL 1900 PERT system, for example, to a
large building contract in Durban, has been described in-a Master of
Business Science report at the University of Cape Town by Irvine (Ref.
15, Chapter 2).
A comparative sUlJJllaI'Y showing the main inputs and outputs of the models
is contained in Table A of this appendix.
1. ICL 1900 PERT system (Figure A.l)
This model is a combination of planning using network techniques
and cost control based on the original PERT/COST system of acti-
vity costing (see Section 3.3.3).
(a) Planning input (IC1 model)
The resources for each net;,ork activity are specified inde-
pendently, for example:-
--------------------------------------------...-------------------------
*~GCG ~"f'G,...n".." ""'" contained at the end of Chapter 5.
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(i) activity duration; for example, 5 days
(ii) plant and labour for activity; for example, either
5 carpenters per dBiY" or 25 carpenter-days
(iii) materials; for example, either 100 m3 concrete or
10 m3 per day
If a resource rate per day (i.e. carpenters/day on m3/day)
is specified for an acti~lty the model will use this rate.
even if a new duration is subsequently specified (e.g. 5
carpenters/day for 4 instead of 5 days). When a total re-
source quantity. is specified (e.g. carpent.ers-days ] the mo-
del mn proportion this resource quantity uniformly over
the 5pec~fied duration. Should a new duration be speci-
fied ldthout altering the resource quantity a new unifonn
resource usage rate will be calculated by the model. Fi-
gure 5.1 illustrates an additional feature of this IC1
rodel which allows one to specify a non-und.form utilisation
of resources for an activity.
The amount of plant and labour available during construction
can be specified as both a no:nnal and an overtime level.
These resource levels are used bot-h for resource allocation
and cost control purposes.
(b) Cost control input (ICL model)
Cost centres can either be taken as single network activities.
groups of activities (e.g. all formwork activities) or the
project as a whole.
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Allowable costs of a particUlar activity are calcUlated fl'Olll
the specified type of plant and labour which the planner
expects will be used on this activity. The model multi-
plies the labour and plant hours allocated to each operation
by their corresponding unit hourly costs. If the resource
allocation model has scheduled an activity to use overtime
resources the correspondingly higher overtime rate must be
used to calculate activity costs. Naterial costs can be
calcUlated by the model in the same way or from the quantity
to be used and the cost per unit quantitY.10r otherwise as a
single lump sum which is specified for each activity.
Indirect costs are included as hammocks or cost-only activi-
ties (see Section 3.3.3 C).
From the individual activity costs,graphs of cumUlative costs
which are expected to be incurred over the project duration
are plotted f"or plant, materials and labour. In addition,
"cost to date versus t:iJne" curves showing only direct costs,
plant costs, labour costs, etc. can be obtained. The man-
ner in which such curves might be used as a control device
by site management is discussed in Section 3.3.3 A.
(e) Input during construction (ICL model)
As construction proceeds the basic input for each progress
review consists of:-
(i) Time progress - activities completed or their remaining
durations,
(ti) 1he actual plant, labour and material costs of the
activities or groups of activities to date (recorded
on site),
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(iii) The actual costs within the indirect cost centres to
date.
Alterations to the input during construction can include new
unit costs, revised methods of wori<ing (e.g. plant instead
of labour), revised estimates of resources required, changed
material quantities, etc. At each update a revised schedUle
is obtained from the above revised input.
(d) Outputs (let model)
Although the model is capable of providing a wide range of
outputs for different levels of management (e. g. foreman's
operations only) these outputs can be classed into three main
groups:-
1. i"klri< programmes - in bar chart or calendar date fonn,
2. The plant, labour or materials required for the whole
project in each period during construction ~ both nu-
merically and graphically (see Output B, Figure A.l),
3. Cost control outputs - from the description provided it
appears that the cost control surmnaries are only pre-
pared in the fonn of a cumulativ: cost versus time curve;
for example, for plant costs, project total cost, project
direct costs, etc. (see Figure A.l). (h this graph the
cumulative allowable target costs are plotted to a tilm
scale for the whole project duration. A second curve
showing the actual costs to date is then drawn to the
same scale on this graph.
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(e) Calculation procedures (ICL rodel)
The planning calculations of the model are either by the
critical path time analysis (see Section 2.3.1) or by the
resource allocation procedure (see Section 2.4.1).
The resource allocation procedure used is typical of the
approaches reviewed in Section 2.4.2. A particular addi-
tional feature of this ICL model, is the combined allocation
and levelling procedure described in Section 2.4.3.
The estimated timing of the future construction costs needed
to determine the cumulative cost versus time forecasts (de-
scribed in (d) above) can be calculated by the model from
either the critical path time analysis (es g , all activities
at their early start time) or from the subprogramme for which
the resource levels have been stipulated.
(f) Conclusions (ICL model)
A particularly useful feature of this model is the fact that
it can perfonn a combined resource allocation and levelling
procedure (see Section 2.4.3). This feature allows the
planner to specify both limited plant and labour levels as
well as a target project duration. "'!he model attempts to
specify both these requirements before relaxing one of these
restraints.
It is expected that this feature will reduce the nUllber of
computer runs which would normally have to be made if a
planner wanted to meet a certain project date. If this
facility were not available, a planner would have to alter
the resource levels until the calculated duration corresponds
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with the required duration. (This requires several trial
and error progranme runs through the computer.)
As the cost control procedure is essentially the activity-
costing approach described in Section 3.3.3 the same disad-
vantages apply to the ICL system as discussed in Section
3.3.3 E for the activity costing system.
Allowable target costs of the cost centres are automatically
calculated by the ICL model from the specified expected units
of plant and labour to be used on the site. These allowable
target costs are constantly updated during construction to
deterndne new target costs for future activities on this con-
tract. Although this updating procedure is useful for de-
termining the cost of future activities the writer considers
it to be of little value for controlling cost unless the ori-
ginal cost estimates are also kept (see Section 3.3.3 A).
2. The VERSPREI System (Figure A.2)
'Ibis model was designed and developed by PROJAT*, a Pretoria finn
specialising in project management systems.
The complete system consists of an extensive range of integrated
programmes aimed at aiding the contractor in most areas of his or-
ganisation. 'Ibis model includes:-
(i) Estimating and tendering - Bill item costs are automati-
cally compiled according to the estimation procedures which
are retained in the computer. Presently prevailing unit
costs for plant, labour, etc. must be supplied as input.
Profit mark-ups are added according to the percentage spe-
cified by the user thus providing a complete tender build-Up
*Project Administration Technique (pty) Ltd.
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which can then be subsequently adjusted by management de-
cisions.
(ii) Project Planning and Cash flow forecasting - B.r alloca-
ting the Bill item costs to the net'NOrk operations fore-
casts of the expected cash inflows and outflows corresponding
to a particular worlc network are obtained.
(iii) Project Cost Control - Cost centres are defined as portions
of the structure and al.Lowahl.e target costs are derived from
the estimator's Bill item costs.
(iv) Company Cost and Financial Control - The model also pro-
vides an output cif profit and loss statements as well as
cash flow forecasts for a project, or for the firm as a
whole.
(v) Plant Ilaintenance - The computer provides an output for
heavy plant of the actual hourly operating cost, analysis
of maintenance cost, etc.
(vi) General Office Calculations - Additional outputs from
this model are designed to assist in quantity surveying,
preparation of monthly certificates, materials cost con-
trol, ordering control, etc.
-In the following review attention is focussed on the above out-
puts (ii) and (iii) only.
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FIGURE A.2: 'lhe VERSPREI System (Project Planning and Cost Control only)
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(a) Planning input (VERSPREI System)
Scheduling calculations are performed within the VERSPREI
system using the locally available K & H PERT computer
"package". No details of this package are available to
the writer, but as the outputs are the same as those of the
ICL 1900 PERT system (described in (1) of this appendix) the
writer concludes that this package and the ICL 1900 PERT
system are probably similar.
(b) Cost and financial control data (VERSPREI System)
From the examples presented in the write-up (Ref. 16, Chapter
5) it appears t.hat ' cost centres are either chosen as sec-
tions of work (e.g. reinforced concrete framewzk) or as
groups of similar Bill of Quantities items (es g , piling, beam
formwozk, concreting).
Allowable target costs are found by summing the estimated
cost (derived from the estimator's costs) of all the Bill items
contained in a certain cost centre (to the same level of de-
tail to which these were calculated for example, plant, la-
bour, materials or excavation plant, hauling plant, fo:rmwozk
labour, excavation labour, et.c , },
Costs are determined for the network activities only for the
purpose of forecasting the cash flow during construction.
The estimated cost of each activity is determined from the
quantities and the estimated cost of the various Bill of
Quantity items contained in this activity.
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For example,
Activity: Erect abutment fOI'llll«lrk and bridge
bearings (duration 10 days)
BjQ Items: A) 60 m2 fonnwork:-
estilllated cost: R2.00jm2 labour
R2.00jm2 material
revenue (tender
price): ru..40jm2
B) 2 no. cast-in-place bearings:-
estilllated cost: R 20.00 each labour
P~OO.OO each materials
revenue (tender
price): R24o.00 each
Estimated activity cost (A plus B) = Rl60.00 labour
plus R520.00 materials
Total expected activity revenue' = R744.00
As it is assumed that these values are spread over the dura-
tion of the activity a costing error might occur when the ac-
tivity stretches over tYlO cost accounting periods. '!he VERSPREI
programme will assume a certain anount, of the bearings have been
completed when these will JOOst likely only be fixed on the last
day of this particular activity. In practice their revenue will
only be due at the end of this activity, but the nodel, aseunes
a uniform rate of earning throughout the period of the activity.
The writer is not certain as to how Indi.r-ect, costs are handled,
but the writer expects that Ucost-only" operations 'Nill be used
(see Section 3.3.3 C).
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(c) Inputs during construction (VERSPREI System)
The originators of the system are of the opinion that detailed
progress control during construction is unnecessary, and that as
long as a project is appro:ximately on schedule no alterations
are necessary to the initial activity-time networlc.
The main emphasis in their model is on cost control. Actual
costs are recorded during construction for each cost centre
and are broken down within each cost centre to the detail re-
quired (e.g. plant, labour, etc. per cost centre).
(d) Outputs (VERSPREI System)
Outputs of particular interest are:-
(i) Cash flow forecast The model provides a detailed
tabulated and graphical report showi-~g the main ele-
ments contributing to the flow of cash during con-
struction (Figure A.3). Detailed forecasts for trades
(e.g. formworlc labour) and other items are also pos-
sible. Estimated costs are used in the calculation.
The writer does not agree with two aspects of this
model. The first concerns the fact that no delay
times have been applied to the various cash flows to
represent the fact that, for example in the case of
the monthly certificate, the actual cash Lnf'Low might
only occur a month after the corresponding certifi-
cate is submitted. (The model only takes into ac-
count the delay in the payment of retention money.)
The second point concerns the definition of profit at
any point in time, which is as fo1101<5:-
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Profit to date = Total revenue - Retention to
date - Total Expenditure ••••••••••••••••• (A.l)
In the opinion of the writer the retention element is
money legally due to the contractor and will eventually
be received by him. Therefore it should not be ex-
'OTA.L "!:>1R..E.c.=r
CO$.... s:.
cluded from the profit calculation as is done in the
model.
Figure A.3: Part of the detailed cash flow ana.lysis
(ii) Standard cost reports - These show the direct actual
and estimated allowable target costs within each cost
centre.
(iii) Delivery schedule - This output from the model shows
the required delivery time of certain of the Bill of
Quantities items. The tining of these is derived as
in the case of cash flow forecasting from the network
operations. A small safety factor (e.g. 10 days) is
subtracted to allow for late delivery.
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(e) Conclusions (Th."lSPREI System)
Very little interaction exists between the cost and planning
mode.Ls within the VERSPREI system. The timings of the activities
are used only to prepare a forecast of cash flow during con-
struction.
The originators are of the opinion that updating the times of
activities is unnecessary as long as the project is approxi-
mately on schedule according to the bar chart programme. How-
ever, this updating can be done. There is no provision for
updating the allowable target costs, although the programme does
provide the total-costs to date of each cost centre.
The writer considers that the use of estimated cost for cost
centres will give a more conservative (i.e. safer) allowable
target cost than the use of Updated expected costs as in the
ICL mode.L, Estimator's costs will nore easily show the area
-where the contract is unprofitable and require no continuous
revision. The writer also prefers the choice of cost centres
as groups of Bill of Quantity items rather than groups of net-
liOrl: operations. In the latter case one is often required
to draw the netlolOrk to too great a detail for estimating pur-
poses as each activity (e.g. erect co'lumns ) consists of several
different subactivities (e.g. erect formworl:, fix steel, cast
concrete) and each of these subactivities has a different cor-
responding item in the Bill of Quantities (e.g. formwork, steel,
concrete). And the latter items must be subdivided in order
to allocate portions of their co sts to this particular acti-
vity (erect columns).
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. 3. Barnes and Gillespie's Cost ¥.odel (Figure A.4)
An integrated system for aiding the construction manager with the
functions of estimating, planning and netvrork programming, cost
control and financial control is described in the paper by Barnes
(Ref. 3, Chapter 5).
In the introduction to reference 3 the authors point out that many
of the systems presently available are not "integrated" as they are
not an accurate model of the factors .r.~ich affect construction costs
but are rather a computerisation of the estimating and planning
calculations which were previously performed manually. No example
is provided to illustrate this point but an examination of the
VRlSfIBI model (2) shows that if, for example, the quantity of a
certain Bill item increased it would be necessary for both the plan-
ning input (see Figure A.2) and the cost control data (see Figure
A.2) to be amended due to the lack of interaction facilities within
the model system.
The objective by Barnes and Gillespie w~s t..herefore to develop a
comprehensive integrated model of those factors which have a direct
bearing on the contractors costs, cash now, profit, etc. For
example, changfng the duration of an activity could change the
costs of the activity (this is not covered by the VERSPREI system),
and changing the quantities might change the cost rate per unit of
quasltity (this is not catered for in the ICL system).
(a) Planning input (Barnes and Gillespie)
Activity durations need not be supplied to the model, but are
determined by the model from the quantity of llOrlC, the team of
plant or labour to be used and the team's expected output.
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An example is not provided by the authors, but the writer
expects this method to take the following fonn:-
Operation: Excavate bases (9 000 m3).
Resources: (a) plant - 1 front-end loader (available
10 hrs./day).
(b) labour - 1 operator
Expected
output 900 m3/day by this team (a and b).
Hence the activIty duration is 99~~ = 10 days.
The required amounts of plant, labour and materials are
then derived from the available working hours (per day);
e.g. Total required loader-hours = 10 x 10 = 100 hours.
(b) Cost control data (Barnes and Gillespie)
The network operations are taken as the project cost centres.
For each cost centre the allow~ble target costs are taken as
being equal to the updated expected costs as determined from
the allocation of plant and labour. The calculation of the
allowable target cost is done by specifying for each activity
a cost matrix (see Figure A.5) 't<hich could contain:-
(i) Separate unit cost rates per period of time for plant,
and for labour (e.g. Rand/day).
(ii) Separate cost rates per unit Bill item quantity for
materials and for subcontractors.
(iii) A lump sum set-up or dismantling cost for (i) and (ii)
if applicable.
Both (i) and (ii) are spread over the activity duration while
(iii) is assumed to occur at the start or end of the activity.
(For calculations involving time and cost., )
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Figure A. 5: Example of Cost }jatrix used by Barnes and Gillespie
Indirect costs are treated as "hanraocks " (nef. Section 3.3.3 C)
either as an amount proportional to the elapsed duration of the
hammock or as a lump sum start-up or close-do'in cost at the be-
ginning or end of the hammock.
(c) Preconstruction Financial input (Barnes and Gillespie)
For making forecasts of cash fiOtl, profit or return on invest-
ment the following data is supplied to the model:-
(i) Revenue, L;e , the estimated earnings per unit quantity
of each operation, and the expected Preliminary and
General revenue (timing and quantity).
(ii) The expected average time lags between incurred costs
(work performed), the submission of the corresponding
certificate, the actual cash payments (by contractor).
and the monthly receipts (from client).
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(iii) Additional financial data; - penalty clauses, retention
information, interest rates, etc.
(d) Input during Construction (Barnes and Gillespie)
In contrast to the originators of the VEP.sPREI system Barnes
and Gillespie regard updating to be necessary When using their
rrDdel. The suggested procedure is to continuallY replace
previously estimated data with actual recorded information.
For example, as construction proceeds it might be found that
the unit costs and productive outputs of certain items of
plant have increased. In subsequent calculations the new re-
corded unit cost and the latest productive outputs are then used
for these items of plant.
(e) Outputs (Barnes and Gillespie)
It is seen from Figure A.4, that besides the work progranune,
activity cost control reports and cash nOv! forecasts the out-
put also includes a financial analysis of the project. This
financial report shows the actual costs and revenue to date,
profit to date and a forecast of profit at completion. Profit
to date is calculated from the actual costs and revenue to date
While profit at completion is evaluated for the expected con-
struction methods and the costs of constructing the remainder
of the VlOrk.
From the cash nOvl forecast the model detennines the time and
quantity of the maximum cash lock-Up (total cash innow - total
cash outnow), the discount cash no",: rate of return (see
Section 4.4.1), and the cash f'Lows reduced to equivalent pre-
sent values.
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(f) Calculation procedures (Barnes and Gillespie)
Very little detail concerning the actual handling of data
is presented in reference 3 (Barnes and Gillespie). It is,
however, clear from the description provided that the model
first performs a network time analysis followed by a resource
allocation analysis which takes into account imposed limita-
tions on plant, labour and materials. Personal discussion
with Dr. Barnes has verified that the resource allocation
procedure uses a heuristic solution technique similar to the
approaches described in Section 2.4.2.
One of the outputs for which no explanation was provided is
the graph of total project duration versus total project cost
(e.g. see Figure 2.21). As far as the writer is aware this
can only be obtained by a process of simulation, i.e. altering
certain items of data (e.g. types of plant, amount, of labour
available, et.c , ) and then evaluating the resulting schedule
(see time-cost and resource-cost techniques in Sections 2.5.1
and 2.5.2). As this type of simulation does not appear to
have been used the writer concludes that another rrethod has
been used by Barnes in the resource allocation model. A
possible explanation of this other method is that this curve
(total project duration versus total project cost) represents
the outcome of various resource allocation computer runs, in
which different input priority orders for the activities are
used in each computer- run. nus could be an attempt to
overcome one of the main problems of heuristic resource allo-
cation modaLs , namely, that both the pro ject duration and
resource demand pattern (peaks and valleys) are iniluenced by
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the order in which the node'L examines the netwrk activities
(see Section 2.4.2). It is probable that the direct cost
of each network schedule is evaluated by one of the equations
described in Section 2.5.2 and the indirect cost is added to
give a point on the total cost versus total project duration
curve. other costs such as penalty clauses and early com-
pletion bonuses could also be added. A likely choice of
network would then be the network schedule corresponding to
minimum total cost. The "best" network is printed by the
computer using the Barnes and Gillespie model.
(g) Conclusions (Barnes and Gillespie)
The philosophy when using the model, is to continuously up-
date the original input information. This updating requires:-
(i) Continuous collection of actual data for example,
activity costs, quantity completed, present costs per
unit resource, revised construction methods, etc.
and (ii) Frequent re-calculation of network schedules to give
other output data.
'!he justification for this updating philosophy is that during
construction the initial assumptions concerning unit costs,
output for plant and labour, the quantities, etc. might be
different from those achieved on the site which means that a
cheaper network schedule might exist than the original schedule.
This cheaper netwrl< schedule would be provided during the up-
dating rerun of the computer programme. The updating process
requires a certain amount of expertise and increased computer
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cost which the contractor might not consider to be wrth the
corresponding cost savings which are possible from this up-
dating approach.
Cost control is by the activity-costing approach (see Section
3.3.3). One of the arguments against the use of this acti-
vity-costing technique in countries which are short of recording
clerks is that costs have to be recorded to the same detail as
the network activities. From the examples shown by Barnes
(Ref. 3, Chapter 5) it appears that the authors have found the
same problem in the United Y..ingdom, and for this reason they
have used a few large general activities to describe a whole
project (e.g. control house substructure, construct tunnel,
etc.).
4. The CErf.PLAN System (Figure A.6)
This rrode'L was developed by the Cementation Company for the plan-
ning and control of both their building and Civil Engineering con-
tracts.
(a) Planning input (CEt-IPLAN System)
From the description provided by Kelsall and Lucas (Ref. 12,
Chapter 5) it appears that the activity durations are speci-
fied Lndependent.Ly of the total quantity of plant, labour and
materials required for an activity. These resource quantities
are calculated separately as described below.
(b) Cost data (CZr-;PLAN System)
(i) Cost control system during construction
For each contract similar Bill of Quantities items are
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grouped to form cost centres (e.g. formwork to bases,
concrete for gullies, etc.). For cost control pur-
poses the actual costs to date recorded for the cost
centres are compared ,uth their estimated allowable
target costs to date (which are based on the quantities
completed) • The al.Lowab.Le target cost of a cost centre
is found from the estimator's cost of all the Bill of
Quantity items comprising the cost centre. In this
C~1PLAN system these target costs are divided within
each cost centre into plant, labour and material costs.
(ii) Cost planning system (prior to and during construction)
?or cost planning purposes the updated expected future
costs (plant and labour only) are calculated for each
cost centre as follo~~:-
Exoected future cost centre cost
(~.g. for labour)
Q p ( R
=-,:2 a
na=l ~
b=l I\,
"ihere Q is the total quantity of future ,;ork in the cost
t ( m3 )'cen re e.g.
If, is the total unit out-put per total manpower- hours
of all trades (evg , m3jhour)
P is the number of trades deployed for the cost centre
R is the nuni>er of persons employed in trade a (e.g.
a
I carpenter to 2 labourers to 2 hanqymen)
'if is the hourly wage rate of trade a
a
The same calculation is followed for plant using machines
instead of trades.
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An implied assumption in the use of equation A.2
is that each man in each trade works for the same
total number of hours for this cost centre. If
this is not the case, then it seems that the R
a
values should be the average number of persons em-
ployed (over the period considered) from trade a
for this cost centre (i.e. R
a
could be a fractional
non integer value).
The cost planning report (Figure A.6) which shows both
the estimator's and future expected updated cost of
each cost centre is used by management to compare the
cost of a future proposed method of Yrorking with the
costs allowed in the tender for the same section of
work.
The curves of future expected updated costs and esti-
mater's costs incurred during construction (Figure A.7)
are found by allocating the expected and estimator's
costs of the various cost centres to the activities in
which they occur:-
For example, Activity cost
n
= .2: C.
i=l :L
o~ ....••• (A.3)
i.'here C. is within the expected cost or the
:L
estimator's cost per unit quantity of
cost centre i (plant and labour only),
~ is the quantity of cost centre i con-
tained in the activity,
n is the number of cost centres in the
activity.
It,aterials are not considered for this calculation by the
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This is probably because it is usual-
ly left to the firm's buyer to obtain materials as
cheaply as possible.
(iii) An example of how the expected costs for a cost centre
are calculated (see equation A.2):-
Cost centre f'orrmeo rk (240 m2)
Trades (carpenters: labourers) = (1:2)
~age rates (carpenters 1.50/hr) and
(labourers 0.50/hr)
Expected OUtput 0.33 m2/total hour
240 (1/ 2/ )Total labour cost = 0.33 x 3 x 1.50 + 3 x 0.50
= R600.oo
The resource requirements for an activity can be derived
from the cost centres. In the above case the resources
for the one activity entitled "forrnwork erection" would
be:-
1 1/ = 240 carpenter hours, and
0.33x240x 3
1 2/0.33 x 240 x 3 = 480 labourer hours.
For calculation purposes the model appears to spread
these hours uniformly over the duration of the activity
(e.g. carpenter hours/day).
( c ) OUtputs (CU:FLAN System)
The project cost plan which shows cumulatively the updated ex-
pected costs and the estimator's costs provides the comparison
between the overall expected cost (of the construction method
to be used) and the original total cost (in the tender).
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A Performance Analysis printout is prepared showing the actual
ororl: output compared with the updated expected future output
for each cost centre. This wrk output is the same as the
factor M used in equation (A.2) and is calculated as:-
Total units completed
Total hours of all trades
At the end of each contract the actual outputs are plotted by
the computer model (see Figure A.7).
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Figure A.7: Company performance analysis. diagram
Figure A.7 can be used for estimating purposes for future work
of a similar nature.
The Cost Control Report is prepared weekly (from the weekly
cost inputs). This report shows the actual cost to date and
the estimator's target cost of each cost centre (divided into
plant, labour and materials). Allowable costs to date are
equal to the estimator's unit costs multiplied by the completed
quantity of worl:.
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Conclusions (CE!'U'LAN System)
A point of difference between the CEMPLAN system and the other 1IlO-
dels is that both estimator's cost (for cost control) and updated
expected cost (for planning the most, economical method of future
construction) are used.
In contrast to the other node'Ls the cost centres are generally
shown as being much smaller units than the network activities.
This is in direct opposition to the view taken by Barnes and
Gillespie (Ref. 3, Chapter 5) that fewer and larger cost centres
should be used.
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iAPPENDIX B
LIST OF SYMBOLS* USED IN THIS THESIS
I
J
EFT
LST
LFT
p, q
K
N, L
a
b
m
T
activity start event nUIli:>er
activity finish event number
earliest time of an event
latest time of an- event
duration of activity I, J
early start time of an activity
early finish time of an activity
late start time- of an activity
late finish time of an activity
shape factors of the Beta-<!istribution
normalizing constant of the Beta-distribution
extreme x-axis points of the Beta-distribution
IOOde of the Beta-distribution
mean of the Beta-distribution
standard deviation of the Beta-distribution
expected activity duration
standard deviation of an activity duration
estimated IOOst optimistic activity duration
estimated most, pessimistic activity duration
estimated mst likely activity duration
calculated expected project duration
standard deviation of the project duration
general time parameter (e.g. activity duration)
scheduled (required) project duration
---------
*Symbols are listed approximately in the order in which they occur
in this thesis.
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Qw
N
c
L
x
F
z
d.
a,
t
F. F
t
A, A
i
t
r
p
x
I
P
X
P
x
R
x
I
~
R
x
t
r
B/2
quantity of work (e.g. volume of concrete)
(a) rate of working of a resource team
or (b) ratio of the overtime divided by the normal wage
rate
or (c) the wastage of material on site
the nUlllber of labour and plant resource teams
the project resource level at time t
project available resource levels
cost of unit resource (e.g. labour-hour)
volume of fill carted by truck
compaction factor of uncompacted/compacted soil
quantity of fill measured in monthly certificate
average time delay between centre of gravity of con-
tractors cost payments for work done, and the time
lihen the corresponding payments are received from
the client
total cost of cost category i (evg; labour)
average delay between start of month during lihich cost
of cost category i is incurred and the time when the
corresponding payment is made by the contractor
value of a future sum of money
present value of a sum of money
interest rate of earning (no inflation)
overall interest rate (with inflation)
rate of inflation (percent)
cash payment at year x (no inflation)
cash payment at year x (with inflation)
additional cash payment due to inflation
cash receipt at year x (no inflation)
cash receipt at year x (with inflation)
additional cash receipt due to inflation
target interest rate
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Qs' QL' ~, ~
Ca, CL' Cl' C2
,
S
M
R
a
W
a
~
x, y, s, h, i,
n, p
B/3
quantities of concrete
cost of pouring different quantities of concrete
part of estimated cost rate per unit quantity of
Bill item i (e.g. labour cost)
quantity of Bill item i
actual project cost to date
estimate allowable project cost to date
time since start of project
percent increase in costs to date.
allowable duration of concrete in store
actual duration of concrete in store
work: output per total manpower hours of all trades
number of persons employed of trade a
hourly wage rate of trade a
quantity of cost centre i within an activity
for general use
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APPENDIX C
AN ITERATIVE COMPUTER ALGORITHM FOR THE CRITICAL
PATH METHOD TIME ANALYSIS FOR
AN ARROW NETWORK
In Section 2.3.1 C it was described that early coneercfal, computer
programmes for the Arrow net'o'Oril: time analysis required the networl:
nodes (i.e. events) to be pre-numbered according to a set procedure.
Namely, the start node of any activity should always have a lower
number than the corresponding finish node. SUbsequent progralllllles
have, however, been developed which automtically re-number the nodes
for netlolOrl<s where the nodes have been pre-nUDi:>ered in a random fa-
shion.
Referring to the manual procedure in Figure 2.4 (for calculating the
early and late times T
e
and Tl of an arrow networil:), it will be seen
that in the second step only those nodes whose predecessors -have been
assigned T values are examined.
e
In a comput.er- model all the data
is pre-sorted to ensure that when a node is considered by the DIOdel
(in order to calculate the node's early time T
e), all predecessor
nodes have been assigned Te values. When the nodes have been pre-
nUllt>ered such that the completion node for each activity always has
a higher nunber than the corresponding activity start node, the sub-
routine lihich is needed to pre-sort the activities is relatively sim-
ple. When the network nodes have been numbered in a random fashion
a IlDre complicated subroutine is required to sort the data.
In this appendix a computer- algorith for the netlolOril: time analYSis
is proposed which operates independently from the node numbers. As
far as the writer is aware t~is approach has not been used before.
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The method of calculation is as follows:-
(i) For a given arrow network whose activities have been assigned
estimated durations a first approximation of the activity EST
(Early start time) and EFT (Early finish time) is calculated:-
EST of an activity = T (early time) of the
e
activity start node ........................... (c.r)
EFT of an activity = EST of this activity
+ the activity duration ....................... (C.2)
(For most nodes except the start node the T value will ini-
e
tially always be zero s )
(ii) For each node a new T
e
value is calculated from the ma.JdJnum
EFT of all activities converging on this node.
(iii) A new approximation of the EST and EFT value of each activity
is now calculated as described in step (L) using equations C.l
and C.2.
(iv)
(v)
Another approxilllation of the event early times (T ) is cal.cu-
e
lated as described in step (ii) but using the values of EFT
obtained in step (iii).
For each node the T value obtained in step (iv) is compared
e
with the T
e
value calculated previously. The highest value
of T for each node is retained for subsequent calculations.
e
(vi) The model repeats steps (iii), (iv) and (v) until there are
no further increases in the T values of any nodes.
e
The fi-
nal EST (early start time) and LST (late start time) is then
calculated for each activity.
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C/3
A similar procedure is followed in the above IlDdel for the "backward-
pass" calculation to determine the Tl value of each node, and hence
the 1ST (late start time) and LFT (late finish time) for each activi-
ty.
In the remainder of this appendix a descriptive flowchart is presented
to illustrate the complete calculation procedure of the above iterative
critical path time analysis technique. A computer prcgramme based on
this method is also provided and an example of part of the printout for
a critical path time analysis of a bridge structure is shown.
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Fig. C.l: Flowchart of the iterative critical path time
analysis mode 1
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NETWORK TI~E ANALY~IS - RANDOM ~OOE NUM8ERING
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APPENDIX D
INPUTS AND OUTPUTS OF A PROPOSED
PLANNING AND CONTROL IJ;ODEL FOR
CIVIL ENGINEERING CONTRACTS
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